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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This thesis analyses the reporting about Facebook in the Australian newsprint media over 
time, from 2004 to 2013. With the launch of its newsfeed application, ‘Paper’, in February 
2014, Facebook signalled its move to become a social networking site that provided news 
for its users. Facebook functionality was built into the application so that social 
networking, news reading and news sharing became seamless activities; the news that 
users received was selected and curated by Facebook’s editorial processes. When Paper 
was shut down in 2016, the company acknowledged that, far from being a failure, much 
had been learned from the exercise (Newton, 2016). Extant research on Facebook 
considers its prominence as a leading social networking site (Boyd & Ellison, 2008), the 
language and behaviour of its users (Ellison, Steinfield & Lampe, 2007; DeAndrea, Shaw 
& Levine, 2010; Bouvier, 2012), and its applications (Shearer & Gottfried, 2017). By 
contrast, this project examines Facebook itself as a subject in the news; it investigates 
how traditional news has presented Facebook in news language in terms of news values.  
1.1 The Effect of Facebook as a Mainstream News Provider 
Why study Facebook in the news? The rise of Facebook as a mainstream news provider 
is of interest for numerous reasons. It is instructive to consider the potential effect of 
news that Facebook curates and disseminates about itself as a company. After being 
listed on Nasdaq on 18 May 2012, Facebook experienced what founder Mark Zuckerberg 
reportedly described as a ‘disappointing’ drop in the company’s market value (Kelion, 
2012). Following Zuckerberg’s comment, it was reported that ‘Facebook stock price rises 
7.9% after Mark Zuckerberg interview’ and ‘[Zuckerberg’s] remarks seemed to have a 
positive effect … immediately after he spoke, Facebook shares rose about 3 percent in 
after-hours trading’ (Sengupta, 2012). A subsequent article printed in The Age, titled 
‘Barron’s Take on Mobile Sale Sends Facebook Stock Down 10pc’, suggested that the 
financial magazine Barron’s news article had triggered a reversal of this upward trend in 
the company’s value (‘Barron’s Slams Facebook’, 2012). These examples of news items 
potentially influencing the value of a company are not a new phenomenon, nor are they 
the focus of this study; however, when a company becomes a news provider itself, 
especially one as ubiquitous as Facebook that seamlessly integrates news and social 
media, it may be helpful to look at its potential effects from a variety of perspectives. 
1.2 A Profile of the Traditional Australian Newsprint Media 
While Facebook’s reach is global, this study focuses on coverage of Facebook in the 
Australian newsprint media. A profile of this data source shows that, despite a 
consistently high ranking in the World Press Freedom Index (number 19 out of 180 
countries in 2017), traditional Australian newsprint is in a state of decline due to the role 
of social networking sites such as Facebook and changing media practices (The Australian 
Press Council, 2008). Currently, the Australian Communications and Media Authority is 
the broadcasting regulator (Broadcasting Services Act, 1992) for radio and television in 
Australia, and the co-regulator for the Online Content Scheme. The Australian Press 
Council is the self-regulatory body for Australian print media. Even with an established 
regulatory regime in place, Australia has a higher concentration of media ownership in 
fewer hands compared to many other Western countries. All major newspapers are 
owned by either News Corp Australia or Fairfax Media. There are two national 
newspapers, The Australian and The Australian Financial Review; 10 state/territory 
newspapers including The Sydney Morning Herald, The Daily Telegraph (Sydney), The Age 
and the Herald Sun (Melbourne); and 507 regional and suburban newspapers. Online 
news websites include Ninemsn, Yahoo!7, abc.net.au (Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation), Crikey, news.com.au, smh.com.au and theguardian.com/au. This profile of 
the Australian newsprint media provides some background information about the data 
source used for this investigation. 
1.3 Facebook in the Australian News: A Corpus Linguistic Approach 
To provide a linguistic description of news discourse about Facebook and a focused case 
study of news values, this study uses a corpus linguistic approach. Corpus linguistics is the 
use of software to analyse large data sets of language called corpora. Lee (2007) offered 
the following perspective: 
A methodological innovation ... [that] also simultaneously incorporates an 
approach to language. By ‘methodological innovation’, I mean ‘a new way of 
accomplishing old goals’, and by ‘approach’, I mean ‘a set of theoretical 
positions and beliefs about the nature of language and how we can study it (e.g. 
that large-enough amounts of real, empirical data should be the source of 
theorizing). (p. 87) 
The strength of corpus linguistics is that it enables researchers to look at language at scale 
to conduct many forms of analyses, such as obtaining statistics on the frequency of word 
choice (in which both high and low frequency are of interest) and to consider patterns 
that emerge in language use (Baker, 2006; Hunston, 2002; McEnery, Xiao & Tono, 2006; 
McEnery & Hardie, 2012). The statistical significance revealed by a corpus wordlist can 
generate hypotheses for further research (Adolphs, 2006). Corpus linguistics is well 
established as a useful method of investigation into news language, specific news topics 
and, in some cases, news values (Baker, Gabrielatos & McEnery, 2012; Marchi, 2013; 
Potts, Bednarek & Caple, 2015). 
There are many corpora available, ranging from small, purpose built, time-bound 
collections of language samples to massive national stores of spoken and written 
language. This study makes use of a 104,514 word ‘specialised’ (Hunston, 2002, p. 14) 
corpus built specifically for this investigation called the ‘Facebook News Corpus’ (FNC), 
which consists of Australian news texts that appeared around three main events in the 
company’s history: 1) the launch of Facebook in Australia on 4 February 2004; 2) the 
listing of Facebook Inc. on Nasdaq on 18 May 2012; and 3) the introduction of Graph 
Search1 on 15 January 2013. The articles used to build the FNC include everything that 
can be considered as news.2 They were drawn from the Dow Jones database Factiva, 
which met three practical and methodological requirements: accessibility, functionality 
and scope. The most comprehensive news archive currently available, Factiva provides 
access to all Australian newsprint sources—national, regional, metropolitan, rural, 
independent and web news—approximately 520 in total, making the FNC strongly 
representative of Australian news language on Facebook. The FNC is a starting point or 
pilot for a larger corpus. If the corpus proves to be substantive, an extended or modified 
version could be used to serve a range of investigations. This study, which uses the FNC 
                                                          
1 Graph Search is a search engine used by Facebook to combine the data of its users with external data. Its algorithms 
gather information from a user's network of friends. 
2 News in the FNC corpus includes everything that can be considered as news by a reader, from hard news to opinion 
editorials. Further details are provided in Chapter 3. 
to look at how news values are construed around a central topic, represents the first 
attempt to use corpus linguistics to evaluate news about Facebook.  
A review of perspectives on news values is provided in Chapter 2. This shows that news 
values are defined in a variety of ways: from ‘factors influencing the flow of news’ 
(Galtung & Ruge, 1965, p. 64) to an ‘ideological code’ (Hartley, 1982, p. 81) or 
‘intersubjective mental categories’ (Fowler, 1991, p. 17), to an ‘often unconscious criteria 
by which newsworkers make their professional judgements’ (Bell, 1991, pp. 155–156). In 
recent years, news values have been defined as having a ‘discursive’ dimension in being 
‘established by language and image in use’ (Bednarek & Caple, 2012a, pp. 44–45). 
Drawing on the latter definition, key research questions about news values for this 
project include:  
1) What does news about Facebook look like?  
2) How is ‘newsworthiness’ constructed in news stories around Facebook compared 
to general news?  
3) How has news about Facebook changed over time?  
4) How useful are corpus linguistic techniques in applying discursive news values 
analysis to answer these questions?  
5) What can a study of the FNC demonstrate about news values and how news 
values behave?  
6) Are there insights that will contribute to future methodological approaches to 
news values? 
Hunston (2011) stated: ‘Corpus linguistics is more than a simple set of techniques … it is 
a field where technological advancement and theoretical development go hand in hand’ 
(p. 4). However, the relationship between data and theory is complex, perhaps even 
questionable (Barlow, 2011). As detailed in Chapter 3, this study applies an iterative 
sequence of corpus linguistic techniques to the analysis of discourse (Partington, Morely, 
& Haarman, 2004), drawing on quantitative and qualitative methods and resources, such 
as Bednarek and Caple’s (2012a, 2012b, 2014) discursive news values analyses. Chapter 
3 details the FNC corpus design and construction, as well as the use of a frequency list to 
check the corpus prior to analysis. Chapter 4 provides a description of the news discourse 
over time to identify change (Baker, 2011). Testing a variety of corpus linguistic 
techniques, the analysis begins with a keywords analysis that provides an overview of 
keywords in the FNC versus a reference corpus of general news. This not only identifies 
words that appear more frequently in the FNC compared with general news, but also 
helps to identify patterns in language use and topics that characterise the FNC news 
discourse (Adolphs, 2006, p. 37). The keywords are categorised semantically to 
determine if grouping them according to meaning provides useful information. ‘Pointers’ 
to news values are identified (Bednarek & Caple, 2014)—that is, words that potentially 
point to news values but require further investigation—and regrouped into news values 
categories. This method is then applied to a diachronic analysis of three time-specific 
subsets of FNC—that is, subsets containing news articles around three of the company’s 
significant events—to see whether and how news discourse about Facebook changed 
over time. A collocation analysis of one of the two corpus-building search terms, the FNC 
keyword Zuckerberg, is then conducted to generate words that co-occur frequently 
around a central topic of this study. In some cases, concordancing is used to examine 
collocates more thoroughly in context. 
Chapter 5 provides a complete contextual profile of three FNC keywords: privacy, friends 
and information. This contextual analysis examines whether (and how) co-text is used to 
construct aspects of newsworthiness around these topics. Concordancing analysis of 
every occurrence of these keywords provides a thorough examination of language in use. 
This comprehensive lexical profile of each keyword is valuable, as it tests the qualitative 
method of concordancing for news values analysis and evaluates how news discourse 
construes news values around specific topics strongly associated with Facebook. 
As outlined in Chapter 6, this study contributes to discursive news values analyses on a 
new subject and provides insights into the application, testing and evaluation of corpus 
linguistic techniques. The analysis provides a diachronic linguistic description of news 
texts about Facebook with findings that further question the behaviour of news values 
and the more nuanced qualities of news values in language use. This study offers valuable 
insights into the emergence of Facebook as a news provider by describing how this 
transition has been presented as news over time. Given the rise of Facebook as a primary 
news source for its more than two billion users, this information will be useful for future 
research on the role of social networking sites and changing media practices (Dwyer, 
2010).
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an overview of the literature on news values. News values have 
been defined from a variety of perspectives, including ‘factors influencing the flow of 
news’ (Galtung & Ruge, 1965, p. 64), ‘an ideological code’ (Hartley, 1982, p. 81) and 
‘intersubjective mental categories’ (Fowler, 1991, p. 17). Others have described news 
values as ‘frames’ with ‘distinct ideological significance’ (Allan, 1999, p. 63); ‘[an] often 
unconscious criteria by which newsworkers make their professional judgements’ (Bell, 
1991, pp 155—156); and ‘a set of rules—often intangible, informal, almost unconscious 
elements—by which to work’ (Brighton & Foy, 2007, p. 1). In more recent interpretations, 
news values have been presented as ‘emic coordinators’ that restrict the 'etic' overload 
or potential news material that becomes part of news making practice (Cotter, 2010, p. 
85). Bednarek and Caple (2014) defined news values as ‘discursive’ and constructed 
through language itself. 
Bednarek and Caple (2013) organised these perspectives into two areas of study: 
journalism/media and linguistics. This structure is followed in this chapter. In journalism 
and media studies, the focus is on why something becomes news. News values are usually 
described as a selection criteria and/or set of principles used by news workers to prioritise 
potential content as news (Brighton & Foy, 2007; Galtung & Ruge, 1965; Harcup & O’Neill, 
2001; Hartley, 1982). By contrast, the linguistic perspective seeks to describe what 
becomes news (Bell, 1991; Cotter, 2010; Fowler, 1991; van Dijk, 1988) and, more 
recently, to analyse what features of language create newsworthiness (Bednarek & Caple, 
2014). The journalism and media perspective is examined briefly below; however, as this 
study uses a corpus linguistic methodology, the focus of this review is on the linguistic 
perspective. 
2.2 Journalism and Media Approaches to News Values 
This section reviews key research from the journalism and media perspective on news 
values. 
2.2.1 The Classic Approach to News Values 
Lippmann (1922) and Østgaard (1965) were among the first researchers to consider 
selection processes associated with news. However, a good starting point for any review 
of news values is Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) classic work in which a list of news values, 
each presented as a hypothesis, is tested against the coverage of three events in four 
Norwegian newspapers. Galtung and Ruge considered news values to be the ‘conditions’ 
that events ‘satisfy’ to become news (p. 70). They produced a rationale of these 
conditions for the selection and publication of news. Table 2.1 lists Galtung and Ruge’s 
news values and dependencies: frequency, threshold, absolute intensity, intensity 
increase, unambiguity, meaningfulness, cultural proximity, relevance, consonance, 
predictability, demand, unexpectedness, unpredictability, scarcity, continuity, 
composition, reference to elite nations, reference to elite people, reference to persons 
and negativity. 
Table 2.1 Galtung and Ruge’s 12 Factors 
Factor News Value Description and Dependencies/Hypotheses  
F1 Frequency The time span for the event to gain meaning (e.g., murder is 
instant). The more distant an event is, the higher the frequency 
the event needs. 
F2 Threshold The level of ‘amplitude’ (e.g., loudness, greatness and impact) of 
an event. The higher the ‘continuity’ and/or ‘composition’ the 
lower the threshold can be. 
F2.1 Absolute 
intensity 
Immediate and ‘loud’ event. 
F2.2 Intensity 
increase 
Event with the potential to become a big story. 
F3 Unambiguity How clearly an event is received. The more distant an event, the 
more clarity is needed. 
F4 Meaningfulness How interpretable an event is. 
F4.1 Cultural 
proximity 
A measure of ethnocentrism. How meaningful the event is within 
a culture. 
F4.2 Relevance How significantly an event affects what is local. Relevance 
overrides distance if the event affects what is close. 
Factor News Value Description and Dependencies/Hypotheses  
F5 Consonance How expected, predicted and wanted an event is and, therefore, 
how easily it can be received. The more distant the event, the 
more consonant it needs to be. 
F5.1 Predictability If the event is forewarned. 
F5.2 Demand If the event is necessary. 
F6 Unexpectedness An unanticipated event. 
F6.1 Unpredictability An event without forewarning. 
F6.2 Scarcity Something hard to find. 
F7 Continuity The likelihood of an event continuing to be news. The higher the 
continuity, the lower the threshold can be. 
F8 Composition How well the event meets the required ‘fit’ for news production 
and distribution. The higher the composition, the lower the 
threshold can be. 
F9 Reference to 
elite nations 
The lower the rank of a nation, the more negative the event 
needs to be. 
F10 Reference to 
elite people 
The lower the rank of a nation, the higher the rank of a person 
needs to be. 
F11 Reference to 
persons 
The lower the rank of the person, the more unexpected the 
event needs to be. 
F12 Negativity Lower negativity requires higher frequency. 
Source: Summarised from Galtung and Ruge (1965). 
Most criticism of Galtung and Ruge’s list targets the narrowness of their data, which was 
collected from a small, topic-specific, set of articles (Harcup & O’Neill, 2001). While 
readily acknowledging such limitations, Galtung and Ruge (1965) justified their selection 
on the grounds that around 95 per cent of the articles they used were transmitted by 
‘international’ sources, such as Reuters, Associated Press and United Press International 
(p. 75). Notwithstanding its limitations in scope and generalisability, Galtung and Ruge’s 
(1965) list of news values has been the point of reference for most subsequent writings 
on the subject (Allan, 1999; Bednarek & Caple, 2012; Bell, 1991; Brighton & Foy, 2007; 
Harcup & O’Neill, 2001), and their news values have been retained, albeit remodelled, in 
most compilations. In addition, Galtung and Ruge (1965) made valuable 
recommendations for future research, such as their ‘additivity hypothesis’ which suggests 
that the more news values an event has, the more likely it is to become news (p. 90). 
2.2.2 An Ideological Approach to News Values 
Several attempts to name, define and categorise news values from the journalism and 
media perspective have taken an ideological approach (Bignell, 2002; Hartley, 1982; 
Staab, 1990). For example, Hartley (1982) advocated watching the ‘established media 
watchdogs’ (p. 192). Hartley’s view is that news values are ideological and that ideological 
meaning is ‘the product of a complex historical process and is deeply embedded in the 
discourses through which we learn to interact with the world, and in which we make 
sense of it’ (p. 62). According to Hartley, news is not the original source of ideological 
meanings; instead, ‘news re-produces dominant ideological discourses’ (p. 62). 
To demonstrate news values, Hartley (1982) evaluated a well-known news story, the 
1981 assassination of John Lennon, against Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) list. Although this 
event met all newsworthy elements (i.e., ‘frequency’, ‘threshold’ and ‘unambiguous’), 
Hartley found that news values were not necessarily a good indicator of why certain news 
events were covered. By way of example, he presented a lesser-known story, ‘the 
MacCabe Affair’, that, despite its lack of news values, gained significant coverage in 1981 
(p. 79). Hartley found that ‘news values can actually disguise the more important 
ideological determinants of a story’ (p. 80).  
Hartley (1982) emphasised the importance of deciphering codes in the elements of 
news—that is, visuals, composition, sequencing, language and what is absent from news. 
Further, he suggested that there were two things to consider when analysing news: 1) 
the extent to which the medium itself gives ‘shape’ to news and 2) the extent to which 
newsworthiness is created by linking fiction with fact. He posed a series of questions to 
help assess articles in terms of news values that defined the relationship between copy, 
headlines and pictures; the relationship between different stories appearing in close 
proximity on the page; and the extent to which political conflict is embedded in news 
rhetoric (p. 155). Hartley felt that an overhaul of the way news was both analysed and 
gathered would generate important changes for society. 
Some of Hartley’s key points are, perhaps, even more relevant today with news being 
delivered in a variety of multimodal formats. Hartley advocated looking closely at the 
overall placement of news, especially how elements in news design contributed to news 
values, including choices made in the selection and placement of images. His observation 
that news values do not necessarily indicate why a news story is covered is also important 
to keep in mind today.  
2.2.3 Reworking of Galtung & Ruge’s Original List 
More recent approaches to news values from the journalism and media perspective have 
attempted to rework Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) original list (see Table 2.1). To test the 
list and address criticisms about Galtung and Ruge’s limited range of text types, Harcup 
and O’Neill (2001) assessed the 12 factors against a broadened range of 1276 articles—
all the lead news articles that appeared in three United Kingdom (UK) national 
newspapers, The Daily Telegraph, The Tabloid Sun and The Daily Mail during March 1999. 
Harcup and O’Neill’s aim was threefold: 1) to determine whether a relationship existed 
between values and news, 2) to assess the usefulness of news values, and 3) to evaluate 
the accuracy of Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) selection criteria. 
Harcup and O’Neill (2001) found that, within the scope of their articles, many stories did 
not have any of Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) news values. Yet, the range also demonstrated 
that certain combinations of factors seemed to guarantee publication. They 
recommended that Galtung and Ruge’s list be considered open to revision and re-
categorisation. For example, some values, such as frequency and unambiguity, are 
concerned with how a news story is written. Harcup and O’Neill suggested renaming 
some of the original news values to encompass a broader scope; they also found that 
Bell’s (1991) values of competition, cooption, predictability and prefabrication were 
significant. Table 2.2 shows Harcup and O’Neill’s (2001) inclusive ‘contemporary’ list 
absorbing several of Bell’s (1991) news values.  
Table 2.2 Harcup and O’Neill’s News Values 
News Value Meaning 
The power elite Reference to powerful people, organisations or institutions. 
Celebrity  Reference to already famous people. 
Entertainment Reference to sex, showbiz, drama and humour. This category includes 
‘human interest’ as a distinct subcategory. 
Surprise Presents an element of surprise or contrast. 
Bad news Has negative overtones such as with conflict, tragedy. 
Good news Has positive overtones such as rescues, cures. 
Magnitude Is significant due to number of people involved or impact. 
Relevance The issues/groups/nations are relative to audience. 
Newspaper 
agenda 
The news complies with the publication’s purpose. 
Source: Summarised from Harcup and O’Neill (2001). 
Harcup and O’Neill (2001) tested Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) original news values against 
a broadened range of news articles and examined published news to identify selection 
processes (p. 267). Two points garnered from their research stand out. First, and most 
importantly, Harcup and O’Neill (2001, p. 267) demonstrated the need for more inclusive 
data sets than Galtung and Ruge (1965) used when analysing news values. This is an 
important consideration in the current landscape of news dispersion, particularly when 
the source and story type of news is much less clearly defined than in the newsprint days 
of Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) study. As a result of casting a wider net, news values such 
as ‘good news’ become an important contribution, with later interpretations such as 
‘positivity’ (Bednarek & Caple, 2017) being thought of as news values. Second, some of 
Harcup and O’Neill’s (2001) contemporary news values may not necessarily function as 
valid replacements of Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) originals, instead representing simple 
re-namings (Bednarek & Caple, 2014, Appendix 1, pp. 18–28). This suggests that there is 
significant overlap in newer lists of news values (Bednarek & Caple, 2014, p. 5) 
In another key work from the journalism/media perspective, Brighton and Foy (2007) 
attempted to rework Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) list of news values for the twenty-first 
century. Aiming to put forward a matrix of relevant values for news makers to use in the 
digital age of converged media forms, Brighton and Foy conducted an analysis of news 
media in print broadcast and new media. They considered the need for a practical 
application of news values and so gathered their information from a broad range of 
sources, including the input of working journalists, newscasters and researchers. Positing 
that news values are a set of rules ‘often intangible, informal, almost unconscious 
elements—by which to work’ (p. 1), they considered earlier attempts to define news 
values as subjective and problematic from an editorial point of view (p. 7).  
Brighton and Foy (2007) suggested that Galtung and Ruge (1965) may have been 
motivated (and limited) by their social science behavioural background, and that theirs 
and other compilations of news values may no longer be relevant. Brighton and Foy 
(2007) considered not only the contemporary profile of news, but also its effect on news 
values (e.g., the ‘increasing self-awareness of news’) and stylistic conventions (e.g., the 
previewing news in which ‘the net effect is to bring forward the chronological centre of 
gravity of news reporting’) (p. 38). Brighton and Foy (2007) identified two types of news 
values and recommended a third: 
1) news values as features of professional news making which indicate likely 
newsworthiness 
2) news values as ideological and culturally conditioned 
3) news values as media-driven and aesthetic, reflecting changes in the symbiotic 
relationship between news providers and consumers (6). 
Table 2.3 lists Brighton and Foy’s news values and associated criteria. 
Table 2.3 Brighton and Foy’s News Values 
News Value Event Criteria 
Relevance Important to viewer/listener/reader 
Topicality New, current, immediately relevant 
Composition Works well with nearby items 
Expectation Expected by consumers 
Unusualness  Unlike other events 
Worth  Publication/presentation is justified 
External influences Pure or corrupted by agenda 
Source: Brighton and Foy (2007, p. 29) 
Brighton and Foy (2007) presented a valid case that news values need to be applicable to 
twenty-first century mediums and multimedia news platforms; however, as with Harcup 
and O’Neill's (2001) list, no compelling difference was evident between the old and new 
lists (Bednarek & Caple, 2014). 
2.2.4 Summary 
The journalism and media perspective commonly treats news values as external to news 
language and as criteria used by news makers to determine the selection of events and/or 
stories as news. From this viewpoint, news values are in action or ‘at play’ before the 
news text is even written. Despite this, much research from this perspective uses news 
articles as data and content analysis as a method of investigation. However, from a 
linguistic perspective, the news language itself (the content) and, more specifically, the 
way this language is constructed, is the starting point to identifying news values; this is in 
keeping with Bednarek and Caple’s approach (2014). 
2.3 Linguistic Approaches to News Values 
This section reviews three key areas of research on news values from the perspective of 
linguistics: 1) critical discourse analysis (CDA) and the work of van Dijk (1988), Fowler 
(1991) and Richardson (2007); 2) practice-based approaches to news values applied by 
Bell (1991) and Cotter (2010); and 3) Bednarek and Caple’s (2012a, 2012b, 2014, 2017) 
recent work in discursive news values analysis (DNVA).  
2.3.1 Critical Discourse Analysis 
CDA research identifies a social problem, takes the perspective of those affected by that 
problem—often asserting a political position—and critically analyses the promulgation of 
associated ideologies put forward by those responsible or those in power who may be 
capable of resolving the situation (Richardson, 2007, pp. 2–3). In terms of news values, 
early CDA work, such as that by van Dijk (1988) and Fowler (1991), combined critical 
linguistic analyses with an interpretation of news values as a cognitive concept. For van 
Dijk (1988), news values were related to, and determined by, specific cognitive 
constraints in which ‘the very use of the notion of ‘value’ suggests the location of news 
values in social cognition … They provide the cognitive basis for decisions about selection, 
attention, understanding, representation, recall and the use of news information in 
general’ (p. 119). Van Dijk (1988) focused on the ‘macrosociological’ aspects of news 
reception (p. 99). To assess news production and the ‘institutional’ dimensions of news 
gathering, interpretation and re-production, van Dijk (1988) conducted field studies to 
try to gain an accurate representation of what happened in the news room. He found 
that ‘events usually become known through the already coded and interpreted 
discourses of others, most prominently through the dispatches of news agencies’ (van 
Dijk, 1988, p. 97), and that ‘journalists internalise the social picture that results from the 
social and professional constraints on newswriting’ (Atwood & Grotta, 1973, as cited in 
van Dijk, 1988). These cognitive constraints—novelty, regency, presupposition, 
consonance, relevance, deviance, negativity and proximity—represent a set of news 
values that refer to the cognitive processes that determine news. In this regard, van Dijk 
claimed that news writing was not just routine processing, but was directly connected to 
social ideologies of news making. He interpreted news values as something more 
cognitively driven and connected to internalised processes than the original factors of 
news selection. 
Despite not analysing news language for news values, van Dijk identified two main groups 
of news values according to certain constraints: 1) those that are economic, driven by 
constraints such as sales, budgets, assumed beliefs of news sources and agendas 
determined by public preferences; and 2) those that are a result of news gathering and 
organised production, such as preferences, elite persons, and social and political 
determinants. However, news values are not considered the starting point for linguistic 
analyses of news content. 
Also taking a critical linguistic approach, Fowler (1991) analysed how news language can 
shape reality (via ideological presentation) rather than reflect reality (i.e., what we need 
to know). According to Fowler, news values are a set of criteria—conscious or 
unconscious—used in the editorial process to sort information into items that have 
newsworthiness and those that do not. Since ‘news stories are constructed on the basis 
of mental categories [that] are present in readers and built on by the media’ (p. 19), 
Fowler suggested analysing news in light of three discourse participants: the source, the 
addressee and the referee. Although he did not address news values in a substantive way, 
Fowler acknowledged that news is socially constructed; that news content is not a 
presentation of facts but an assembly of ideas; that news events are not necessarily 
reported due to ‘intrinsic importance’ but because of the ‘operation of a complex and 
artificial set of criteria for selection’ (p. 2); and that while all texts are biased, newspapers 
‘employ textual strategies [that] foreground the speech act of offering values and beliefs’ 
(p. 209). Fowler described news values as features that represent news itself, rather than 
news selection (p. 19). He examined Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) news values from this 
perspective, asking why disasters are ‘more newsworthy than triumphs’ (Fowler, 1991, 
p. 16). 
In a more recent CDA approach, Richardson (2007) described news values as ‘criteria 
employed by journalists to measure and judge the “newsworthiness” of events’ (p. 91) 
based on what journalists believe audiences want. If this is the case, reception–demand 
determines criteria that, in turn, determines the selection and production of news. This 
cognitive model of operation and methodological approach to news values is highly 
subjective; news values are seen as meeting the ever-changing demands of audiences 
and reflecting responses to audience demands. 
Regarding language itself, Richardson (2007) suggested that most research on news 
values looks to output (p. 93), which means it only evaluates what is there, not what is 
missing or absent. He opposed the use of quantitative content analysis on the grounds 
that CDA aims to put forward interpretations of meaning rather than draw meaning from 
quantitative features in language use (p. 15). Given this interpretation of CDA, it is not 
surprising that quantitative corpus analysis does not align with Richardson’s (2007) 
perspective. However, a broader understanding of the uses and approach of CDA, as 
outlined in Chapter 3, suggests the possibility of an eventual rapprochement between 
the ‘cognitive’ and the quantitative’ schools.  
2.3.2 Practice-Based Approaches to News Values 
This section looks at ‘practice-based’ approaches to news values. It focuses on research 
by Bell (1991) and Cotter (2010) that views news values as intrinsically connected to the 
processes acquired and used by news workers to produce news content. 
For Bell (1991), a sociolinguist with a background in journalism, news values exist due to 
the motivations of several main players, the most obvious being journalists who are 
trained to use news values as criteria to make decisions about news production (which 
they do consciously or unconsciously). However, Bell (1991) asserted that those decisions 
are in direct response to societal ideologies and priorities. Thus, the news produced by 
journalists is driven and controlled by those ideologies and priorities; as a result, news 
reflects the qualities and values of multiple driving forces. Bell (1991) stated that news is 
‘determined by values, and the kind of language in which that news is told reflects and 
expresses those values’ (p. 2).  
Using this approach, Bell (1991) identified news language itself as a valuable source of 
information. Starting from the premise that news values are externally generated and 
news events consist of qualities that meet those values, Bell argued that ‘the values of 
news drives the way news is presented’ (p. 155) and that patterns in language use reveal 
information about those values. Bell demonstrated this through his analysis of individual 
news articles. Based on his findings, he agreed that Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) categories 
were usable; however, he recommended additions and modifications, including some 
suggested by other researchers. Bell categorised news values into three classes, which 
are described below.  
Class 1: Content, nature of events and news actors. This is shown in Table 2.4. 
Table 2.4 Bell’s News Values: Class 1 
News Value Modification 
Negativity Bell added ‘deviance’ as per van Dijk (1988) 
Recency Bell aligned this with Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) F1: Frequency 
Proximity Bell aligned this with Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) F4: Meaningfulness 
Consonance The way news is in keeping with set perceptions of audiences 
Unambiguity Bell did not note Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) F3: Clarity here 
Unexpectedness Bell related this to Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) F6: Unexpectedness 
Superlativeness Bell related this to Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) F2: Threshold 
Relevance As suggested by van Dijk (1988, from Bell, 1991) 
Personalisation When news is in personal terms rather than on mass 
Eliteness People or places of interest (e.g., celebrities, politicians and cities) 
Attribution How valued the sources are 
Facticity As suggested by Tuchman (1978, from Bell, 1991) 
Source: summarised from Bell (1991, 156–60) 
Class 2: News process values. According to Bell, most of the factors in Galtung and Ruge’s 
(1965) list (included in Class 1 above) were characteristics of events and ‘actors’. Two 
values related to news gathering and processing: continuity (once an item becomes news, 
it is likely to appear again) and competition (stories competing with each other). Bell 
(1991) added four more values to this group: competition, cooption (related stories can 
gain news value), predictability (related to pre-scheduled news [Bell did not refer to 
Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) F5.1 ‘predictability’ here]), and prefabrication (generating a 
story out of a pre-written text) (p. 159). 
Class 3: Quality of text. This class included factors in which the quality and/or style of news 
text affected its news value, such as clarity, brevity and colour (Bell, 1991, p. 160).  
Bell’s (1991) influential categorisation of news values, which included external and 
internal (i.e., cognitive processes and language) factors, continues to provide important 
suggestions for research and practice (Bednarek, 2006a). Bell (1991) stated that the 
integrity of news ‘depends on long-term reshaping of the values which drive the way 
news stories are gathered, structured and presented’ (p. 247). His interpretation of news 
values is useful because it encompasses more of the factors that determine the way news 
values are selected and used in practice. 
Like Bell (1991), Cotter (2010) saw news values as intrinsic to the practice of news 
production and was interested in how those processes were acquired by news workers 
and how news values related to ‘newsworthiness’. In her ethnographic research on 
everyday journalism, Cotter (2010) perceived news values as both practice-based and 
sociologically acquired by journalists during their training. Drawing on her own 
experiences in the newsroom and as a student of journalism, she claimed that the 
newsroom used a similar, yet less controlled, process in which discussion about the 
newsworthiness of stories was ‘in the moment’, dependent on what else was going on 
and personal interpretations of events.  
Cotter drew on Mencher’s (2006, as cited in Cotter, 2010, p. 85) perspective that 
reporters ‘use a storehouse of facts’ and that respectable reporters make choices about 
what is newsworthy based on this storehouse. Although news values are taught in 
journalism schools, they are not necessarily talked about in the newsroom. However, for 
Cotter (2010), they remain an underlying principle of news making:  
News values govern practice by affording decision-making parameters, and are 
thus embedded in text. As such, they shape text by reinforcing an ‘ideology’ 
about what counts as news and, consequently, by organizing story design: story 
form and news values go hand-in-hand. (p. 67, emphasis in original) 
According to Cotter (2010), news values are important in the newsroom and the 
classroom because they ‘promote and reinforce membership in the community of 
practice as well as reinforce assessments about what is news’ (p. 87). Further, they 
provide transparency in the news process and are entrenched in practice, thus limiting 
the scope of what can be news. Cotter’s research showed that the news community in 
the United States (US) concentrated on two central news values: 1) proximity, being the 
local interest or readership relevance; and 2) prominence, being the placement of the 
subject under news scrutiny (p. 87). Cotter also highlighted ‘necessity’ (Mencher, 2006), 
relating it to ‘journalism of consciousness’ (Cotter, 2010, p. 70). 
Cotter (2010) found that news values were interpreted before becoming embedded in 
language. Using ethnographic nomenclature, she defined news values as ‘emic 
coordinators' that influence decision-making and news production (Cotter, 2010, p. 85). 
They help to coordinate the '…structurally significant and community identified patterns 
of reporting and writing, to restrict the 'etic' overload or all that is potentially meaningful 
within the news process’ (Cotter, 2010, p. 85). In this way, news values provide a 
‘hierarchy of importance’ and guide decisions that become ‘internalized in practice’. In 
her approach to news values, Cotter considered many potential contributing factors, 
from societal ideologies to journalist training, from the newsroom to news language—a 
complex network of variables that does not lend itself to a straightforward or definitive 
understanding of news values. 
2.3.3 Discursive News Values Analysis 
Representing a more recent perspective on news values, Bednarek and Caple (2012b, 
2014) have sought to describe the end result of news production, news language and 
image, to see what language is used and how it constructs newsworthiness. For them, 
news values are ‘the values of newsworthiness’ (Bednarek & Caple, 2014, p. 136), 
evidence of which can be found in the news itself, in ‘language, image, layout, 
typography, and so on’ (p. 139). Their list-in-progress provides specific linguistic devices 
that can be connected to news values. Table 2.5 lists Bednarek and Caple’s (2014) news 
values and corresponding linguistic devices.  
Table 2.5 Bednarek and Caple’s News Values and Key Linguistic Devices 
News Value Key Linguistic Device (Language Only) and Examples 
Negativity (i.e., the 
negative aspects of 
an event) 
 Language expressing negative opinions of the writer (e.g., terrible 
and slaughter) 
 Language of negative emotions (e.g., distraught, condemn and 
criticise) 
 Negative lexis (e.g., conflict, damage and death) 
Timeliness (i.e., the 
temporal relevance 
of an event) 
 Explicit reference to time (e.g., recent, ongoing, about to occur, 
seasonal and today) 
 Certain verb tense and aspect1 (e.g., have been trying and is 
preparing) 
Proximity (i.e., an 
event’s geographical 
or cultural 
closeness) 
 Some references to place (e.g., Australian and Melbourne) 
 Reference to the target audience’s community/nation (e.g., the 
nation’s capital) 
 Inclusive first person pronouns (e.g., our nation’s leaders) 
Superlativeness (i.e., 
an event’s 
intensified aspects) 
 Quantifiers (e.g., many, all and thousands) 
 Intensifiers and/or intensified lexis (e.g., epidemic, smashed and 
stunned) 
 Repetition (e.g., building after building) 
 Comparative and superlative adjectives (e.g., most shocking) 
 Metaphors and similes that intensify (e.g., swallowing Sydney) 
Eliteness (i.e., high 
status, people, 
organisations or 
nations associated 
with an event) 
 Labels, assessments denoting significance/importance (e.g., 
experts) 
 High-status role labels and names (e.g., minister and diplomat) 
 Descriptions of status (e.g., high-profile) 
Impact (the 
significance of an 
event; its effects 
and/or 
consequences) 
 Evaluative language (e.g., crucial, historic) 
 Descriptions of consequences (e.g., will stun the world) 
                                                          
1 The analysis of timeliness in this thesis does not include tense and aspect. 
News Value Key Linguistic Device (Language Only) and Examples 
Novelty (i.e., new or 
unexpected aspects 
of an event) 
 Indicators of ‘newness’ (e.g., fresh and new) 
 Evaluative language denoting unexpectedness (e.g., astonishing 
and strange) 
 Some comparisons with other events (e.g., first time since 1958) 
 Reference to surprise/expectation and/or ‘unusual’ happenings 
(e.g., man survives) 
Personalisation (i.e., 
the ordinary, human 
or personal ‘face’ of 
an event) 
 Reference to emotion (e.g., she bawled) 
 Quotes from ‘ordinary’ people (e.g., Charissa Benjamin and her 
Serbian husband) 
 Reference to ‘ordinary’ individuals (e.g., a commuter/passenger) 
 Eyewitness reports (e.g., ‘It was pretty bloody scary’) 
Consonance (i.e., 
the stereotypical or 
expected aspects of 
an event) 
 Evaluative language indicating expectedness (e.g., notorious, 
typical) 
 Some comparison with other events (e.g., yet another) 
 Language about stereotypes (e.g., well known) 
Source: summarised from Bednarek and Caple (2014, pp. 155–158) and Potts, Bednarek and Caple (2015, 
p. 3). 
In Bednarek and Caple’s (2012, p. 45) earlier research, language and image were 
examined to evaluate how events were made newsworthy and how news makers 
constructed newsworthy elements through language and image. The authors related 
news values to the aspects made newsworthy and construed through language. They 
proceeded ‘in a context-based, interpretive way using the guiding question: Does this 
resource have the potential to establish aspects of actors and happenings as newsworthy 
(e.g. as negative, novel, elite ...) for the target audience?’ (Bednarek & Caple, 2014, p. 
140).  
Bednarek and Caple have developed a DNVA framework that provides for multimodal 
discourse analysis and corpus linguistic analysis using both qualitative and quantitative 
methods. DNVA has been tested in several case studies. One case study examined a small 
70,000-word corpus of UK news articles using word/bigram frequency and keywords to 
assess ‘how happenings are “sold” to us as newsworthy through conventionalised 
language that is repeated frequently’ (Bednarek & Caple, 2014, p. 143). Another used the 
same corpus to apply a keywords analysis of news about suicide bombings in Iraq 
(Bednarek & Caple, 2014). This study introduced the method of manually identifying 
‘pointers’ to news values or words that potentially identify news values for further 
investigation using concordancing. A later study of news articles about Hurricane Katrina 
tested additional corpus techniques for DNVA on a larger corpus, including tagged lemma 
frequencies, collocation, key part-of-speech tags and key semantic tags (Potts et al., 
2015). Results showed that all tested methods were useful in investigating a large corpus 
for the construction of newsworthiness; however, they were not without challenges and 
limitations. These included the open-ended range of linguistic devices, intra-textuality of 
newsworthiness and co-text dependency of news values construction (Potts et al., 2015: 
20-21). 
Although not used in this thesis, a recent study by Bednarek and Caple (2017) has 
demonstrated the potential of their DNVA framework as a systemised way of researching 
the construction of news values in both news text and image. The authors updated their 
earlier list of news values, replacing ‘novelty’ with ‘unexpectedness’ (in situations in 
which the event is discursively construed as ‘unusual, strange, rare’); adding ‘aesthetic 
appeal’ for visuals only (in situations in which the event is discursively construed as 
‘beautiful’); and including Harcup and O’Neill’s (2001) ‘good news’ as ‘positivity’ (in 
situations in which an event is discursively construed as positive, such as a ‘scientific 
breakthrough or ‘heroic act’) (Bednarek & Caple, 2017, p. 55). It will be interesting to see 
whether and how the DNVA news values list continues to evolve with a broad and 
extensive application to new media forms. 
2.4 Summary 
Three main points have emerged from conducting this review of literature on news 
values.  
First, definitions of news values have similar qualities that can be represented visually. 
Approaches by journalism/media studies and linguistics have attempted to list news 
values that explain why certain content makes news and to determine whether the 
process of news production, distribution and reception has any bearing on this. In looking 
at the variety of contributions, it becomes apparent that most definitions and 
compilations of news values have been constructed in a similar way, as suggested in 
Figure 2.1. The symbol ‘=’ represents that which all definitions contain as components; 
the symbol ‘+’ represents situations in which all definitions contain two components that 
coexist to form the definition; the symbol ‘+/-’ represents situations in which definitions 
either include or do not include the listed component; and the symbol ‘÷’ represents 
situations in which one component can be defined by looking at the numerous elements 
that make up the subsequent component. 
News Values 
= 
a structure of some sort (e.g., list, hierarchy, taxonomy, frame and unconscious set) 
+ 
of things (e.g., elements, values, principles, codes and rules) 
+/- 
usually subjective (e.g., beliefs, stereotypes, preferences, influences, needs and priorities) 
+ 
that cause news providers (e.g., publishers, writers, journalists, editors, broadcasters and 
barons) 
 +  
to turn events into ‘news’. 
Figure 2.1 A Visual Representation of News Values Definitions 
The DNVA approach by Bednarek and Caple (2014) can be seen as an inverted model, as 
shown in Figure 2.2, in which the symbol ‘÷’ represents components that can be isolated 
for analyses. In this case, news can appear through various modes of reception 
(multimodal) and each mode can be analysed for language and/or image qualities that 
construct news values and make that event newsworthy. 
news made 
= 
multimodal 
÷ 
constructed news values 
= 
newsworthiness 
Figure 2.2 A Representation of the DNVA Approach 
Second, this review has established that there are challenges in the treatment of news 
values. Not only are news values viewed differently by journalism/media studies and 
linguistics, but there is also constant change within both fields that influences how news 
values can be applied to our understanding of news itself. For example, if news values are 
considered external to the news itself, the variables will be indeterminable and this may 
impede the rendering of a concrete list.  
One of the difficulties in trying to categorise news values is that they are essentially 
protean yet also time bound. Although not within the scope of this study, a solution might 
be to follow the ‘life of a news story’, documenting both the production and reception of 
that story focusing on news values—from the event itself through to its treatment in 
journalistic and media practices, examining publishing, reception and language use. In 
such a study, news values may be considered as embedded within the time frame of both 
the production and reception of a news story, and as encompassing a combination of the 
dimensions and qualities identified by researchers in this review. 
Third, it is promising that Bednarek and Caple’s (2017) DNVA approach may enable the 
description of the end result of news production from any source. Given that the 
boundaries of news production are being tested by news channels such as Facebook, in 
which news is generated using a variety of unfiltered, unedited and unverified material, 
both text and image, this development is particularly important. It will be instructive to 
see the results of the DNVA framework through extensive testing across a variety of 
digital media forms. As discussed, this study contributes to knowledge by incorporating 
Bednarek and Caple’s earlier (2014) framework to an iterative, diachronic keyword and 
concordance analysis of an unchartered corpus and topic. 
Chapter 3: Data, Corpus Design and Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This corpus linguistic study draws on a variety of resources to examine a representative 
corpus of news texts and analyse language about Facebook Inc. in the Australian 
newsprint media. The Facebook News Corpus (FNC) is a collection of news articles 
converted into raw text file format for use with AntConc 3.4.3 (Anthony, 2014) corpus 
analysis software. At this stage, the FNC is not a multimodal corpus; therefore, it does not 
include data on how Facebook is represented in the news visually or through other 
semiotic resources. Section 3.2 details the process of collecting data and the criteria used 
to make decisions on the data source, selection, compilation and corpus size. Section 3.3 
describes how the corpus was analysed, and introduces the research methodology and 
corpus linguistic techniques. 
3.2 Corpus Design and Data 
Designing and building a corpus to a high standard is important for the validity of research 
outcomes. A clear description of the corpus design highlights its representativeness and 
applicability, as well as the reliability, validity and generalisability of its findings (Sinclair, 
2004). Building a quality corpus requires legal and ethical considerations. McEnery and 
Hardie (2012) recommended making analyses clear and accessible for increased 
dedication to ethical considerations and sound scientific practice in the field of corpus 
linguistics. Their point about corpus analysis can also be applied to corpus design; it is 
equally good ethical and scientific practice to be transparent about the design of the 
corpus. This is the purpose of this section, which details the practice applied to providing 
the corpus for this study.  
This project required a ‘specialised corpus’, which Hunston (2002) defined as a corpus 
made up of a specific ‘type’ of texts ‘such as newspaper editorials’ (Hunston, 2002, p14). 
In building a specialised corpus, the aim is be representative of the type of text being 
researched and the language being examined. Specialised corpora can include any 
language set and be finely curated for a specific investigation by applying set parameters 
to the texts used (Hunston, 2002, p. 14). The FNC is restricted, both in text-type and topic, 
to news articles about Facebook.  
To build the FNC, two criteria were adopted:  
1) to incorporate all articles that could be received as news 
2) to focus on news language around significant historical events of Facebook Inc. 
In keeping with Sinclair’s (2004) corpus design principles, the data news texts were 
sourced according to their ‘communicative function’: ‘The contents of a corpus should be 
selected without regard for the language they contain, but according to their 
communicative function in the community in which they arise’ (p. 1). In addition, the 
‘register’ or variety of language for analysis can be identified by the purpose of the study 
(Biber & Conrad, 2009, p. 10). Combining these two suggestions, the FNC corpus included 
everything that could be considered ‘news’ by a reader—from hard news to opinion 
editorials—encompassing the functional linguistic features that characterise that 
purpose and situation. As such, everything that appeared as news through Factiva was 
included in the FNC data set within each time frame. 
3.2.1 Sources 
Following common practice within corpus linguistic research on news language (Baker, 
Gabrielatos & McEnery, 2013; Marchi, 2013), an online archive was selected to gain 
access to digital newspaper articles for the FNC. The Dow Jones database ‘Factiva’ met 
three practical and methodological requirements: first, accessibility—Factiva is a readily 
available online aggregator of news articles; second, functionality—Factiva provides 
search parameter options including subject, date and region; and third, scope—all 
Australian newsprint sources (national, regional, metropolitan, rural, independent and 
web news, approximately 520 in total) can be accessed using Factiva. In addition, 
accessing Factiva through the University library covered necessary legal and ethical 
considerations. Although Factiva may not contain all news articles, it is the most 
comprehensive news archive currently available. Therefore, the news data accessed can 
be considered strongly representative of Australian news language on Facebook. 
3.2.2 Search Parameters 
Again, following established corpus linguistic practice, it was important to establish the 
right search tools and parameters when using the online archive. An initial Factiva search 
query using the subject ‘Facebook’ collected an unmanageable quantity of mostly 
irrelevant news articles; for example, the word ‘Facebook’ appeared in 181,092 articles 
on crime, weather, sport, human interest and entertainment. However, by using both 
‘Facebook’ and ‘Zuckerberg’ (i.e., Facebook founder, Mark Zuckerberg’s last name), it was 
found that the search results were mostly relevant to Facebook Inc. (i.e., the company). 
To look at news about Facebook Inc. from its inception to the present day, the corpus 
was structured diachronically, representing language use over time. When a diachronic 
corpus represents language over a period of time, a range of operational tools can be 
applied to identify differences and similarities in various parts of the corpus, as well as 
shifts in language use over time. In this case, the corpus was designed to look at the way 
language about Facebook changed over time, and the way news language was used to 
represent certain events in the company’s profile.  
Three of the company’s historical events were chosen to compile the three-part 
diachronic corpus. The three events marked moments when significant changes were 
made to the profile of the company, by the company: 1) the launch of Facebook as a 
social networking site—a logical starting point from a news perspective; 2) the listing of 
the company on the New York Stock Exchange—this marked the transition of ownership 
from private to public; and 3) the introduction of a search engine Graph Search to collect 
user data. Each subset of the corpus contains all Factiva news articles that appeared 
around the time of these three events. Table 3.1 lists the corpus subsets, the 
corresponding historical news event and the dates of the events.  
Table 3.1 Corpus Subsets and Corresponding Historical Events  
Corpus Subset Historical Event Event Date 
Subset 1 (S1) 
 
Facebook launch 04.02.2004 
Subset 2 (S2) 
 
Facebook listed on Nasdaq 
New York Stock Exchange 
18.05.2012 
Subset 3 (S3) Facebook launches Graph Search 
Data-linked click through 
15.01.2013 
3.2.3 Corpus Size and Date Ranges  
Experimentation with date ranges around each historical event helped to narrow the 
search parameters to use in building the corpus.1 An initial search led to the conclusion 
that, to have a corpus of similar sized subsets, the date ranges around each historical 
event needed to be different. For example, news articles in Australia about Facebook 
were slow to appear. Table 3.2 shows the number of news articles about Facebook that 
appeared in the Australian newsprint media after the launch of Facebook in February 
2004. 
Table 3.2 Australian News Articles about Facebook after Launch  
Start Date Range 
 
End Date Range Number of Factiva News 
Articles 
01.02.04 01.07.06 0 
02.07.06 01.08.07 32 
01.08.07 01.08.08 86 
01.08.08 01.08.09 105 
01.08.09 01.08.10 236 
01.08.10 01.08.11 819 
The earliest article retrieved on Factiva was dated 2 July 2006, almost two and a half years 
after Facebook was launched. Therefore, this part of the corpus had a 22-month date 
range to obtain a subset size consistent with the others. As specific time frames around 
                                                          
1 See Appendix: Table A1 for size and date range results. 
the historical events were not an important variable for this study, expanding the date 
ranges still met the corpus design criteria.  
3.2.4 Articles for the Corpus 
To identify articles for potential inclusion in the corpus, Factiva search parameters were 
set at:  
 Language: English  
 Region: Australia  
 Publications: All/News  
 Date Ranges: see Table 3.2  
 Text: Facebook AND Zuckerberg  
These Factiva searches harvested a variety of articles including news, commentaries, 
opinion editorials, reports and published letters. The articles appeared from a range of 
sources: national, domestic, online, independent and academic. At this stage, decisions 
had to be made about which articles to include. All news articles about Facebook that 
appeared in each date range were included in the corpus. Only duplicate articles and 
published letters were removed. This resulted in a manageable quantity of articles to 
build the three-part corpus. Each file was saved and named individually, both in a cleaned 
raw2 text file format and as a reference copy with original article format. The following 
file name system3 was used: corpus part number + chronological file number + 
publication code4 + date of publication + R (raw) or A (article). 
As shown in Table 3.3, the final corpus size was 104514 tokens (words) and 188 articles.   
                                                          
2 The corpus has been left 'raw' (McEnery et al., 2006, p. 30), meaning without annotation, because the research 
questions and methodology for this project do not require a digital, granular identification of typographical features. 
3 See Appendix: Tables A3, A4 and A5 for a detailed and statistical description of the individual files that made up each 
section of the corpus. Information includes the file name, date of publication, publication code, word count, article title 
and a topic snapshot in words. 
4 See Appendix: Table A2 for all publication sources generated using Factiva as well as the source code used for 
filenames in the corpus and circulation numbers at the time the corpus was built.  
Table 3.3 Corpus Contents  
Subset Factiva Date Range Event Event Date Articles Tokens Types 
1 02.07.06–02.05.08 Launch of 
Facebook 
Feb 2004 57 39283 5141 
2 17.05.12–17.07.12  Listing on 
Nasdaq 
18.05.12 63 33123 5253 
3 15.01.13–15.08.13 Launch of 
Graph Search 
15.01.13 68 32108 5001 
TOTAL    188 104514 15395 
3.2.5 Corpus Check—FNC Frequency List 
In corpus linguistics, an inductive starting point is the frequency list. This corpus-driven 
technique (Tognini-Bonelli, 2001) is often used to check the corpus and to ‘identify 
significantly occurring words, patterns, and units of meaning’ (Tagg, 2009, p. 46). The 
frequency list provides an overall picture of the corpus and shows whether any 
subsections differ linguistically (Adolphs, 2006). In this study, the frequency list was used 
to check the balance and design of the FNC corpus prior to analysis. The FNC frequency 
list indicated that there were no problems with the corpus and its intended use with the 
software.5  
3.3 Corpus Analysis and Methodology 
The following analysis of the FNC progresses through a series of steps with the outcome 
of each step informing the next. This iterative approach is underpinned by the composite 
methodologies accepted in Corpus-Assisted Discourse Analysis (Marchi, 2013; Partington 
et al., 2004) and draws on resources such as Bednarek and Caple’s (2014) framework, as 
outlined in Chapter 2. The analysis is presented across two chapters: Chapter 4 focuses 
on news values at the total corpus level and diachronically at the corpus subset level using 
an FNC keywords analysis, including semantic categorisation and collocation; Chapter 5 
presents a complete concordancing analysis of three FNC keywords.  
                                                          
5 See Appendix: Table A6 for the FNC Frequency List. 
3.3.1 Keywords Analysis: FNC Versus BNC-Baby 
The keywords analysis in Chapter 4 identifies the words that appear more frequently in 
the FNC when compared with a reference corpus. This is useful because, unlike a 
frequency list (which provides a measure of frequency), a keywords analysis provides 
saliency (Baker et al., 2013, p. 125). In addition, keywords analysis can be used to 
compare a topic-specific corpus with a reference corpus to ‘identify what kinds of news 
values are constructed around one happening (topic, news actor. . .) as compared to 
general news reporting’ (Bednarek & Caple, 2014, p. 150). Although they did not examine 
news values, Scott and Tribble (2006) used this method to look at language in British 
newspapers in relation to ‘themes’, ‘gender balance’ and ‘shifting of news agenda’ (p. 
44).  
It was determined that a valid FNC keyword analysis required a similar type of reference 
corpus—one that showed relevant characteristics in language use and comparative 
features (Culpepper, 2009, p. 34). As such, news corpus BNC-Baby-2.2-Newspapers,6 
referred to as ‘BNC2.2N’, was selected as a relevant data set for a keywords analysis of 
the FNC. BNC2.2N is a 1001821-word subset of the British National Corpus Second Edition 
(BNC). It comprises a broad range of newspaper material drawn from British national 
(60%) and regional (40%) newspapers. Comparing the FNC with a general news corpus 
made it possible to identify words and topics that appeared more frequently in news 
about Facebook when compared with news in general. 
The AntConc 3.4.3 (Anthony, 2014) default settings were used to generate the FNC 
keyword list as they were considered suitable for the purpose of this study; for example, 
there was no need for identification of upper-case. The default settings were:  
 BNC2.2N raw files 
 all data to treated as lower case 
 log-likelihood applied for statistical measure 
 threshold values set at ‘all values’ 
 negative keyword (unusually infrequent) not activated 
                                                          
6 BNC Baby, version 2. 2005. Distributed by Oxford University Computing Services on behalf of the BNC Consortium. 
Retrieved from http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/ 
 list sorted by keyness (Culpepper, 2009). 
3.3.2  Semantic Categorisation and News Values 
Following the generation of the keywords list in Chapter 4, the top 100 keywords—a 
manageable number of items for analysis—are ranked according to keyness to find words 
that are more frequent in the FNC when compared with a general news corpus. To obtain 
a more meaningful understanding of the corpus, the keywords are categorised 
semantically to see which topics are more prevalent in news language about Facebook. 
Subsequent analyses draw on Bednarek and Caple’s (2014) framework to examine the 
FNC keywords in terms of news values. ‘Pointers’—or keywords that potentially point to 
news values—are identified and grouped into news values categories, a method 
demonstrated in Potts, Bednarek and Caple’s (2015) study of Hurricane Katrina.  
The FNC semantic categorisation and news values categorisation is conducted at the total 
corpus level and then diachronically by applying the same method to the three FNC 
subsets. Comparing the time-specific subsets of FNC in this way—subsets containing 
news articles around three of the company’s significant events—provides an opportunity 
to see whether and how news discourse about Facebook have changed over time in 
terms of topics and news values. 
3.3.3 Collocate Analysis 
To gain more contextual information about a central topic of the FNC corpus, collocate 
analysis can be used to generate words that, statistically, tend to co-occur around a 
keyword. To test this, a collocate analysis of the FNC corpus-building search word and 
keyword Zuckerberg is conducted in Chapter 4. It is important to determine whether the 
statistical result reflects a strong, random or a coincidental association. To do this, 
statistical tests within the software compare the actual or observed frequency with the 
expected frequency. The two most common tests are the MI (mutual information) and 
the T-Score. The MI test measures the strength of association between two word forms; 
a high result is a strong collocate. It can compare corpora of different sizes and provide 
insight into meaning and lexis. However, it is not suitable for small corpora, as it inflates 
rare words with low frequency and excludes words with high frequency (Hunston, 2002). 
The T-Score measures the evidence available; the higher the score the more likely that 
the occurrence is not random. This test is more suitable for small corpora, although it 
cannot compare different size corpora (Hunston, 2002). 
To identify the FNC items that are the strongest collocates of the keyword Zuckerberg for 
further analysis and categorisation, the method used in Chapter 4 only extracts words 
identified as collocates using both the MI and the T-Score measured with a span of 4 to 
4, and a minimum collocate frequency of 5. Following recommended thresholds, only a 
T-Score of 2 and above, and an MI of 3 and above is considered statistically significant 
(Hunston, 2002, pp. 71–72). Collocates are compared diachronically across all three 
subsets to see whether any shifts occur in the type of language used in news discourse 
about Facebook. 
3.3.4 Concordancing and Dispersion 
As discussed, a keywords list can generate items of interest and, for this study, indicate 
important topics associated with Facebook in the FNC. Bednarek and Caple’s (2014) 
framework is applied to see whether language constructs aspects of newsworthiness 
around key topics in the FNC. Items of interest are examined contextually using 
concordancing to gain more accurate evidence of the construction of news values. 
Chapter 4 applies this approach to keywords and collocate analysis, and Chapter 5 
focuses on a complete concordancing analysis of the three content keywords identified 
in Chapter 4: friends, privacy and information. This provides a range of information about 
how news values are constructed in news discourse about Facebook. 
The concordancing plot tool provides additional information as it shows dispersion—that 
is, how evenly the item is distributed in the corpus. If an item ranks highly because it 
appears numerous times in only a few files, then the frequency ranking is a distortion of 
the item ‘in use’. Following Gries (2008) who suggested that ‘such frequencies in isolation 
may sometimes be misleading since they do not take into consideration the degree of 
dispersion of the relevant linguistic variable’ (p. 403), the FNC keyword ranking results 
are first checked against distribution to make sure that words do not appear out of 
proportion to the number of files. 
To conduct concordancing analysis of every occurrence of each keyword to obtain a 
thorough linguistic profile, the concordance lines are sorted into news values categories 
and semantic categories. When many instances demonstrate the same finding, only a 
representative subset of concordance lines are provided. The analysis focuses on the 
single-sentence structure (i.e., it only examines language within the sentence containing 
the keyword). However, where cases of endophora occur, the adjoining sentence is 
included to provide necessary contextual information. Occasionally, double classification 
(analysing the same sentence more than once) is used if a sentence pertains to more than 
one group. If concordancing reveals a discourse that is either neutral or fails to point to 
any established news values, it may be excluded from discussion.  
3.4 Summary 
As this description of the FNC design and the methodological processes employed to 
analyse its contents demonstrates, this study draws on a variety of corpus linguistic 
techniques. McEnery and Hardie (2012) stated that ‘one of the great strengths of the 
corpus approach’ is that corpora are ‘multifunctional’ and can be used for a wide range 
of investigations (McEnery & Hardie, 2012, p. 65). The FNC provides a corpus that will not 
only serve to answer the questions raised in this study, but can also be extended to 
include other historical events. Using an iterative approach, this study tests corpus 
linguistic techniques and Bednarek and Caple’s discursive framework (2014), allowing 
each step to be informed by the previous step, as explained in Chapters 4 and 5.
Chapter 4: Diachronic Analysis: Keywords and Collocation 
4.1 Introduction: Keywords Analysis and the Construction of News Values 
This chapter presents a keywords analysis of the FNC. A keywords list is generated to 
provide a general overview of keywords in the FNC against the reference corpus 
BNCBabyNews2.2 (BNC2.2N). Words that appear more frequently in the FNC when 
compared with a general news corpus are identified. A diachronic analysis of the FNC is 
then conducted by comparing three time-specific subsets of FNC (subsets containing 
news articles around three of the company’s significant events) to see whether and how 
news discourse about Facebook have changed over time. The final section of this chapter 
presents a collocation analysis of one of the two corpus-building search terms, the FNC 
keyword Zuckerberg, to examine the construction of news values around a central topic 
of this study. 
4.2 Keywords Analysis: FNC and General News Corpus BNC2.2N 
This section provides an overview of the most significant keywords in the FNC based on 
the keywords list generated by comparing the FNC with the general news corpus, 
BNC2.2N. First, a semantic categorisation is applied; this is followed by Bednarek and 
Caple’s (2014) method of identifying keywords that are ‘pointers’ to news values (p. 145). 
It is important to note that, at this stage of analysis, assigning items to news values is 
hypothetical and based solely on the potential meaning of items. More extensive 
qualitative contextual analysis undertaken via concordancing is necessary to interrogate 
whether and how such keywords construct news values in the FNC. Although 
concordancing is used in this chapter, this method is the main focus of analysis in Chapter 
5. 
4.2.1 Keywords in FNC: What is News Discourse around Facebook about? 
Table 4.1 lists the top 100 keywords in the FNC, categorised semantically into topics and 
subtopics and a grammar/miscellaneous depository, which includes highly polysemous 
grammatical items as well as certain content words that cannot be clearly categorised. 
The frequency and keyness rank of each item is provided. Ambiguous words are 
categorised based on detailed knowledge of the corpus; for example, Apple is classified 
as the company and not the fruit. Likewise, word pairings are categorised together; for 
example, Morgan and Stanley are categorised as Morgan Stanley (the company). 
Table 4.1 Top 100 Keywords—Categorised 
Word Category List Words Keyness Rank Frequency 
Technology and social media—entities Facebook 
Online 
Myspace 
Media 
Google 
Site 
Sites 
Internet 
mobile 
Web 
Network 
Website 
Microsoft 
Com 
Twitter 
1 
17 
27 
28 
32 
36 
37 
38 
33 
47 
55 
57 
83 
87 
92 
1288 
182 
138 
185 
117 
183 
131 
147 
145 
97 
111 
71 
60 
53 
47 
Technology and social media—people and 
places 
Zuckerberg 
Users 
US (mostly USA) 
Privacy 
Mark 
People 
Australian 
Personal 
Harvard 
Founder 
Friends 
4 
3 
12 
29 
41 
39 
100 
78 
60 
53 
24 
379 
428 
420 
150 
205 
356 
76 
104 
73 
107 
206 
Technology and social media—activity Social 
Networking 
Share 
Photos 
10 
21 
94 
79 
434 
168 
140 
60 
Word Category List Words Keyness Rank Frequency 
Like 
Search 
81 
43 
204 
151 
Technology and social media—
commercial 
Ads 
Advertising 
Marketing 
Advertisers 
Revenue 
Beacon 
US (USA; US$) 
Billion 
Company 
Million 
IPO 
Stock 
Float 
Companies 
Cent 
Per 
Investors 
More 
76 
52 
98 
99 
73 
64 
12 
19 
49 
45 
50 
82 
84 
71 
70 
74 
69 
40 
58 
120 
70 
45 
83 
68 
420 
250 
259 
239 
84 
114 
73 
107 
169 
177 
94 
402 
News and information related Information 
New 
Data 
Graph 
Content 
News 
48 
89 
91 
66 
68 
90 
194 
254 
83 
62 
87 
129 
Grammar/miscellaneous The, to, a, is, 
and, of, that, it, 
its, in, you, are, 
has, their, on, 
your, says, as, 
for, with, or, 
what, said, 
don’t, we, but, 
can, our, an, 
  
Word Category List Words Keyness Rank Frequency 
from, than, I, 
this, up, how, 
they, so, them, 
my, about, just 
Not surprisingly, words about technology and social media are prevalent in the FNC 
keywords list. As shown in Table 4.1, these can be categorised into different semantic 
groups: entities of social media and the internet (i.e., Facebook, online, Myspace, media, 
Google, site, sites, internet, mobile, web, network, website, Microsoft, com and Twitter); 
people and places, including those associated with social media companies (i.e., 
Zuckerberg and Mark) and words used to describe them (i.e., founder); physical 
geographical locations and references (i.e., US, Harvard and Australian); social media 
users and references to people (i.e., users, privacy, people, personal and friends); 
activities around social media and internet use (i.e., social, networking, share, photos, like 
and search); and words about the commercial enterprises of social media (ads, 
advertising, marketing, advertisers, revenue and Beacon).  
Other keywords, still potentially related to social media yet not clearly falling into the 
technology and social media subcategories, are grouped under the headings of news and 
information related (i.e., information, new, data, graph, content and news), business and 
finance (i.e., US [denoting a USA currency], billion, company, million, IPO, stock, float, 
companies, cent, per, investors and more), and grammar/miscellaneous (i.e., the, to, a, is, 
and, of, that, it, its, in, you, are, has, their, on, your, says, as, for, with, or, what, said, 
don’t, we, but, can, our, an, from, than, I, this, up, how, they, so, them, my, about and 
just). 
These keywords provide insight into the ‘aboutness’ (Scott & Tribble, 2006, p. 55) of news 
discourse around Facebook. The impression they provide is that the news discourse is 
about a connection between Facebook and specific people and places; between 
Facebook and people and places more broadly including Facebook users; and between 
Facebook-related entities and financial/commercial enterprises. The keywords are useful 
in describing corpus data more generally. However, they do not necessarily indicate the 
construction of news values, which is the focus of this thesis. Therefore, Section 4.2.2 
provides an alternative classification of the keywords according to their potential as 
pointers to news values. 
4.2.2 Keywords that Point to News Values 
In this section, FNC keywords are considered as potential pointers to news values to 
identify items that may construct newsworthiness (Bednarek & Caple, 2014). Table 4.2 
links such pointers to news values categories. It is worth repeating that, without having 
performed any contextual analysis, such as concordancing, assigning items to a news 
value is hypothetical and based solely on the potential meaning of items. Content and 
grammar/miscellaneous items are also listed. 
Table 4.2 Top 100 Keywords—Potential New Values 
News Value  
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Keywords Potentially Constructing News Values 
Proximity  Australian 
Eliteness/prominence  Facebook, Myspace, media, Google, Microsoft, Twitter, 
Zuckerberg, US (USA; US$), Mark (Zuckerberg), Australian, 
Harvard, founder, company, companies, investors 
Novelty New, news 
Superlativeness  Billion, million, cent, per, more 
Content  Privacy, personal, information, social, networking, friends, 
share, feed, photos, like, search, said, says 
Grammar/miscellaneous The, to, a, is, and, of, that, it, its, in, you, are, has, their, on, your, 
as, for, with, or, what, don’t, we, but, can, our, an, from, than, I, 
this, up, how, they, so, them, my, about, just 
As Table 4.2 indicates, the news value category that appears to have the most keyword 
pointers in the FNC is Eliteness. This group includes ‘role labels’ (Bednarek & Caple, 2014, 
p. 156) that suggest that someone is important and has status (e.g., founder); nouns of 
elite company names, entities and references that are well known (e.g., Google, Twitter, 
Myspace, Microsoft, company, companies and media); elite nations and nationalities 
(e.g., Australian and US); elite people (e.g., Mark [Zuckerberg] and the collective term 
investors); and elite places (e.g., Harvard). The superlativeness category includes 
quantifiers that underscore scale or amount (e.g., billion, million, per cent and the 
intensifier more), which suggests that something is even greater than the large amount 
given. The pointers new and news may construct novelty by suggesting that an aspect of 
the event is unlike the past. No pointers were found for the news values categories of 
negativity, personalisation, timeliness,1 consonance or impact. 
Some pointers have been assigned more than one category—such as Australian, which is 
included in both eliteness (due to its status as a developed Western nation) and proximity 
(for its reference to geographical proximity of an Australian target audience). Extensive 
contextual analysis would need to be undertaken to ascertain the ways in which, and 
extent to which, this dual pointer constructs eliteness and/or proximity throughout the 
corpus. As expected, there are also numerous words that, as isolated units, are not clearly 
identifiable as pointers to a specific news value (i.e., privacy, personal, information, social, 
networking, friends, share, feed, photos, like and search). Again, more qualitative and 
contextual analysis is required for a more accurate interpretation of meaning around 
such keyword findings. Section 4.2.3 includes some concordancing to test this 
recommendation. Section 4.3 uses concordancing in more depth for a collocate analysis 
on the keyword Zuckerberg. 
In summary, the keywords analysis has provided a quantitative measure of word 
occurrences in the FNC. These results are useful in that they help to generate starting 
pointsfor further analysis (Potts et al., 2015). The FNC keywords predominantly point to 
the construction of eliteness in news about Facebook and, to a lesser extent, 
superlativeness, novelty and proximity. At this point it is important to acknowledge that 
the use of two elite items for data construction may influence these results; however, 
contextual analysis may subsequently provide new insights into how eliteness and other 
news values are constructed in the corpus through language use. At this point, two 
specific research questions, referred to as R1 and R2, are posed:  
 R1, whether the dominant news value in the FNC is indeed eliteness, and if so, 
how this is linguistically constructed. This question is of interest because it may 
help to define news discourse around Facebook more broadly. 
                                                          
1 The analysis of timeliness in this thesis does not include tense and aspect. 
 R2, whether certain news values tend to co-occur and how they ‘work together’ 
to construct newsworthiness around a given topic.  This question is of interest 
because it may explain how news values are co-constructed in news discourse.  
R2 explores potential patterns of news values in proximity to each other. As noted in 
Chapter 2, Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) ‘additivity hypothesis’ suggests that the more news 
values an event has, the more likely it is to become news (p. 90). Whereas Galtung and 
Ruge’s hypothesis refers to ‘events’ in their material reality, this thesis examines this 
hypothesis in the context of a systematic analysis of how news values are established 
through language use. I will explore the co-occurrence of news values in the FNC data 
and examine how repetitive they are, , both in terms of how they are linguistically co-
constructed and presented in news discourse. These research questions will be revisited 
in the concluding chapter. Because these research questions are very specific, they are 
useful for addressing the wider questions mentioned in section 1.3 above. 
4.2.3 Diachronic Analysis: Comparing Subsets of FNC 
This section provides a comparison of the most frequent keywords in the three time-
specific subsets of the FNC: FNC Subset 1 (launch of Facebook in Australia), FNC Subset 2 
(listing of Facebook Inc. on Nasdaq) and FNC Subset 3 (launch of Graph Search). This 
subset comparison will help to identify whether the discourse around Facebook changed 
over time and, if so, how it changed in terms of news values around each historical event. 
Each subset is compared with the other two subsets: Subset 1 against Subsets 2 and 3, 
Subset 2 against Subsets 1 and 3, and Subset 3 against Subsets 1 and 2.  
4.2.3.1 Subset 1—Categorisation of Keywords 
The top 100 keywords ranked by keyness in Subset 1 comprise words that were more 
frequently used in news discourse around the time Facebook was launched in Australia 
when compared with Subsets 2 and 3. To ensure that the results represented a valid 
indication of language trends, dispersion was checked using a cut-off of 10 per cent to 
cull any keywords that did not appear across at least 10 per cent of the corpus subset 
(Gries, 2008). Calculations resulted in 70 keywords being retained and 30 keywords being 
culled. 
Table 4.3 shows the 70 retained keywords categorised into general semantic topics and 
subtopics that appeared around Facebook as well as a grammar/miscellaneous 
depository. 
Table 4.3 Subset 1 Top 70 Keywords—Categorised 
Word Category List 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Words Keyness 
Rank 
Frequency 
Technology and social media—
entities 
Myspace 
Sites 
Beacon 
Site 
Microsoft 
Internet 
Networks 
Websites 
Online 
Net 
YouTube 
Hitwise 
Platform 
Blog 
Yahoo 
1 
2 
3 
5 
9 
11 
22 
37 
38 
44 
53 
59 
64 
67 
79 
142 
115 
69 
136 
53 
97 
34 
22 
97 
21 
20 
8 
28 
18 
29 
Word Category List 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Words Keyness 
Rank 
Frequency 
Technology and social media—
people and places 
Friends 
Friend 
Users 
Students 
Members 
Rupert 
Employers 
Contacts 
Murdoch 
Visitors 
Australians 
Profile 
Profiles 
Identity 
Harvard 
6 
31 
8 
10 
16 
21 
28 
55 
56 
94 
97 
24 
23 
96 
46 
136 
37 
230 
33 
48 
14 
15 
11 
11 
6 
16 
34 
25 
12 
45 
Technology and social media—
activity 
Networking 
Used 
Registered 
Activities 
Social 
Tracked 
Hangout 
4 
47 
57 
66 
65 
93 
71 
135 
59 
11 
14 
200 
6 
7 
Technology and social media—
commercial 
Marketing 
Marketers 
Advertisers 
Corp 
Productivity 
12 
43 
76 
98 
51 
52 
15 
29 
13 
9 
Communication and language Word 
Information 
Wrote 
Created 
Sent 
7 
17 
54 
78 
82 
42 
111 
17 
24 
19 
Word Category List 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Words Keyness 
Rank 
Frequency 
Content Opt 
Old 
Applications 
Worldwide 
Handled 
Court 
Service 
Craze 
Create 
Million 
Feature 
14 
19 
29 
35 
34 
39 
45 
42 
68 
69 
77 
23 
63 
28 
16 
11 
10 
34 
13 
24 
117 
21 
Grammar/miscellaneous They, have, my, their, I, them, 
these, want, met, popularity, 
partner 
  
Subset 1 results show that news discourse at the launch of Facebook in Australia featured 
language about technology and social media entities, yet in a different way to the 
keywords of the overall corpus shown in Section 1. Subset 1 keywords include similar 
results in the technology and social media entities category (i.e., sites, Myspace, Beacon, 
Microsoft, YouTube, Yahoo, site, Hitwise, internet, networks, websites, online, net, 
platform and blog); yet, in the people and places category, results show a greater focus 
on general people and groups of people (i.e., friends, friend, users, students, members, 
employers, contacts, visitors, Australians, profile, profiles and identity); and only one 
reference to a specific person (i.e., Rupert Murdoch) and a specific place (i.e., Harvard).  
Subset 1 also includes keywords that describe activities around social media and internet 
use (i.e., networking, activities, social, tracked and hangout) and keywords about 
commerce, business and finance (i.e., marketing, marketers, advertisers, corp and 
productivity). Other sets of keywords, still potentially related to social media yet not 
clearly falling into the existing subcategories, are grouped under communication and 
language (i.e., word, information, wrote, created and sent), content (i.e., opt, old, 
applications, worldwide, handled, court, service, craze, create, million and feature) and 
grammar/miscellaneous (i.e., they, have, my, their, I, them, these, want, met, popularity, 
partner, used and registered). 
These keywords indicate that, at the time of the launch of Facebook in Australia, news 
discourse was about a connection between Facebook and its members, as well as a 
connection between Facebook and related commerce/finance/business enterprises. 
Results also indicate a focus on communication and language in Subset 1. One 
explanation may be that the concept of social media was relatively new at the time and 
the purpose of Facebook not readily understood by readers. Once again, the keywords 
are useful in describing corpus data more generally; however, classifying them according 
to their potential as pointers to news values is a starting point to seeing how language is 
used to construct newsworthiness. Table 4.4 displays the news values categories and 
Subset 1 keywords that potentially point to news values. 
Table 4.4 Subset 1 Top Keywords—Potential New Values 
News Value  
[Content] 
Words Potentially Constructing News Values 
Proximity  Australian 
Eliteness/prominence  Employers, Myspace, Microsoft, marketers, YouTube, advertisers, 
Yahoo, corp, court, Harvard, Rupert, Murdoch 
Novelty  Craze 
Create 
Created 
Superlativeness  Worldwide 
Million 
The results from Subset 1, as categorised in Table 4.4, show that specific news values may 
have been widely used to construct newsworthiness around the launch of Facebook in 
Australia. There are more pointers to eliteness than any other news value, including 
references to elite institutions (e.g., Harvard), prominent individuals (e.g., Rupert 
Murdoch), collective nouns describing groups with power (e.g., employers, marketers and 
advertisers), elite companies or business entities (e.g., Myspace, Microsoft, YouTube, 
Yahoo and corp), and legal entities (e.g., court). Newsworthiness may have also been 
construed through language that constructs novelty (e.g., craze and create/created) and 
superlativeness (e.g., worldwide and million). There are no pointers to negativity, 
personalisation, timeliness, consonance or impact. These results contribute to answering 
R1 and R2, as outlined in Section 4.2.2, in that eliteness is the dominant news values 
category in Subset 1 (R1) and news values categories appear to co-occur in FNC (R2); for 
example, the combination of eliteness, superlativeness and novelty made the launch of 
Facebook newsworthy due to it being constructed as an innovative (novelty) event of 
global (superlativeness) significance, involving prominent news actors (eliteness). 
4.2.3.2 Subset 2—Categorisation of Keywords 
In this section, Subset 2 is compared with Subsets 1 and 3 to identify potential trends in 
news discourse around the time that Facebook Inc. was listed on Nasdaq. The top 100 
keywords were checked for dispersion (Gries, 2008) using the same criteria as Subset 1, 
that is, words must appear in at least 10 per cent of the corpus to be considered a trend 
in discourse. Interestingly, fewer keywords met the criteria in this subset: 50 were 
retained and 50 culled. 
Table 4.5 provides the keywords in Subset 2, categorised into general semantic topics and 
subtopics as well as a grammar/miscellaneous depository. The table also provides the 
rank by keyness and frequency of each keyword. 
Table 4.5 Subset 2 Top Keywords—Categorised 
Word Category List 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Words Rank by 
Keyness 
Frequency 
Technology and social media—entities App 
Apple (brand)  
49 
11 
24 
25 
Commercial and finance Float  
IPO 
Shares  
Price 
Stock  
+ Exchange  
Investors 
Stanley  
+ Morgan 
Listing 
Bell  
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
79 
7 
10 
16 
15 
26 
73 
69 
76 
72 
73 
13 
63 
17 
19 
21 
10 
Word Category List 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Words Rank by 
Keyness 
Frequency 
Rang  
Exchange  
wall  
+ Street  
Trading  
Markets  
Market 
Money 
Floated  
Billion 
Nasdaq  
Worth 
Company 
Investment 
Financial 
Value 
Clients 
Traded 
Cash 
Banks 
64 
79 
88 
29 
17 
18 
19 
20 
23 
24 
27 
38 
44 
0 
52 
71 
78 
86 
93 
94 
5 
13 
21 
24 
25 
22 
75 
39 
11 
117 
21 
32 
111 
20 
22 
31 
14 
8 
13 
11 
Content Offering, public, 
USA, fall, 
Europe, 
innovation, 
eight, lead, 
hype, debut, 
week, big, day, 
role, opening 
  
Grammar/miscellaneous The, its, isn’t   
Subset 2 results reveal an interesting shift in keywords when compared with the semantic 
categorisation of Subset 1. News discourse around the listing of Facebook on Nasdaq did 
not feature keywords belonging to three of the semantic categories of Subset 1: 
technology and social media—people and paces, technology and social media—activity, 
or communication and language. In addition, Subset 2 features a significant decrease in 
technology and social media—entities, with only two keywords (i.e., app and Apple), as 
well as a significant increase in keywords in the commerce and finance category (i.e., 
float, IPO, shares, price, stock, exchange, investors, Stanley, Morgan, listing, bell, rang, 
exchange, wall, street, trading, markets, market, money, floated, billion, Nasdaq, worth, 
company, investment, financial, value, clients, traded, cash and banks). Subset 2 also 
includes keywords categorised under content (i.e., offering, public, USA, fall, Europe, 
innovation, eight, lead, hype, debut, week, big, day, role and opening) and 
grammar/miscellaneous (i.e., the, its and isn’t). 
These keywords indicate that news discourse at the time of the listing of Facebook on 
Nasdaq was significantly less focused on a connection between Facebook and its 
members, and distinctly more focused on a specific connection between Facebook and 
commerce/finance. Although a shift to language around finance at the time of Facebook’s 
Nasdaq listing was expected, the complete shift away from language around people and 
communication is significant, as it indicates a dramatic change in news discourse. During 
this time, Facebook may have been more widely presented as a corporate entity rather 
than a social networking tool. 
The keywords are re-categorised in Table 4.6 to identify words that point to news values.  
Table 4.6 Subset 2 Top Keywords—Potential New Values 
News Value  
[Content] 
Words Potentially Constructing News Values 
Negativity  Fall 
Timeliness  Week 
Eliteness/prominence  Apple (company), investors, Morgan, Nasdaq, company, 
investment, financial, clients, banks, Stanley, USA, Europe, wall, 
street 
Impact  Lead  
Novelty  Innovation 
Hype 
Debut 
Opening 
Superlativeness  Billion, Cash, Big 
As with Subset 1, Table 4.6 shows that the results from Subset 2 also contribute to 
answering R1 and R2. There are more pointers to the news value eliteness in Subset 2 
than to any other news value (R1), and there are combinations of news values working 
together to construct newsworthiness (R2), namely eliteness, novelty and 
superlativeness. Language that potentially construes eliteness around the listing of 
Facebook on Nasdaq includes references to elite groups of people (e.g., investors and 
clients), high-end activity (e.g., investment and financial), elite nations/continents (e.g., 
USA and Europe), elite companies, organisations and financial entities (e.g., Apple, 
Morgan, Nasdaq, company, banks, Stanley (Morgan), Wall+ Street). Other linguistic 
devices point to the news value novelty being construed around the event (e.g., 
innovation, hype, debut and opening). Again, as with Subset 1, several items point to 
superlativeness (e.g., billion, cash and big). The word lead was not included in this group 
because concordancing shows that it was not used in ways that constructed 
superlativeness. Lead was used to describe time (i.e., the lead up to) and as pointer to 
the news value impact by way of a cause and effect construct (i.e., data theft can lead to 
identity theft). The item fall consistently behaved as a pointer to negativity describing a 
fall in the market or fall in financial success, as demonstrated in the three concordance 
lines in Figure 4.1. 
1. Mark Zuckerberg and his executives might actually be privately pleased that they have rewarded 
the insiders including themselves handsomely while the fall in the share price lowers the 
performance bar for them slightly, although the stock still closed on a multiple of 93 times last 
years earnings.(2.26BS) 
2. But a new analysis said the stock could fall to as low as 9.83, which is a far cry from the 38.52 
that Zuckerberg, 28, got for 30.2 million shares he unloaded on Friday.(2.29MX) 
3. ONE of Facebook’s brightest stars has quit as the value of shares in Mark Zuckerberg’s social 
network continues to fall. (2.39MX) 
Figure 4.1 Sample Concordance Lines of Keyword Fall Appearing in Subset 2 
Concordancing also confirmed that the word week belonged in the news value category 
of timeliness in 18 out of 42 cases. It appeared as last week in 12 cases and was connected 
with adjectives in the remaining cases, such as big week, remarkable week and one week.  
Subset 2 results indicate that news discourse around the time of the launch of Facebook 
on Nasdaq potentially construed newsworthiness through the news values of eliteness, 
novelty, superlativeness and, to a lesser extent, negativity, timeliness2 and impact. There 
were no pointers to personalisation, proximity or consonance. An interesting outcome is 
that, like Subset 1, Subset 2 predominantly appears to construct eliteness.  Again, it is 
important to acknowledge that the use of two elite items in the data construction may 
influence these results; however, the analysis has provided useful information into how 
eliteness is established and how this differs over time. For example, the type of eliteness 
pointers are different between the two subsets. There is a shift from eliteness pointers 
that refer to other social media entities (Subset 1) to eliteness pointers that refer to 
investors and high-end financial institutions and places. This leads to a third research 
question, hereafter referred to as R3, which explores whether the types of pointers 
within news values categories can provide additional information about shifts in news 
discourse and, perhaps, justify defining news values in a more nuanced way. As with R1 
and R2, R3 will be revisited in light of further findings, and as a recommendation for future 
research in the concluding chapter. Further, as a highly specific research question, R3, 
like R1 and R2, is useful for addressing the wider questions mentioned in section 1.3 
above. 
4.2.3.3 Subset 3—Categorisation of Keywords 
In this section, Subset 3 is compared with Subsets 1 and 2 to see whether and how news 
discourse changed around the launch of Graph Search. Of the top 100 keywords ranked 
by keyness in Subset 3, only 33 appear in at least 10 per cent of the subset. Table 4.7 
provides the 33 Subset 3 keywords, categorised into general semantic topics and 
subtopics as well as a grammar/miscellaneous depository. The table also provides the 
rank by keyness and frequency of each keyword. 
Table 4.7 Subset 3 Top Keywords—Categorised 
Word Category List 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Words Rank by 
Keyness 
Frequency 
Technology and social media—
entities 
Media 
Smartphone 
Mobile  
+ Phone  
7 
54 
5 
35 
105 
19 
94 
36 
                                                          
2 Analysis of timeliness in this thesis does not include tense and aspect. 
Word Category List 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Words Rank by 
Keyness 
Frequency 
Phones 
Twitter 
Android 
Apps 
Devices 
Screen 
News  
+ Feed 
Search  
+ Engine  
Update 
Updates  
Photos 
55 
47 
82 
38 
83 
44 
19 
3 
1 
42 
86 
74 
56 
17 
30 
15 
22 
16 
17 
66 
53 
127 
16 
10 
15 
32 
Commerce and finance Brands 
Deal 
24 
41 
17 
18 
Content Graph, says, home, content, 
results, done, improve, type, 
design, personalise, record, 
stories 
  
Grammar/miscellaneous He   
Again, the results indicate a shift in news discourse. They show that news discourse 
around the launch of Graph Search did not feature keywords belonging to the categories 
of technology and social media—people and places, or technology and social media—
activities. In addition, Subset 3 features a significant increase in keywords in the category 
technology and social media—entities (i.e., media, smartphone, mobile, phone, phones, 
Twitter, android, apps, devices, screen, news, feed, search, engine, update, updates and 
photos), as well as a significant decrease in keywords in the commerce and finance 
category (i.e., brands and deal). Subset 3 also includes content keywords (i.e., graph, says, 
home, content, results, done, improve, type, design, update, personalise, record and 
stories) and one grammar item (i.e., he) that does not belong in the technology and social 
media categories. 
These keywords indicate that, when Facebook launched Graph Search, news discourse 
shifted to a focus on technology and the functionality of technology. As with Subset 2, 
the shift seems to have caused a significant reduction in other keyword categories. This 
shows how a news event can change the focus of news discourse, causing a complete 
shift away from topics that were once important. 
Subset 3 is re-categorised in Table 4.8 to identify words that may point to news values. 
Table 4.8 Subset 3 Top Keywords—Potential News Values 
News Value  
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Words Potentially Constructing News Values 
Eliteness/prominence  Twitter 
Novelty  Updates 
Update 
Improve 
Table 4.8 shows a shift in the number and type of news value pointers at the time of the 
introduction of Graph Search. As with Subset 1, the eliteness and novelty categories co-
occur (see R2); however, there are no pointers to superlativeness, negativity, 
personalisation, timeliness, consonance or impact.3 With respect to R1, a distinct shift 
occurs in this subset, which has only one item establishing Eliteness (i.e. Twitter). This 
could suggest that, when Graph Search was launched, news discourse was more about 
the functionality of Facebook than its profile. The dominant category novelty supports 
this view through language that describes the newness of Facebook’s functionality (e.g., 
updates, update and improve). 
4.2.3.4 Summary of Diachronic Analysis of Keywords 
The diachronic keywords analysis across all three subsets has helped to identify potential 
changes in the construction of news values about Facebook over time. The keywords 
indicate that eliteness constructed newsworthiness in news discourse about Facebook 
across all time periods, but in different ways and to a much lesser extent in the later time 
period. In the early period (i.e., around the launch of Facebook), eliteness pointers were 
                                                          
3 At first glance, the word home may have been assigned to the proximity category; however, concordancing shows 
that, in most cases, the reference is to a user-interface called ‘Home’ that Facebook launched on 12 April 2013. 
related to technology and media. In the middle period, eliteness pointers focused on 
finance and leaders in finance. In the later period, news discourse transitioned to an 
emphasis on the functionality of Facebook.  
Other news values categories also indicate a shift in discourse about Facebook over time. 
Superlativeness pointers during the launch period were about scope and size, whereas in 
the Nasdaq period, pointers demonstrated a significant shift to financial positioning. In 
the Graph Search period, there were no keyword pointers to superlativeness at all. 
Likewise, there was a shift in the type of novelty pointers; creativity was a focus when 
Facebook was first launched in Australia, financial acceleration was important when it 
was listed on Nasdaq and improved functionality was emphasised when Graph Search 
was introduced. These results contribute to answering the three research questions that 
emerged from the keywords analysis: R1, whether eliteness is the dominant category in 
the FNC; R2, whether news values categories tend to co-occur in the FNC and may work 
together to construe newsworthiness around specific topics; and R3, if types of pointers 
within news values categories can provide additional information about shifts in news 
discourse. Overall, the results suggest that all three questions can be answered in the 
affirmative. 
The diachronic analysis is useful in that it provides insight into news discourse about 
Facebook and how events surrounding the social network company are potentially made 
newsworthy by the construction of news values through language. However, 
methodological issues raised by Potts et al. (2015) remain. Keywords need to be 
examined contextually at the phrasal and/or sentence level to verify meanings and news 
values potential, as seen with ambiguous items such as Apple. For this purpose, 
concordancing will continue to be used in the next stage of analysis in which collocates 
of the keyword Zuckerberg are examined. 
4.3 Collocation Analysis: Keyword Zuckerberg 
This section provides a diachronic collocate analysis to identify words that tend to co-
occur with the FNC keyword Zuckerberg over time. Up to this point, it has been useful to 
categorise keywords as pointers to news values. However, an established practice in 
corpus linguistics is to look at the co-text of keywords for more contextual information 
(Potts et al., 2015) to see whether they actually construct newsworthiness about a topic. 
The keyword Zuckerberg has been selected for analysis for three reasons: 1) it is one of 
the pointers to eliteness, as Zuckerberg has elite status as a well-known person; 2) 
eliteness is potentially the most dominant news value category in the FNC and, therefore, 
a news value of interest at this stage of analysis; and 3) as a corpus-building search term, 
the keyword Zuckerberg is a central topics of this project. 
As explained in Chapter 3, the words examined below are identified as collocates using 
both MI and T-Score association measures with a span of 4 to 4 and minimum collocate 
frequency of 5. Only collocates that appear in both MI and T-Score results are extracted 
for categorisation and further analysis. 
4.3.1 Overview of Results 
The three FNC subsets were searched for collocates of Zuckerberg and compared against 
each other to identify collocates that were unique to each subset and collocates that 
were shared by two or across all three subsets.  
Figure 4.2 shows a summary of all collocates—those that occur in more than one subset 
and those that are unique to each subset. There are 12 collocates shared across all three 
subsets, five collocates shared by Subsets 1 and 2, and four collocates shared by Subsets 
2 and 3. Subset 1 has 14 unique collocates, Subset 2 has nine unique collocates, and 
Subset 3 has 10 unique collocates. 
 
Figure 4.2 Venn Diagram of Zuckerberg Collocates across FNC Subsets 
The following analysis commences with collocates of Zuckerberg that appear across all 
subsets. It then examines collocates that appear in two of the three subsets before 
examining collocates of Zuckerberg that are unique to each subset.  
4.3.2 Analysis of Zuckerberg Collocates Appearing in All Three FNC Subsets 
In this section, collocates of Zuckerberg that appear in all three subsets are identified and 
categorised into collocates with the potential to construct news values, content items 
and grammar/miscellaneous items. Items with the potential to construct news values—
that is, collocates that are pointers—are examined qualitatively using concordance 
analysis of all instances. The content items will only be discussed if they have the potential 
to provide insight into news discourse about Facebook. The grammatical items will not 
be discussed as they are polysemous and do not reveal anything about news values or 
other semantic domains. 
4.3.2.1 All Subsets: News Values 
Table 4.9 Collocates of Zuckerberg that Appear across All Subsets 
Collocate Categorisation 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Collocates 
Collocates that 
potentially construct 
news values  
Executive, chief, founder, Facebook, Facebook’s 
Content  Mark, Mr, said 
Grammar/miscellaneous His, is, was, has 
As Table 4.9 shows, there are 12 collocates of Zuckerberg that appear in all three subsets. 
Five of these (i.e., executive, chief, founder, Facebook and Facebook’s) construct 
newsworthiness in a similar way across all subsets and, therefore, warrant further 
discussion. Bednarek and Caple (2014) and Potts et al. (2015) found that explicit role 
labels in text and co-text can construct an elite actor. In the FNC, Zuckerberg collocates 
executive, chief and founder consistently act as role labels constructing Mark Zuckerberg 
as an elite actor across the corpus. As the concordance lines in Figure 4.3 demonstrate, 
the collocates executive and chief work together in this way. In every case, an elite role is 
given to Mark Zuckerberg; he is described as Facebook/Facebook’s chief executive in lines 
2, 6, 7 and 8, and as founder and chief executive in lines 3 and 9. In one instance, role 
labels by association are assigned to a select group of people that work for Zuckerberg in 
Zuckerberg and his executive team as shown in the following excerpt: 
Facebook’s IPO is a huge milestone in the company’s life, but Zuckerberg and 
his executive team will no doubt be keen to reinforce with staff that it is the 
beginning of a new phase not the end of an old one. (2.7) 
1. As chief executive, Mr Zuckerberg commands a workforce of 300 and presides over annual 
revenues of more than US100 million. (1.31) 
2. Facebook chief executive and founder Mark Zuckerberg said marketers must respond to the 
changing nature of communication, driven in part by social-networking sites. (1.32) 
3. Founder and chief executive Mark Zuckerberg, who rang the Nasdaq bell this morning outside 
the social networks headquarters in Menlo Park, California, can to some extent be thankful that 
the float went as it did. (2.14) 
4. By the end of trading, Facebook’s market capitalisation was more than US104 billion and its chief 
executive, Mark Zuckerberg, was worth more than US19 billion. (2.17) 
5. Everyone from Wall Street traders to the social networking site’s more than one billion users are 
speculating what Facebook chief executive Mark Zuckerberg is up to. (3.3) 
6. Graph Search, unveiled by Facebook chief executive Mark Zuckerberg at the company’s 
headquarters, is a search engine that will help users explore Facebook in a whole new way. (3.5) 
7. We’ve made good progress growing our community, deepening engagement and delivering 
strong financial results, especially on mobile," said Facebook chief executive and [sic] Mark 
Zuckerberg. (3.66) 
8. The news feed is one of the most important things we’ve built, Facebook chief executive officer 
Mark Zuckerberg said during the press event in California. (3.37) 
9. Facebook founder and chief executive Mark Zuckerberg called up Systrom and started wooing 
the pair over an acquisition. (3.61) 
Figure 4.3 Sample Concordance Lines of Collocate Executive in All FNC Subsets 
Another example of co-text constructing eliteness around Mark Zuckerberg is the 
collocate founder which appears 58 times across 58 files. In Figure 4.4, concordance lines 
1–9 show that, in most cases, the term founder appears as an explicit role, founder Mark 
Zuckerberg. In other cases, it is coupled with items that reinforce Zuckerberg’s elite 
status, as with founder and billionaire, founder and CEO.  
1. Zuckerberg, founder of the Facebook social networking website, has told internet giant Yahoo 
that US1 billion was not enough to sell out. (1.1) 
2. Some news reports claim that Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg has turned down buyout 
offers of more than US 900 million. (1.3) 
3. Facebook denies that its founder, Mark Zuckerberg, created the site based on what he learned 
when he was in his second year at Harvard University and was hired by fellow students to write 
code for a site called Harvard Connection. (1.13) 
4. Founder Mark Zuckerberg offered 16 per cent of the shares to new investors. (2.11) 
5. While this float has created new millionaires and even one billionaire in founder Mark 
Zuckerberg was this a wise investment for others. (2.35) 
6. Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg recently labelled Graph Search the third pillar of Facebook, 
after Timeline and the News Feed. (3.10) 
7. Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg has gone from hero to zero, almost making a list of 2012’s 
worst chief executives. (3.11) 
8. Last year the social network cracked the one billion users milestone and founder Mark 
Zuckerberg continues to innovate the networking technology, as increasingly social networking 
becomes woven into the web of our everyday lives. (3.53) 
9. In 2010, Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg said the rise of social networking meant people no 
longer had an expectation of privacy. (3.56) 
10. Few people could ever dream of having a week like the one Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg 
has just experienced. (3.68) 
Figure 4.4 Sample Concordance Lines of the Collocate Founder in All FNC Subsets 
Finally, as the concordance lines in Figure 4.5 demonstrate, the collocates Facebook and 
Facebook’s construct eliteness around Zuckerberg by making an immediate and close 
association between Zuckerberg and the well-known social media site and company, 
Facebook. This is done by use of the possessive form in lines 5, 6, 7 and 8 with Facebook’s 
Mark Zuckerberg. Eliteness is also reinforced by language in proximity that describes 
Zuckerberg as the creator of Facebook in line 2 and as Facebook’s largest shareholder in 
line 10.  
1. Zuckerberg, founder of the Facebook social networking website, has told internet giant Yahoo 
that US1 billion was not enough to sell out. (1.1) 
2. Created by 19-year-old Harvard College dropout Mark Zuckerberg in 2004, Facebook is nipping 
at the heels of MySpace and is predicted to soon surpass the market leader. (1.9) 
3. These past two weeks have also seen a plunge in the social capital of Mark Zuckerberg, 
Facebook’s founder and chief executive. He and Facebook are being sued for alleged stock 
manipulation. (2.42) 
4. Think of Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg. Yes, Facebook’s share value has dropped US31 
billion in three weeks since the IPO. (2.53) 
5. No one questions the cleverness of Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg or Groupon’s Andrew Mason 
for instance. (2.55) 
6. Facebook’s Zuckerberg tackling politics/Facebook chief Mark Zuckerberg is helping form a group 
to lobby for US political reform in areas such as education and immigration policy, according to 
US media reports. (3.41) 
7. Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg said A squirrel dying in front of your house may be more relevant to 
your interests right now than people dying in Africa. (3.46) 
8. Think of him as the fashion world’s equivalent of Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg but clad in a Thom 
Sweeney suit. (3.60) 
9. According to Facebook’s chief executive, Mark Zuckerberg, the application will operate on smart 
phones that use Google’s android operating system such as the Samsung Galaxy SIII and Galaxy 
Note 2. (3.65) 
10. In September last year, when the stock fell as low as US17.55, Zuckerberg, who remains 
Facebook’s biggest shareholder, sought to restore confidence by claiming he wouldn’t sell any 
shares for at least a year. (3.68) 
Figure 4.5 Sample Concordance Lines of the Collocate Facebook in All FNC Subsets 
These results reveal how eliteness is consistently construed around Mark Zuckerberg, 
Facebook and associated topics to create newsworthiness about the person and the 
company across a significant body of news discourse. This demonstrates that news 
language over time consistently constructs newsworthiness around Mark Zuckerberg and 
Facebook by applying elite status to the individual and the company. 
4.3.2.2 All Subsets: Content Items 
This section examines collocate content items that appear in all subsets. The collocates 
Mr and Mark are expected collocates of Zuckerberg. However, an interesting item is the 
collocate said. As Figure 4.6 shows, in lines 1 through 10, the collocate said occurs to the 
immediate left or right of Zuckerberg. The reporting verb gives Mark Zuckerberg a voice 
across all subsets and points to news discourse that consistently draws on things he says 
as newsworthy.  
1. An IPO or sale will make sense at some point for the company, but I never think that’s the goal, 
said Zuckerberg, who is believed to control nearly one-third of Facebook’s stock. (1.2) 
2. In an interview with Forbes magazine last year, Mr Zuckerberg said Mr Gates, also a Harvard 
dropout, inspired him to skip school to work on outside projects during a talk he gave to one of 
his computer science classes in 2004. (1.31) 
3. That’s a policy at Harvard you can take as much time off as you want, Mr Zuckerberg said. (1.31) 
4. Facebook chief executive and founder Mark Zuckerberg said marketers must respond to the 
changing nature of communication, driven in part by social-networking sites. (1.32) 
5. Of course, all this scrutiny of his private life might seem to be an invasion of his privacy. But as 
Zuckerberg himself once said I don’t believe in privacy. It isn’t a social norm. (2.41) 
6. Sheryl has been my partner in running Facebook and has been central to our growth and success 
over the years, Zuckerberg said in a statement last night. (2.59) 
7. This is just some really neat stuff, Zuckerberg said during his one hour demonstration and 
question and answer session. This is one of the coolest things we have done for a while. (3.2) 
8. Facebook boss Mark Zuckerberg said it was not web search but a new system set to take on 
Google plus as a way of tapping into recommendations such as music and restaurants. (3.4) 
9. Graph search is not web search Zuckerberg said. (3.8) 
10. Chief executive Mark Zuckerberg said the new software would make Facebook the home screen 
of Android phones, and allow the devices to be designed around people and not apps. (3.44) 
Figure 4.6 Sample Concordance Lines of the Collocate Said in All FNC Subsets 
These results demonstrate that the reporting verb said consistently points to Mark 
Zuckerberg. Although the reporting verb itself does not construct any news values, 
Zuckerberg is construed as an elite news actor through accompanying collocates already 
presented, such as chief, founder and executive. This aligns with Potts et al.’s (2015) 
finding that reporting verbs act as a ‘starting point’ to identify ‘constructed status’ (p. 
155). Bell (1991) posited that this convention required an important differentiation, 
which he labelled attribution, a distinct news value defining how the ‘Eliteness of a story’s 
sources—can be crucial in its news chances’ (p. 158). However, Bednarek and Caple 
(2014) included this practice under the eliteness category of news values, as outlined in 
Chapter 3. 
4.3.2.3 Analysis of Zuckerberg Collocates Appearing in Two FNC Subsets 
This section examines collocates of Zuckerberg that appear in pairs of subsets. 
Interestingly, collocates are shared across Subset 1 and Subset 2, and across Subset 2 and 
Subset 3, but they are not shared across Subsets 1 and 3. One explanation may be that 
certain content (such as Facebook’s backstory) was no longer needed in the news 
discourse of the later time period (represented in Subset 3). 
Collocates shared by Subsets 1 and 2, as categorised in Table 4.10, include one pointer to 
news values (i.e., Harvard), one content item (i.e., year) and three grammar items (i.e., 
by, will and who). As a potential news value item, only Harvard will be looked at in detail. 
Table 4.10 Collocates of Zuckerberg that Appear in Subset 1 and Subset 2 
Collocate Categorisation 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Collocates 
Collocates with potential news 
values  
Harvard 
Content Year  
Grammar/miscellaneous By, will, who 
In Section 4.2.2, the keyword Harvard was categorised as a pointer to eliteness. 
Concordancing shows that this keyword construes eliteness around Zuckerberg in a 
similar way in both Subset 1 and Subset 2. In Figure 4.7, lines 1–5 demonstrate Harvard 
University constructing eliteness around Mark Zuckerberg by associating him with the 
elite institution. Even when Zuckerberg is described as a dropout (line 1), which can have 
negative connotations, his elite status is retained through his association with Harvard 
and his establishment of Facebook at Harvard before his 20th birthday. An alternative 
analysis of 'drop-out' is possible depending on reader positioning regarding the value of 
university education and familiarity with the tech world and well-known other university 
'drop-outs' such as Steve Jobs (Apple). 
1. With its mixture of wall posts, networks, photos, events and groups, the site founded in 2004 by 
Harvard University dropout Mark Zuckerberg before his 20th birthday has seduced Britain’s 
young adults and become gold dust for journalists. (1.7) 
2. Facebook, founded in 2004 by then 20-year-old Harvard University student Mark Zuckerberg, hit 
30 million users worldwide this week. (1.8) 
3. Facebook founded in 2004 by Mark Zuckerberg for Harvard University students, it was then 
extended to uni students globally. (1.25) 
4. Launched by then 19-year-old Harvard University student Mark Zuckerberg in 2004, the site 
allows people to poke each other, send virtual gifts, email, join networks, post photos and 
videos, and graffiti friends walls. (1.27) 
5. Last night’s US100 billion-plus listing of Facebook, a company begun by Mark Zuckerberg at 
Harvard University, is a reminder of what is possible, and what is at risk as Asian governments 
build their own research and development R and D machinery, and changes the Labor 
government has made to drive more R D funding down to smaller companies are a step in the 
right direction here. (2.10AG) 
Figure 4.7 Sample Concordance Lines of the Collocate Harvard in Subsets 1 and 2 
The collocates shared by Subsets 2 and 3 are listed in Table 4.11. The table contains one 
item that potentially points to news values (i.e., CEO), no items that point to content and 
two grammar items (i.e., and and with). 
Table 4.11 Collocates of Zuckerberg that Appear in Subset 2 and Subset 3 
Collocate Categorisation 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Collocates 
Collocates with potential news 
values  
CEO 
Grammar/miscellaneous And, with 
The collocate CEO (Chief Executive Officer) potentially constructs eliteness around Mark 
Zuckerberg as it is a role label of high status in the management hierarchy of a 
corporation. Concordancing shows that, in most cases, CEO is attached to Zuckerberg this 
way, as shown in the sample concordance lines in Figure 4.8. This demonstrates a 
remarkable shift when compared with Table 4.9, in which five collocates constructing 
newsworthiness were generated across all subsets. 
1. CEO Mark Zuckerberg who turned 28 on Monday, will most probably be there, a source said. 
(2.4) 
2. CEO Mark Zuckerberg, who peppered him with questions about the inner workings of 
smartphones. (2.37) 
3. Microsoft chairman Bill Gates, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg and Twitter creator Jack Dorsey 
are among the tech celebrities in a new video to promote the teaching and learning of computer 
coding in schools. (3.26) 
4. FACEBOOK CEO Mark Zuckerberg reaped a gain of nearly 2.3 billion last year when he exercised 
60 million stock options just before the company’s initial public offering. (3.57) 
5. We have seen strong growth and engagement across our community, CEO Mark Zuckerberg said. 
(3.58) 
Figure 4.8 Sample Concordance Lines of the Collocate CEO in Subsets 2 and 3 
Analysis of collocates shared by pairs of subsets shows that eliteness around Zuckerberg 
is constructed across the first and second, and second and third time periods. A general 
conclusion about the shared collocates is that, during Facebook’s early to middle years, 
eliteness was constructed about Zuckerberg through his association with Harvard as a 
student and, in the middle to later years, through his role in the corporate arena.  
In the next section, collocates unique to each subset are analysed to see whether they 
reveal anything about the type of co-text used with Zuckerberg during the three time 
intervals represented by the corpus. 
4.3.2.4 Analysis of Zuckerberg Collocates Appearing Uniquely in Each FNC Subset 
This section examines collocates of Zuckerberg that are unique to Subset 1 (the launch of 
Facebook in Australia). As shown in Table 4.12, collocates of Zuckerberg unique to Subset 
1 include pointers to news values (i.e., university, dropout and now), content items (i.e., 
old and wrote) and grammar/miscellaneous items (i.e., in, at, that, them, he, its, no and 
about). 
Table 4.12 Collocates of Zuckerberg Unique to Subset 1 
Collocate Categorisation 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Collocates 
Collocates with potential news values: 
Eliteness, negativity and timeliness 
University, dropout, now 
Content Old, wrote 
Grammar/miscellaneous In, at, that, them, he, its, no, about, before 
These items indicate a repeated narrative about Zuckerberg’s early years and the need 
to establish a backstory. 
4.3.2.5 Subset 1: News Values 
In Subset 1, three collocates, university, dropout and now potentially point to news values 
(see Table 4.12). University appears five times in five different files. As shown in Figure 
4.9, by looking at all five instances of the concordance lines, it can be seen that university 
always appears as immediate co-text with Harvard and refers to Mark Zuckerberg being 
a student there when he created Facebook. As Harvard University is a highly competitive, 
elite institution, this collocate constructs eliteness as both an elite institution and a role 
label for Mark Zuckerberg (as an elite student). 
1. With its mixture of wall posts, networks, photos, events and groups, the site founded in 2004 by 
Harvard University dropout Mark Zuckerberg before his 20th birthday has seduced Britain’s young 
adults and become gold dust for journalists. (1.7) (RPT) 
2. Facebook, founded in 2004 by then 20-year-old Harvard University student Mark Zuckerberg, hit 30 
million users worldwide this week. (1.8) 
3. Facebook founded in 2004 by Mark Zuckerberg for Harvard University students, it was then extended 
to uni students globally. (1.25) 
4. Launched by then 19-year-old Harvard University student Mark Zuckerberg in 2004, the site allows 
people to poke each other, send virtual gifts, email, join networks, post photos and videos, and graffiti 
friends walls. (1.27) 
5. Facebook, named after a book traditionally given to first-year university students in the US with 
photographs of their teachers and fellow students to help them to settle into campus life, was created 
at Harvard University by Mark Zuckerberg in 2004 before spreading to 2000 colleges and 25,000 high 
schools around the world in just a year. (1.54) 
Figure 4.9 Concordance Lines of the Collocate University in FNC Subset 1 
Another collocate of Zuckerberg that appears in Subset 1 is dropout. It appears seven 
times in seven files and, as shown in Figure 4.10, it constructs the news value of negativity 
around Mark Zuckerberg. Again, an alternative analysis is dependent on reader 
positioning.  In each instance, Zuckerberg is described as leaving one of the highest-
ranking institutions in the world, thereby giving the impression of failure. Interestingly, in 
each case, negativity is juxtaposed with Zuckerberg’s success as the founder of 
Facebook—that is, the collocate dropout is used in the same sentence as the following 
phrases: next Bill Gates (line 1); + has become gold dust (line 2); + predicted to soon 
surpass the market leader (line 3); + has emerged as a serious competitor (line 4); + 
created by (lines 5 and 6); and + famously rejected a US1 billion offer (line 7). This further 
contributes to answering R2—it appears that news values may ‘work together’ to 
construct newsworthiness around a certain topic—in this case, negativity and 
superlativeness.. 
1. AT 22, Mark Zuckerberg, a Harvard dropout, is being labelled as the next Bill Gates. But even 
the Microsoft founder might have hesitated before blowing the chance of a US1.6 billion 2 
billion offer for his fledgling business. (1.1) 
2. With its mixture of wall posts, networks, photos, events and groups, the site founded in 
2004 by Harvard University dropout Mark Zuckerberg before his 20th birthday has seduced 
Britain’s young adults and become gold dust for journalists. (1.7) 
3. Created by 19-year-old Harvard College dropout Mark Zuckerberg in 2004, Facebook is 
nipping at the heels of MySpace and is predicted to soon surpass the market leader. (1.9) 
4. Facebook, which was originally launched by Harvard dropout Mark Zuckerberg in 2004, has 
emerged as a serious competitor to the Rupert Murdoch-owned MySpace. (1.14) 
5. Many companies were placing blanket bans on the site, created by then 19-year-old 
Harvard College dropout Mark Zuckerberg in 2004. (1.16) 
6. These are the people who created the site. They include Harvard dropout Mark Zuckerberg. 
(1.19) 
7. Mark Zuckerberg, the Harvard dropout who runs Facebook, famously rejected a US1 billion 
acquisition offer from Yahoo. (1.45) 
Figure 4.10 Concordance Lines of the Collocate Dropout in FNC Subset 1 
The collocate now requires closer analysis as it potentially constructs timeliness around 
Zuckerberg. Four cases listed in Figure 4.11 show that now constructs timeliness when it 
describes what Zuckerberg could do at the time of publication (line 1), what users could 
do at the time of publication (line 2) and the current status of the company at the time 
of publication (lines 3 and 4). The adjective now-famous also constructs eliteness, 
reinforcing this around Facebook and Zuckerberg. 
1. With a 20 per cent stake in the company, Mr Zuckerberg could theoretically sell now and walk 
away with US3 billion. (1.31SMH) 
2. Mr Zuckerberg said users can now disable the system entirely. (1.44AG) 
3. He also maintains he used face book as part of an online service called house SYSTEM a few 
months before Zuckerberg unveiled his now-famous site. (1.57MX) 
4. Mr Greenspan also maintains he used the term face book as part of an online service called 
house system before Mr Zuckerberg unveiled his now-famous website in 2004. (1.58AD) (RPT) 
Figure 4.11 Concordance Lines of the Collocate Now in FNC Subset 1 
These Subset 1 results show that the news values Eliteness, negativity and timeliness are 
construed around the keyword Zuckerberg to describe the founder of Facebook as an 
elite university dropout who has experienced success. 
4.3.2.6 Subset 1—Content Items 
The content category in Table 4.12 contains two items, wrote and old. In the case of 
wrote, concordancing shows five cases in three files in which it is a unique collocate of 
Zuckerberg in Subset 1. As Figure 4.12 demonstrates, this is another example of a 
reporting verb that consistently points to Mark Zuckerberg. Again, in these cases, the 
reporting verb itself does not construct any news values; instead, it constructs Zuckerberg 
as an elite actor by repeatedly giving voice to what he has written on Facebook’s website 
and blog. Interestingly, in every case in which wrote appears as co-text of Zuckerberg, 
negativity is construed in the same sentence, as follows: mistakes (lines 1 and 5); proud 
(line 2); bad job and apologise (line 3); and too long (line 4), in reference to Zuckerberg 
apologising. This further contributes to answering R2, as the news values eliteness and 
negativity appear to co-occur around a certain topic. 
1. We’ve made a lot of mistakes building this feature, but we’ve made even more with how we’ve 
handled them, Zuckerberg wrote on Facebook’s blog. (1.37) 
2. I’m not proud of the way we’ve handled this situation and I know we can do better, Zuckerberg 
wrote. (1.37) 
3. We simply did a bad job with this release and I apologise for it, Mark Zuckerberg wrote in a 
posting at the Facebook website. (1.38) 
4. It took us too long after people started contacting us to change the product so that users had to 
explicitly approve what they wanted to share, Mr Zuckerberg wrote. (1.38) 
5. We’ve made a lot of mistakes building this feature, but we’ve made even more with how we’ve 
handled them, Zuckerberg wrote on Facebook’s blog. (1.40)(RPT) 
Figure 4.12 Concordance Lines of the Collocate Wrote in FNC Subset 1 
The concordance lines of the collocate old reveal that, in most cases, it is attached to 
Mark Zuckerberg’s age (see Figure 4.13). The fact that it is a consistent feature of 
language about Zuckerberg in this early subset is significant because it indicates that 
Zuckerberg’s age at the time of his success was newsworthy. Contextually, it modifies 
numerical years and constructs news values of novelty and unexpectedness around the 
new and surprising success story of someone as young as Zuckerberg. 
1. Now everyone has a blog on MySpace and a 19 year old kid called Mark Zuckerberg created 
Facebook, valued at over 1 billion three years later.(1.5) 
2. Facebook, founded in 2004 by then 20-year-old Harvard University student Mark Zuckerberg, hit 
30 million users worldwide this week. (1.8) 
3. Founded by 24-year-old Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook began at Harvard University in 2004 as a 
photo-sharing network for college students. (1.26) 
4. Last Wednesday, Mark Zuckerberg, the site’s 23-year-old chief executive officer, apologised 
publicly to users for the company’s handling of the whole fiasco and consequent fallout. (1.42) 
Figure 4.13 Concordance Lines of the Collocate Old in FNC Subset 1 
4.3.2.7 Subset 2—Unique Collocates of Zuckerberg 
This section categorises and discusses collocates of Zuckerberg that are unique to Subset 
2 (the listing of Facebook on Nasdaq). As shown in Table 4.13, the collocate company has 
been categorised as a pointer to news values and eight other items are listed in 
grammar/miscellaneous (i.e., that, for, as, on, but, himself, from and had). 
  
 Table 4.13 Collocates of Zuckerberg Unique to Subset 2 
Collocate Categorisation 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Collocates 
Collocates with potential news values  Company 
Grammar/miscellaneous That, for, as, on, but, himself, from, had 
The Subset 2 concordance lines shown in Figure 4.14 confirm that company constructs 
eliteness in all instances in which Facebook (and associated business language) is 
connected to Mark Zuckerberg either directly or by anaphoric reference. 
1. With a 20 per cent stake in the company, Mr Zuckerberg could theoretically sell now and 
walk away with US3 billion. (1.31) 
2. Company founder Mark Zuckerberg will retain almost 56 per cent of the shares. (2.1) 
3. Last night’s US100 billion-plus listing of Facebook, a company begun by Mark Zuckerberg at 
Harvard University, is a reminder of what is possible, and what is at risk as Asian 
governments build their own research and development R and D machinery, and changes 
the Labor government has made to drive more R and D funding down to smaller companies 
are a step in the right direction here. (2.10) 
4. Mr Zuckerberg took his company public in one of the most anticipated offerings in Wall St 
history last Friday, with the social network valued at 104 billion. (2.12) 
5. THE story of Facebook is so extraordinary Hollywood turned it into a critically acclaimed 
movie, even though the company founded by Mark Zuckerberg was just six years old. (2.30) 
6. Facing about 15 billion in losses, these investors are at the heart of at least six class action 
lawsuits filed in the US this week alleging that Mr Zuckerberg, the company and his 
merchant banks failed to adequately disclose the risks. (2.31) 
7. While company founder Mark Zuckerberg honeymooned in Europe, shares in Facebook 
continued to be friendless. (2.50) 
Figure 14.14 Concordance Lines of the Collocate Company in FNC Subset 2 
4.3.2.8 Subset 3—Unique Collocates of Zuckerberg 
There are 10 collocates of Zuckerberg unique to Subset 3 (the launch of Graph Search). 
Table 4.14 groups three items as pointers to news values (i.e., Gates, billion and US [USA; 
US$]), four items in the content category (i.e., search, graph, announced and says), and 
three items in grammar/miscellaneous (i.e., not, out and while). 
  
 Table 4.14 Collocates of Zuckerberg Unique to Subset 3 
Collocate Categorisation 
[Content, Grammar/Miscellaneous] 
Collocates 
Collocates with potential news values 
Eliteness and superlativeness 
Gates, billion, US(A) 
Content Search, graph, announced, says 
Grammar/miscellaneous Not, out, while 
4.3.2.9 Subset 3—News Values 
In Subset 3, the collocate Gates refers to the successful tech entrepreneur, Bill Gates. As 
Figure 4.15 shows, this constructs eliteness around Mark Zuckerberg by association; 
similarities are drawn between the two well-known individuals in terms of their elite 
status as, among other things, ‘computer billionaires’ and ‘tech icons’.AT 22, Mark 
Zuckerberg, a Harvard dropout, is being labelled as the next Bill Gates. (1.1) 
1. In an interview with Forbes magazine last year, Mr Zuckerberg said Mr Gates, also a Harvard 
dropout, inspired him to skip school to work on outside projects during a talk he gave to one 
of his computer science classes in 2004. (1.31) 
2. Add up the fortunes of Gates, Wozniak, Zuckerberg and other computer billionaires. (2.62) 
3. Titled What most schools don’t teach, the video released online on Tuesday begins with 
Zuckerberg, Gates and other tech icons recalling how they got their start in coding. (3.26) 
4. The call comes a fortnight after Microsoft chairman Bill Gates, Facebook CEO Mark 
Zuckerberg and Twitter creator Jack Dorsey appeared in a video promoting the learning of 
computer coding in US schools. (3.38) 
5. If you live in a ghetto and really want not to just change your life and your family’s life but 
change your ghetto’s life, make your ghetto a good neighbourhood, learn science, try to be 
like Mark Zuckerberg, Bill Gates and Steve Jobs, he said. (3.50) 
Figure 4.15 Concordance Lines of the Collocate Gates in FNC Subset 2 
Another collocate of Zuckerberg that constructs newsworthiness is billion. As Figure 4.16 
demonstrates, in all instances across four files, billion constructs superlativeness as a 
quantifier with reference to the size of Zuckerberg or his company’s wealth. 
1. Mark Zuckerberg, the Harvard drop-out who developed rival Facebook, is said to have 
shunned offers of up to US1.6 billion. (1.17) 
2. The biggest winner appears to be Facebook’s wunderkind finder, Mark Zuckerberg, whose 
20 percent holding in the unlisted company is now valued at US3 billion. (1.30) 
3. The 421 million odd shares issued are expected to be priced at US38 each, valuing the 
company up to US100 billion. Mark Zuckerberg will celebrate his 28th birthday a few days 
later. (2.2) 
4. Zuckerberg will make more than US1 billion from the deal but there is a long list of other 
past and present employees who will make very substantial sums. (2.6) 
5. Mr Zuckerberg took his company public in one of the most anticipated offerings in Wall St 
history last Friday, with the social network valued at 104 billion. (2.12) 
6. The drop has dealt Facebook chairman and chief executive Mark Zuckerberg about 2.2 
billion of paper losses, though his stake was still worth more than 17 billion earlier today. 
(2.25) 
7. And yes, Zuckerberg is worth US11 billion less than he was on the day of the float. (2.53) 
8. Also making the rich list was Facebook co-founder Mark Zuckerberg with 13.3 billion. (3.30) 
9. Facebook boss Mark Zuckerberg was forced to sell some of his shares to pay a huge tax bill 
after he earned almost US2.3 billion from his stock options. (3.54) 
10. Zuckerberg’s compensation last year totalled nearly US2 million, up from US1.7 million last 
year. (3.54) 
11. The 29 per cent decline from Facebook’s IPO price has cost Zuckerberg nearly 7 billion on 
paper, based on the 609.5 million shares of company stock he owned as of March 31. (3.57) 
12. In the space of five trading days, shares in Nasdaq-listed Facebook rose by 39 per cent and 
lifted Zuckerberg’s personal fortune by 5.5 billion to 20 billion. The amount Zuckerberg 
made last week is roughly equal to the personal fortunes of Kerry Stokes, Gerry Harvey and 
Lindsay Fox combined. (3.68) 
Figure 4.16 Concordance Lines of the Collocate Billion in FNC Subset 2 
The third collocate of Zuckerberg that constructs eliteness is USA. Concordancing shows 
that, in five out of seven cases, USA is attached to a dollar amount indicating currency. 
This constructs both superlativeness and eliteness by attaching large sums of money, 
wealth and value to an elite nation. This is another case, where two news values 
consistently appear together to construe newsworthiness around a certain topic 
(compare R2). 
4.3.2.10 Subset 3—Other Findings 
As with said across all subsets and wrote in Subset 2, two collocates in Subset 3, 
announced and says, give voice to Zuckerberg, showing that news discourse draws on 
things he says as being important. Figure 4.17 represents a sample group from 23 
instances of says over 20 files. Concordancing shows that, in every case, says refers to 
something that Mark Zuckerberg said. 
1. Facebook fiasco Zuckerberg says sorry (1.44) 
2. Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg says his vision for the social media giant, floated at 104 
billion, is a more open and connected world. (2.31) 
3. Our policy is literally to hire as many talented engineers as we can find Zuckerberg says in 
the video. (3.26) 
4. They got a lot of traffic from Facebook, Zuckerberg says. (3.61) 
5. Us Most of the other things we bought were talent acquisitions, but in this case we wanted 
to keep what it was and build that out, says Zuckerberg. (3.61) 
Figure 4.17 Concordance Lines of the Collocate Says in FNC Subset 3 
Figure 4.18 highlights another example of a reporting verb (i.e., announced) that points 
to Mark Zuckerberg as an elite actor. Novelty is construed in all five cases in which the 
verb announced is used, indicating the unveiling of something new. In two cases, this is 
emphasised by language that gives the impression of a level of anticipation attached to 
Zuckerberg’s announcements, such as audiences waited with bated breath (line 4) and 
highly anticipated (line 5). 
1. Before Zuckerberg announced Graph Search, Facebook’s stock was up 24 cents on Nasdaq, 
but shortly after he finished speaking it had dived to be 30.11, 84 cents lower from the 
opening. (3.2) 
2. The new graph search function announced by Mark Zuckerberg yesterday will turn Facebook 
into the world’s largest matchmaking site. (3.7) 
3. Facebook chief executive Mark Zuckerberg announced Graph Search at its Silicon Valley 
headquarters in Menlo Park, south of San Francisco on Tuesday. (3.8) 
4. When Mark Zuckerberg first announced Facebook Graph Search earlier this year, audiences 
waited with bated breath. (3.21) 
5. Last Thursday, Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg announced the launch of the highly 
anticipated Facebook phone. (3.45) 
Figure 4.18 Concordance Lines of the Collocate Announced in FNC Subset 3 
4.3.2.11 Summary of the Collocations of Zuckerberg 
Analysis of Zuckerberg collocates provides additional information about the potential 
behaviour of keywords across the FNC diachrony. First, examining R1, co-textual patterns 
of the keyword Zuckerberg demonstrate that eliteness is consistently constructed across 
all three subsets. Mark Zuckerberg is given elite status through role labels such as chief, 
exec, founder and billionaire. In addition, analysis confirms that reporting verbs 
consistently point to discourse that presents Zuckerberg as an elite news actor. Second, 
in exploration of R3, findings also show that the way Eliteness is constructed through 
language shifts as it transitions across the three time periods. For example, Zuckerberg’s 
connection to Harvard University dominates the earlier two subsets then diminishes in 
the later subset when there is no longer a need to establish a backstory. It is interesting 
to note that there are no collocates shared by the earliest and latest time periods. This 
indicates that news discourse about Facebook and related topics such as Mark 
Zuckerberg changed over time.  
4.4 Summary 
This chapter used a variety of corpus linguistic tools and techniques to analyse news 
language about Facebook and determine how Facebook and associated topics have been 
presented in news discourse over time. Analyses compared the FNC with a general news 
corpus and examined linguistic trends diachronically over three distinct time periods: the 
launch of Facebook in Australia, the listing of Facebook on Nasdaq and the launch of 
Facebook’s Graph Search tool. Insights generated three specific research questions. A 
comparative keywords analysis of the FNC with a general news corpus generated R1 and 
R2: R1, whether the dominant news value in FNC is eliteness and how this is linguistically 
constructed(acknowledging the potential influence of data construction); and R2, 
whether different news values tend to co-occur in the FNC and work together to construe 
newsworthiness. A collocate analysis of the keyword and corpus-building search term 
Zuckerberg contributed to answering R1 and R2, showing eliteness to be a dominant 
feature of the corpus and how it is established through language as well as illustrating 
the linguistic co-occurrence of news values that co-construed newsworthiness.  A 
diachronic analysis of FNC keywords revealed that, with certain topics, the way 
newsworthiness is constructed through language shifts across time, contributing to 
answering R3  by showing that types of items within a news values category can provide 
additional information about shifts in news discourse. 
Certain strengths and limitations of the methodological approach have also been 
demonstrated. Among the strengths, it has been shown that a keyword search, news 
values categorisation and diachronic analysis can generate research questions, as seen 
with R1, R2 and R3. In addition, it has been shown that the exploration of keywords that 
do not necessarily construe news values can provide useful insights (Bednarek & Caple, 
2014), as evident in the case of reporting verbs that consistently give voice to an 
individual (Potts et al., 2015). As such, further analysis of important cited sources through 
lemma analysis of reporting verbs may provide useful information. Limitations include 
the absence of keyword pointers to entire news values categories across the whole 
corpus; this was seen in Section 4.2.2 in which no pointers were found for the news values 
categories of negativity, personalisation, timeliness, consonance or impact.4 This does 
                                                          
4 Analysis of timeliness in this thesis does not include tense and aspect. 
not necessarily mean that these news values are not present in the corpus; however, it is 
beyond the scope of this study to examine whether an absence of keyword pointers 
equates to the absence of news values. Another limitation to the approach was the need 
for extensive concordancing, a time-consuming and subjective exercise that could 
become prohibitive depending on the scope and scale of research. In the next chapter, 
these findings are subject to further testing in a thorough concordancing analysis of three 
FNC keywords: privacy, friends and information.
Chapter 5: Synchronic Analysis: Three Keywords in Focus 
5.1 Concordancing Analysis of FNC Keywords: Privacy, Friends and 
Information 
This chapter focuses on a qualitative, contextual analysis of three content keywords that 
were identified in Chapter 4: privacy, which had a raw frequency of 150 and keyness rank 
of 29; friends, which had a raw frequency of 206 and keyness rank of 24; and information, 
which had a raw frequency of 194 and keyness rank of 48. The selection of these three 
FNC keywords was informed by an understanding of the sociocultural context of news 
discourse around Facebook and an extensive knowledge of the corpus for the project. 
The aim is to identify whether (and how) co-textual language is used to construct aspects 
of newsworthiness around these topics. Concordancing analysis of every occurrence of 
these keywords is used to explore this  question. As previously explained, for this project, 
news discourse analysis includes everything that can be received as news, including 
quotes and opinions. 
5.2 News Values and Concordancing—Semantic Categorisation 
To evaluate how best to analyse and present the concordance lines for each keyword, an 
overview of the results of one of the keyword privacy is offered as a starting point. 
Interestingly, this exercise provides some clear indicators. First, there appears to be many 
cases of negativity construed around privacy by the use of negative lexis. Second, as seen 
in Table 5.1, some of this co-text can be arranged into semantic groups within the 
negativity news value category under the headings of apology, concerns, 
political/legal/policy and opposition.  
Table 5.1 Semantic Categories of Privacy Co-Text  
Semantic 
Category 
Description of Category Lexis around Privacy Constructing the News 
Value Negativity 
Apology Negative lexis that 
refers to an 
acknowledgment of 
wrong doing 
Apologised, sorry  
Concerns Negative lexis that 
describes 
apprehensions and 
worries 
Concern, concerns, concerned, cautious, issues, 
secrets, complaints, carefully, problem, 
cautioned, scant regard, predicament, 
struggles, monopolistic, control  
Political/legal 
/policy 
Lexis that refers to legal 
terms and government- 
related issues 
Officer, policies, policy, right, ban, 
commissioner, politicians, legislation, statutory, 
commission, law, reform, federal, conspiracy, 
abiding, citizens  
Opposition Negative lexis that 
refers to the needs and 
potential reaction of 
users 
Protection, containment, warned, cautious, 
risked, revolt, rights, demonstrate, backlash, 
tighten, push back  
Danger Negative lexis that 
describes the impact on 
the individual Facebook 
user 
Destroy, fears, violating, serious invading, major 
invading, eroded, threat, assault, forced, 
safeguard, stalkers, exposed, locking, stalking, 
sends chills, flagrant, violation, intrusive, dead, 
fended, security, chillingly, warning 
Breach Negative lexis that 
reports on a 
transgression 
Breach, breaches  
Relinquishing Negative lexis that 
describes the giving up 
of privacy 
Loss, signing away, compromise, passed on  
These findings show that results can be subcategorised into different themes and topics 
within a news value category; therefore, concordance lines for each of the three 
keywords will be grouped into different themes and topics within each news value 
category for analysis.  
5.3 Analysis of the FNC Keyword Privacy 
The first FNC keyword to be analysed is privacy. Following Gries (2008), frequency results 
are checked against distribution to ensure this keyword appears across an acceptable 
number of files in the corpus. The raw frequency of privacy is 150 and it is ranked 29 in 
the keywords list. The concordancing plot shows that privacy appears in 45 out of 183 
files, just over a quarter of the FNC, which is considerable. It also shows that the number 
of hits in files is fairly evenly dispersed, with almost half of the files containing one hit, the 
remaining files under five and only four files with eight hits. These results suggest that, 
while privacy only occurs in 25 per cent of the corpus files, its distribution in these files is 
relatively unproblematic. In other words, privacy is a keyword because there is 
considerable news discourse around Facebook that mentions it in some way.  
The following analysis draws on the relationship between news values analysis and 
semantic analysis to look at how privacy is used in news discourse around Facebook. This 
co-textual analysis provides nuanced information about how a news value is constructed 
around certain aspects of Facebook. The concordance lines are sorted into news values 
and semantic categories. Lines that show no connection between the keyword and the 
context or meaning potential are culled and lines that show anaphoric or cataphoric 
references in adjoining text are retained. When multiple instances demonstrate the same 
finding, only a representative subset of concordance lines are provided. Analysis focuses 
on the single-sentence structure (i.e., looking at language within the sentence containing 
the keyword.) However, when endophora occurs, the adjoining sentence is included to 
provide necessary contextual information. Double classification (i.e., analysing the same 
sentence more than once) may be used if a sentence pertains to more than one group. 
This method is used for all three keywords. 
5.3.1 News Value—Negativity 
The FNC contains a high number of occurrences of negativity being construed around the 
keyword privacy in news discourse about Facebook. Over 100 concordance lines can be 
arranged into 12 semantic subcategories of negativity: relinquishing of privacy, activism 
for privacy, invasion of privacy, breach of privacy, violating of privacy, insufficient 
protection of privacy, threats to privacy, concerns and fears about privacy, problems and 
issues about privacy, regulation of privacy, setting and functionality of privacy, and the 
hypothetical absence of privacy. The starting point for the categorisation was the 
similarities and differences between the word forms used to construct Negativity. For 
example, one category includes word forms relating to activism – which can be defined 
as action to bring about social or political change –; and another category includes word 
forms relating to fears and concerns – which can be defined as a particular emotional 
response to a situation or event. There are of course other ways to semantically 
categorise the data; for example, invasion, breech and violation of privacy could form one 
broader category. However, the categorisations used in this analysis of the FNC are a first 
attempt to manage the qualitative analysis of every keyword instance and minimise the 
inevitable overlap of co-text. Methodologically, the news values and semantic 
categorisation used provides meaningful information about how negativity is construed 
around a keyword. 
5.3.1.1 Relinquishing of Privacy 
This category shows several examples of negativity in the FNC around privacy that 
describe the relinquishing of privacy for reasons such as the convenience of modern 
communication and social networking preferences. As the concordance lines in Figure 5.1 
demonstrate, negative evaluative language in co-text reports the act of signing away (1)1 
and the trade (2 and 3) of privacy for ease of communication, constructs negativity by 
describing a situation in which people display weakness and poor priorities. This is also 
shown at phrase level; for example, willing to trade off (2) and trade privacy for 
convenience (3). One occurrence uses the figurative passing of (4), a metaphor for the 
death of something held dear, which construes negativity through dramatic effect. 
Juxtaposition is used to construe negativity with the value-related terms buy (5), expense 
(5), free (6) and pay (6), which imply that although Facebook appears to be free, it is costly 
in terms of privacy. 
1. Sal Humphreys says social networking sites involve users signing away intellectual 
property rights and privacy. (1.52) 
2. The commission, in 2008, found some people were willing to trade off a degree of 
privacy for the ease and convenience of email, mobile phones, digital photos and the 
internet. (3.56) 
3. We always trade privacy for convenience, she says. (3.21) 
4. A moderate lament for the imminent passing of privacy. (2.19) 
5. Will users buy into that kind of functionality at the expense of their privacy.(3.21) 
                                                          
1 The numbers in parenthesis indicate the corresponding concordance line numbers. 
6. Facebook may be free to use, but you pay for it with your privacy. (2.8) 
Figure 5.1 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy  
This reveals that the news discourse topic of privacy in relation to Facebook is about 
people having to relinquish their privacy to use Facebook. 
5.3.1.2 Activism for Privacy 
This category includes examples that construct negativity around privacy by describing 
organised collective efforts against Facebook. In Figure 5.2, activism-related lexis in news 
discourse conveys political themes through terms such as advocates (1, 2, 3, 4), 
campaigners (5), activists (6), protests (5 and 7), opposition (6) and revolt (8), which are 
applied both singularly and collectively. These terms reinforce negativity around the topic 
of privacy when used in combination with negative emotions such as worry, cautious, 
paranoid, entrusting, warned; negative evaluative language such as chillingly; and 
negative actions such as stalking, conspiracy, backlash.  
1. Privacy advocates around the world, however, worry that the millions of people 
entrusting their personal information to social networking sites, of which Facebook is just 
an example, have almost no control over how it is used. (1.51) 
2. FACEBOOK’S new search engine will spark a new wave of cyber stalking, particularly of 
minors, privacy advocates have warned. While still only in its testing phase and 
designed to (3.10) 
3. FACEBOOK has apologised for a privacy breach involving its Beacon advertising program, 
as local advertisers and privacy advocates remain cautious about ads and social-
networking websites. (1.43) 
4. Whether it’s paranoid conspiracy theory or chillingly close to home, the message many 
privacy advocates want to convey is that information on the internet is 
uncontrolled. (1.51) 
5. A wave of protests from privacy campaigners followed and Facebook changed the 
feature, reducing potential revenue flows. (1.46) 
6. But opposition remained among some users and privacy rights activists because 
Beacon continued to gather information about users’ behaviour even when they 
weren’t logged into Facebook. (1.37) 
7. It’s the second time in 15 months that Zuckerberg, 23, has fended off a privacy-rights 
backlash. (1.37) 
8. Social network pioneer scrambles to save face after a revolt from users over privacy. 
(1.44) 
Figure 5.2 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
These examples show that negativity is construed around the keyword privacy and 
related activism in news discourse about Facebook. 
5.3.1.3 Invasion of Privacy 
As the concordance lines in Figure 5.3 demonstrate, the category ‘invasion of privacy’ is 
comprised of instances where issues around Facebook and user privacy are described as 
warlike or war-evoking. Negativity is construed through the lemmas INVADE (V) + 
INVASION (N), as in invade (1) invasions (2 and 3) and invading (4 and 5), often with 
additional negative lexis in their co-text such as counter-terrorism (1) and serious (3), and 
phraseology such as unwittingly share (1) and leave the door open to (2), to suggest 
vulnerability and culpability around this topic. Two cases within the set show invading 
constructing negativity as part of a name: Facebook Stop invading my privacy. In the first 
case, the name is a petition label (4), in the second it is the name of a group (5). Two 
more unique concordance lines directly link the topic of privacy and invading to 
Facebook. The first occurs in an apology from Facebook (6) to users, and the second in 
associating Facebook with all social networks and the difficulty regarding invasion of 
privacy (7). 
1. Of course, the powerful companies that we unwittingly share our intimate lives with on 
the internet do not have the fig leaf of counter-terrorism to turn to if they invade our 
privacy. (2.5) 
2. But some who have been granted access to the tool are concerned it could leave the 
door open to major invasions of privacy. (3.21) 
3. In 2008, the Australian Law Reform Commission recommended individuals should be 
able to seek compensation for serious invasions of privacy. (3.56) 
4. Internet action group Moveon.org said 55,000 of Facebook’s 50 million members 
electronically signed a petition titled Facebook Stop invading my privacy. (1.38) 
5. In the weeks following its launch, Beacon caused an uproar from Facebook users, with 
more than 80,000 joining a group called Facebook, stop invading my privacy. (1.51) 
6. Facebook says sorry for invading privacy. (1.38) 
7. The virtual protest has highlighted the difficulty facing social networks of turning their 
popularity into profit and capitalising on their huge databases of consumer 
information without invading privacy. (1.36) 
Figure 5.3 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
These lines demonstrate that news discourse positions Facebook as a threat to privacy 
by using serious warlike themes. 
5.3.1.4 Breach of Privacy 
The ‘breach of privacy’ category includes the concordance lines shown in Figure 5.4, 
demonstrating language that construes negativity around privacy through direct 
reference to a specific breach of privacy with the lemmas BREACH (V) + BREACH (N) 
combined with negative lexis co-text. The instances include evaluative language (i.e., 
flagrant and serious), problem-related terms (i.e., risks, issues and complaints) and legal 
terms and references (i.e., defamation, law abiding, Act, alleged, statutory, defence and 
charter). There are two cases in which language construes negativity around personal 
experience: first person pronoun without my knowledge (7) and subjective sentiment 
feels like (8). Three examples within the breach semantic category link a breach of privacy 
directly to a Facebook apology (9, 10 and 11). Line 11 presents breach as a subheading, 
so the accompanying sentence is included for context.  
1. Mr Zuckerberg broke his silence last week in a statement published on the 
Facebook blog, acknowledging that the Beacon feature had been a flagrant breach 
of privacy. (1.44) 
2. Civil liberties campaigners have dubbed it a grand snooping charter, saying it risks 
breaching  the privacy of law abiding citizens. (2.5) 
3. Breach of privacy, defamation, security and brand risk are also issues to be considered. 
(1.17) 
4. Privacy is an issue of concern to the community, says Australian Privacy Commissioner 
Timothy Pilgrim, ahead of privacy awareness week, which starts on Monday. Complaints 
over alleged privacy breaches rose 11 per cent to 1357 between 2010 11 and 2011 12, 
according to the Office of the Australian Information Commissioner. (3.56) 
5. Law-reform reports in NSW and Victoria have similarly recommended a broad statutory 
cause of action for serious breaches of privacy. (3.56) 
6. This presents a very imbalanced site that trades on privacy breaches and marketing 
privacy breeches as some sort of personal pathway to social success, Mr Vaile said. 
(1.43) 
7. If information is passed on to others without my knowledge, then that’s a breach of my 
privacy. (3.62) 
8. From a behavioural standpoint, while it sounds good it feels like a breach of privacy, 
Ms Peck said. (1.43) 
9. After copping a barrage of criticism from users and the media, Facebook chief 
executive Mark Zuckerberg has broken his silence and apologised for breaching user 
privacy in the pursuit of profits. (1.44) 
10. Facebook has apologised for a privacy breach involving its Beacon advertising program, 
as local advertisers and privacy advocates remain cautious about ads and social-
networking websites. (1.43) 
11. Facebook CEO sorry for privacy breach [Saying it went too far in its pursuit of profit, the 
popular Internet hangout Facebook Inc. is allowing its 55 million users to permanently 
turn off a new marketing tool that tracks their activities at other Web sites]. (1.37) 
Figure 5.4 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
These instances show that news discourse about Facebook connects Facebook with 
negative topics of privacy breaches and legal issues. 
 
5.3.1.5 Violating of Privacy 
As the concordance lines in Figure 5.5 demonstrate, FNC contains instances in which 
hyperbolic language describes attacks on and violations of privacy, construing negativity 
through intensified and metaphoric negative lexis: for example, violation (1), violations 
(2), violated (3), violating (4), destroys (5) and assault (6). Co-text intensifies this effect: 
for example, attacked (1), flagrant (1), reeks (2), accused (4), destroys (5) and outraged 
(6). Two occurrences within this set construe negativity by linking quantitative measures 
(percentages) of surveyed opinion about a cause and effect between social media and 
privacy issues to negative actions: avoided (7) and eroded (7 and 8). Proximity is also 
constructed with Australian (8) providing additional information about the statistic. Two 
cases use negative lexis with the lemmas INTRUSIONS (N) + INTRUSIVE (ADJ). The first 
describes the need of the company to increase intrusive (9) advertising for commercial 
gain; the second describes Facebook’s commercial enterprises as intrusions (10), 
emphasised by the negative co-text forced and tighten, and colloquial negativity, two-
fingered salute (10). 
1. Facebook users attacked Beacon as a flagrant violation of privacy.(1.37) 
2. There are those who think the whole idea reeks of privacy violations ads based on the 
personal information about yourself you intended only to share with your friends.(1.33) 
3. On Friday it bowed to a user backlash when thousands signed a petition on 
civic site Moveon.org claiming the automated social ads violated people’s 
privacy. (1.36) 
4. The charge sheet against the big tech firms is long as well as pinching the private data of 
unsuspecting homeowners, carrying out creepy aerial surveillance and ripping off 
investors, they also stand accused of violating privacy. (2.56) 
5. Facebook Home destroys any notion of privacy, according to prominent technology 
blogger Om Malik. (3.48) 
6. Last week Facebook changed its Beacon advertising platform to an opt-in system to 
soothe members outraged by what they saw as an assault on their privacy. (1.38) 
7. Of those who agreed social media had eroded their privacy at work, 23 per cent said 
they now avoided social networks. (3.56) 
8. A study in February by AVG Technologies, an internet and mobile security firm, found 
62  per cent of Australian adults believe social media has eroded their privacy in the 
workplace. (3.56) 
9. The worry is that Facebook will need to encourage advertising that’s more intrusive to 
the users experience or privacy or both in order to collect enough cash to justify 
valuations anywhere near the company’s current level (2.14) 
10. Last week, the cool credentials of popular online hangout Facebook took a hammering 
as users gave a virtual two-fingered salute to commercial intrusions on their privacy. 
(1.36) 
Figure 5.5 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
This set demonstrates that news discourse about Facebook includes language about 
rights violation issues around privacy. 
5.3.1.6 Insufficient Protection of Privacy 
Negativity is also construed around the topic of protection and/or lack of awareness of 
privacy issues and Facebook (see Figure 5.6), here semantically categorised as 
‘insufficient protection of privacy’. Negative lexis describes uncertainty and/or lack of 
clarity about levels of privacy (e.g., not satisfied [1], uncertain [2], not sure [2], probably 
[5] and increasingly blurred [6]). Metaphors such as blur the line (3) and mixed track record 
(4) function in a similar way. Three cases construe negativity by describing a gradual 
reduction of privacy: the lexis piecemeal (7), the phrase by no means adequate (8), and 
the metaphor but the walls have gradually lowered (9). Three concordance lines show 
language that constructs negativity around the issue of a threat or threats to privacy 
through intensified metaphoric negative lexis: namely, explosion (10) and phrases that 
describe negative actions, responses and improved measures to privacy threats, such as 
push back against (11) and Privacy Protection service (12). 
1. But security specialists at Computer Associates were not satisfied that this necessarily 
protected the privacy of users. (1.42) 
2. Karen Curtis, the Australian Privacy Commissioner, says her office’s recent community 
attitudes survey showed Australians are uncertain about interacting in environments 
where they are not sure that their privacy will be protected. (1.42) 
3. Laura Peck chief executive of One Digital said social networking sites were starting to 
blur the line between real and perceived privacy and risked alienating consumers. 
(1.43) 
4. Facebook has a mixed track record on this front and is in the habit of pushing 
privacy to the limits of what is acceptable. (3.5) 
5. We’re probably around about the low point in terms of consciousness of privacy, 
Vaile says. (3.56) 
6. Electronic Frontiers Australia boss David Cake last night said the lines surrounding 
privacy were becoming increasingly blurred. (3.10) 
7. We really have piecemeal protection of privacy here in Australia. (3.56) 
8. The move to allow users to turn Beacon off entirely may restore a small measure of 
control to Facebook’s members, but it is by no means an adequate safeguard for 
ensuring privacy protection on this and other social networking platforms, said Kathryn 
Montgomery a professor at American University. (1.37) 
9. Facebook has long prided itself on guarding its users’ privacy, but the walls have 
gradually lowered. (1.34) 
10. This explosion in the collection of personal data poses a growing threat to privacy, 
Beed says. (3.62) 
11. People are starting to push back against privacy threats. (3.56) 
12. SafetyWeb helps parents monitor their children’s activities on social networking sites 
and is launching myID.com, a privacy protection service for adults. (2.56) 
Figure 5.6 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
The concordance lines in Figure 5.6 show that news discourse about Facebook addresses 
concerns about user vulnerability in relation to privacy and the need for protection of 
privacy. 
5.3.1.7 Concerns and Fears about Privacy 
Many instances suggested a semantic category of concerns and fears about privacy in 
FNC. Figure 5.7 highlights 19 cases in which negative emotions are associated with privacy 
and of these, 13 use the lemmas CONCERN (N) and CONCERNS (V). Two instances assess 
or evaluate concerns about privacy: should always be (1) and entirely rational to be (2). 
Two instances show negativity construed in assessments about the accuracy and level of 
concerns about privacy: dispelled the myth that young people weren’t concerned (3) and 
underestimated (4). These are intensified by co-text such as dangers, underestimated, 
bullying and lacking (4). Further, negativity is construed around the effects of privacy 
concerns through intensified co-text such as suffered and wrath (5). Two examples 
include language that describes an inadequate response to concerns about privacy: failed 
(6) and underestimated (7). Interestingly, there are also examples of language construing 
negativity by dismissing the effectiveness of privacy concerns and/or implying there is 
something even more threatening: for example, aren’t necessarily going to stop (8), 
concerns aside (9) and forget about (10). 
1. I think people should always be concerned about their privacy on Facebook and I think 
this is really going to demonstrate why. (3.10) 
2. When we’ve got things going on in our lives which are intended to be for someone else’s 
confidence and not others I think it is entirely rational for everybody to be concerned. 
Privacy is an issue of concern to the community, says Australian Privacy Commissioner 
Timothy Pilgrim, ahead of privacy awareness week, which starts on Monday. (3.56) 
3. Dr Raynes Goldie said her research also dispelled the myth that young people weren’t 
concerned about their privacy online. (3.51) 
4. The dangers of facebook for children are almost too numerous to list, from the often 
underestimated security and privacy concerns and the increased opportunities for cyber 
bullying to children simply lacking the emotional maturity to distinguish intimacy from the 
appearance of such. (2.49) 
5. Facebook has suffered the wrath of users concerned with privacy, particularly after the 
launch of their Beacon platform, which assists advertisers by publishing users buying 
habits in their friends news feeds. (1.54) 
6. Users were given no choice on whether to opt in and the flames were further stoked 
by the apparent apathy of Mr Zuckerberg and Facebook’s PR team, which have been 
notoriously secretive and have failed adequately to deal with users’ privacy 
concerns. (1.44) 
7. The dangers of Facebook for children are almost too numerous to list, from the often 
underestimated security and privacy concerns and the increased opportunities for cyber 
bullying to children simply lacking the emotional maturity to distinguish intimacy from the 
appearance of such. (2.49) 
8. Privacy concerns aren’t necessarily going to stop many internet users from being part of a 
world movement, particularly when using a network such as Facebook is free. (1.51) 
9. Privacy concerns aside, many Facebook members may be reluctant to endorse an 
advertiser for fear of alienating friends who had bad experiences with the same company, 
said Chris Winfield, who runs 10e20, an online marketing specialist. (1.34) 
10. Forget about the privacy concerns, the onslaught of ads, the annoying design of your 
profile page. (3.24) 
Figure 5.7 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
As shown in Figure 5.8, there are three cases (11, 12 and 13) around privacy that construe 
negativity by indicating a cause and effect relationship between functionality, or new 
features of Facebook, and concerns intensified by co-text: furore (13). In one case, 
negativity is co-construed, with timeliness connecting privacy concerns to recent incidents 
(14), making the event newsworthy by placing the time of the event close to the date of 
publication. The next set of lines demonstrate negativity construed around the concept 
of fear associated with privacy concerns. Negative lexis emphasise more heightened 
concerns, such as fear being sparked (15), which implies a fire being lit; fear attached to 
children being exposed to stalkers (16), which links privacy issues to fears for child safety; 
and implied fear, signalled by the metaphor sends chills up the spines (17), which 
describes the fear that privacy experts have of Facebook’s harvesting functionality. In the 
latter case, eliteness is also construed through use of the title experts. Two cases contrast 
the negativity of privacy complaints with the company’s success; the first uses the co-text 
despite (18) and the second, which states that the success of boost[ing] revenue will result 
in a negative challenge, uses faced (19). Other news values are co-construed, namely 
superlativeness through million (18) and impact through could change and revive (19). 
11. However, it’s enough to raise privacy concerns in Australia as information tracking a 
user’s online movements is being sent from one site to another. (1.42) 
12. Privacy concerns over Facebook Graph Search Facebook’s new Graph Search feature has 
started rolling out to some Australian users. (3.21) 
13. The furore surrounding Facebook’s advertising feature called Beacon has highlighted 
privacy concerns surrounding social networking sites. (1.42) 
14. But recent incidents have brought privacy concerns to the fore. (1.26) 
15. The move has sparked more fears over privacy, although it is understood the device 
would be opt in rather than rolled out to all users, and users would be able to turn it off if 
they wanted to. (3.22) 
16. Facebook privacy fear. Children will be exposed to stalkers by new search engine 
facebook’s new search engine will spark a new wave of cyber stalking, particularly of 
minors, privacy advocates have warned. (3.10) 
17. Information harvesting sends chills up the spines of privacy experts but many internet 
users have so far been sanguine about the idea that advertising is targeted at their 
particular interests. (1.51) 
18. Despite recurring privacy complaints, Facebook has gone from strength to strength, 
growing from 50 million members in 2007 to more than 900 million today. (2.24) 
19. As web companies look to boost advertising revenue by offering to target ads based on 
users hobbies, interests and behaviour, Facebook’s move could change the tone of the 
site and revive privacy complaints it faced last year. (1.34) 
Figure 5.8 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
These examples show that news discourse about Facebook includes emotive language 
that expresses concerns and fears that Facebook is a threat to privacy and safety. 
5.3.1.8 Problems and Issues around Privacy 
Three FNC concordance lines (see Figure 5.9) contain co-text of privacy that construes 
negativity through negative lexis: debacle (1), problem (2) and issues (3). The intensified 
term debacle implies that the privacy situation around the Beacon advertising program 
was catastrophic and disastrous. Negative co-text includes phrases such as tread 
cautiously (1) and not stopped (3). A negative evaluation of Facebook’s privacy practices 
(4) is construed with the adjective questionable (4), and a quote contains a warning 
regarding user privacy with the metaphor tread carefully (5) and the phrase be mindful 
(5). 
1. But users are likely to tread cautiously with any attempts by Facebook to collect credit 
card details following the recent privacy debacle involving its Beacon advertising 
program. (1.45) 
2. Jeff Chester, executive director of the Center for Digital Democracy, promised to 
continue to press US and European regulators to examine Facebook’s significant 
privacy problem. (1.37) 
3. In his blog post on December 11, Berteau summed up Facebook users privacy situation 
Facebook has not stopped the transmission of data from partner sites to Facebook, but 
they have made changes to their privacy policy stating that this silently collected data is 
immediately deleted. (1.51) 
4. I had gone in assuming the reason that Facebook had engaged in questionable privacy 
practices was because they were just not so great at designing for the way people 
socially interact, she said. (3.51) 
5. But Zoller says Facebook must tread very carefully and be mindful of user privacy. 
(3.5) 
Figure 5.9 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
These cases demonstrate instances in which news discourse connects Facebook with 
problems, concerns and negative situations. 
5.3.1.9 Regulation and Privacy 
There are 10 concordance lines in Figure 5.10 containing the keyword privacy that use 
language that construes negativity around the topic of regulations and policies. In these 
examples, the need for regulation and policy is generally connected to an entity that 
requires formal measures of control due to its potential for negative consequences. In 
the FNC, this language can be grouped into measures that are external and internal to 
Facebook. There are three cases describing formal regulations being made external to 
Facebook in the form of a Privacy Act (1 and 2) and a bill of rights (3). There are seven 
cases in which the lemma POLICY (N) describes formal regulations being made internally 
by Facebook. The co-text increases negativity with negative lexis (i.e., debate [4], wrong 
[4], whim [5], defends [6], monitor [7], burden [7], legally [8] and deactivated [9]), and the 
figurative adverbial phrase silently collected (10), which suggests a clandestine or under-
the-radar data collection operation. 
1. [If information is passed on to others without my knowledge, then that’s a breach of my 
privacy.] The Privacy Act allows you to access any information about yourself and know 
what is being done with it, he adds. (3.62) 
2. The Australian Privacy Act has been amended and, from March 2014, organisations 
need to ensure they manage the personal information of individuals in an open and 
transparent way. (3.62) 
3. Politicians are drawing up an online privacy bill of rights. (2.56) 
4. From cyber bullying to debate surrounding its ever changing privacy policies, it 
seems the site often hits the headlines for the wrong reasons. (3.23) 
5. Zuckerberg famously declared in 2010, privacy is no longer a social norm. Facebook 
changes its privacy policies on a whim, says Peter Clarke, a barrister who spoke recently 
about managing online identities at a privacy conference at MIT. (3.62) 
6. Thompson, who was in Australia last week to address a QUT symposium and discuss 
protections for children on the internet with the federal government, defends the 
Facebook privacy policy as being one of the most reader-friendly available. (1.52) 
7. The only way for a user to know if Facebook has changed this policy is to continually 
monitor the privacy policy for changes, which is an undue burden to place on a user in 
order to protect information that they never agreed to release in the first place. (1.51) 
8. What if all of that happened while you were visiting another country, say the US 
Facebook’s privacy policy makes it clear that it will disclose information if it is legally 
obliged to and users of Facebook acknowledge that the site is subject to US law. (1.51) 
9. Facebook’s privacy policy says that data from a deactivated account may be backed 
up and retained for a reasonable amount of time. (1.52) 
10. In his blog post on December 11, Berteau summed up Facebook users’ privacy situation 
Facebook has not stopped the transmission of data from partner sites to Facebook, but 
they have made changes to their privacy policy stating that this silently collected data is 
immediately deleted. (1.51) 
Figure 5.10 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
This set of examples from the FNC shows news discourse describing the regulation and 
monitoring of Facebook as a way to deal with privacy issues and concerns. 
5.3.1.10 Settings and Functionality 
Negativity is also construed around privacy issues linked to Facebook’s functionality and 
settings. Figure 5.11 shows 12 concordance lines in which privacy is linked to mechanisms 
of control within Facebook’s functionality: control (1), features (2), measures (3), notices 
(4) and settings (5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12). Co-text construes negativity through negative 
lexis: apology (1), restrict (2), strangers (2), tighten (3), carefully (4), strict (5), problem (7), 
not … properly (9) and cautioned (12). 
1. The privacy control, announced in a Wednesday apology by Facebook founder Mark 
Zuckerberg, will likely limit the reach of an application called Beacon. (1.37) 
2. Use the privacy features on the site to restrict strangers’ access to your profile. 
(1.54) 
3. The social network giant, which boasts 54 million users, was forced to tighten privacy 
measures on its new advertising strategy after more than 50,000 Facebook members 
mounted an online mutiny. (1.36) 
4. Users should carefully read the site’s privacy notices and other terms and 
conditions. (1.42) 
5. If you do, your friends’ details are also stored by Brewster no matter how strict their 
privacy settings, and without them being aware their information has been passed on to 
a third party, which says from time to time, we may approve commercial use of the 
Service through corporate partnerships and agreements. (3.62) 
6. The information you post on social media isn’t just for your friends, no matter how strict  
your privacy settings (3.62) 
7. Locking down your settings to the highest privacy settings is the obvious fix to this 
problem. (3.21) 
8. The new site comes a month after the company eliminated the ability for people to 
hide themselves on Facebook’s search, a control that had existed in the privacy 
settings on the company’s website. (3.10) 
9. But a study by global IT security firm Sophos, published in Britain in August, found 
many members were not using these privacy settings properly. (1.26) 
10. I found that adults in some cases actually put themselves more at risk than youth do just 
simply because they are not as aware and literate as to how to change privacy settings, 
she said. (3.51) 
11. Most sites allow a range of privacy settings that restrict who is able to view a user’s 
online profile. (1.14) 
12. Privacy Commissioner Timothy Pilgrim last night cautioned users to check their privacy 
settings when posting content. (3.10) 
Figure 5.11 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
In these instances, news discourse construes negativity around Facebook’s functionality 
issues, including cases in which it has a negative impact on privacy. 
 
5.3.1.11 Hypothetical Absence of Privacy 
As demonstrated in Figure 5.12, three unusual cases of negativity around privacy describe 
a hypothetical absence of privacy. The first uses get back (1) to suggest privacy has been 
completely taken, the second uses the phrase create a radically transparent society (2) to 
describes a dystopia without privacy, and the third describes a better… world [in which] 
people weren’t entitled to privacy (3). 
1. Facebook users get back privacy saying it went too far in its pursuit of profit, the 
popular internet hangout Facebook Inc is allowing its 55 million users to permanently 
turn off a new marketing tool that tracks their activities at other web sites. (1.40) 
2. The driving force behind facebook is not to make money but to create a radically 
transparent society where users have no privacy and can’t keep any secrets. (3.51) 
3. Landmark research by a Curtin University PhD student into Facebook shows there is 
a clear underlying philosophy that the world would be a better place if people 
weren’t entitled to privacy. (3.51) 
Figure 5.12 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
As these cases show, news discourse around the topic of Facebook and privacy includes 
language that describes hypothetical situations that could eventuate if privacy issues are 
not resolved. 
5.3.1.12 Summary of News Value Negativity and the FNC Keyword Privacy  
It is clear that the FNC news discourse constructs negativity around the topic of privacy 
and Facebook to produce newsworthy aspects, including threats to privacy, the 
vulnerability of Facebook users regarding privacy, battle lines between Facebook and 
regulating bodies over privacy, Facebook functionality and privacy, and dystopias and 
privacy. This analysis finds that negativity is strongly associated with the topic of Facebook 
and privacy in the FNC. 
5.3.2 News Value—Novelty 
Concordance lines around the keyword privacy in the FNC also provide evidence of 
language that constructs the news value novelty (see Figure 5.13). These examples fall 
into three semantic categories: change or shift around privacy, newness relating to 
temporal changes and newness relating to functionality. 
The first group are cases that show novelty being constructed around privacy with 
language that compares new with old. Temporal-related lexis that suggests change over 
time include shift (1), no longer (2, 3 and 4) and ever changing (5). In the first four 
occurrences, co-text indicates that the change is about attitudes to privacy: for example, 
our concept (1), expectation (2), expects (3) and social norm (4). Two examples include 
evaluative co-text: such a (1) and famously declared (4). Three concordance lines 
containing the keyword privacy construct novelty through language that plays on 
temporal-related change or newness through resistance to change: once a time (6), which 
plays on the opening line of fairytale narratives; the phrase not just yet (7), which has a 
dramatic tone indicating a sudden halting or delaying of a time-related force; and turning 
back the tide (8), a metaphor used to describe newness in the form of resistance to a 
temporal-related change. 
Despite novelty being the dominant news values in these examples in which, contextually, 
the message about privacy is connected to change, negativity is also construed in co-text 
with the terms breaches (8) and exploitation (8). An isolated case constructs novelty 
around privacy in a functionality-related item with the adjective new (9). 
1. Peter Hughes, a senior lecturer in media studies at Melbourne’s La Trobe University, 
believes people are so willing to share personal details because there’s been such a 
shift in our concept of privacy. (1.22) 
2. In 2010, Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg said the rise of social networking meant 
people no longer had an expectation of privacy. (3.56) 
3. That is, of course, unless the current generation of phone users no longer expects a right 
to privacy (3.65) 
4. Zuckerberg famously declared in 2010, privacy is no longer a social norm. (3.62) 
5. That could include lame pages you liked back in high school, photos you’re tagged in, 
even your status updates, depending on how well you navigate the ever changing 
privacy settings. (3.7) 
6. There was once a time when our right to privacy was paramount and there was an 
expectation that our personal lives were our own. (3.65) 
7. Think online privacy is an oxymoron. Well, not just yet. (1.36) 
8. But data security breaches and the commercial exploitation of Facebook users are 
slowly turning back the tide, he adds. (3.56) 
9. While some users might make use of new privacy codes, most of us are so 
wedded to our iPads, smartphones and Facebook that we cannot imagine life 
without them and will not give them up regardless of how the companies which 
own them behave. (2.56) 
Figure 5.13 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
Novelty is minimally construed around the keyword privacy in the FNC, suggesting that 
news about Facebook and privacy predominantly focuses on other aspects of this topic. 
When cases occur, they tend to be about changes in privacy and time-related references 
to such changes. 
5.3.3 News Value—Eliteness 
Although negativity is the dominant news value construed around the keyword privacy in 
the FNC, concordancing shows 10 instances of eliteness that fall into the semantic 
category of expertise around privacy. 
5.3.3.1 Expertise around Privacy 
As Figure 5.14 shows, eliteness is construed around privacy through the use of high-status 
role labels such as chairman (2), commissioner (3, 4, 5 and 6), officer (7), spokesman (8) 
and boss (9). These are combined with high-status titles such as experts (1), Australian (2, 
4, 6, 8 and 9), Federal (3) company(’s) and Electronic Frontiers Australia (8), and important 
events including privacy awareness week (9). In nine out of 10 cases, elite actors are 
created through first and second names combined with elite co-text as seen with Roger 
Clarke (1), Karen Curtis (3 and 4), Timothy Pilgrim (5 and 6), Chris Winfield (7), Greg Taylor 
(8) and David Clarke (9). Interestingly, Eliteness and proximity are co-construed in several 
lines through the use of elite nations or nationalities, such as Australia and Australian. 
One example constructs eliteness through a combination of a high-status role—barrister 
(10)—and a high-status institution—MIT (10). 
1. Information harvesting sends chills up the spines of privacy experts but many 
internet users have so far been sanguine about the idea that advertising is targeted 
at their particular interests. (1.51) 
2. I don’t lose sleep at night because technology has increased, but there are 
circumstances in which we should be bloody worried, says Australian Privacy Foundation 
chairman Roger Clarke. (3.56) 
3. Federal Privacy Commissioner Karen Curtis said her office had not received any 
complaints about Beacon but advised that online marketing organisations should 
consider whether providing an opt-in approach is more privacy-enhancing rather than 
requiring users to opt-out if they do not want to participate. (1.43) 
4. Karen Curtis, the Australian Privacy Commissioner, says her office’s recent community 
attitudes survey showed Australians are uncertain about interacting in environments 
where they are not sure that their privacy will be protected. (1.42) 
5. I think people should always be concerned about their privacy on Facebook and I think 
this is really going to demonstrate why. Privacy Commissioner Timothy Pilgrim last 
night cautioned users to check their privacy settings when posting content. (3.10) 
6. Privacy is an issue of concern to the community, says Australian Privacy Commissioner 
Timothy Pilgrim, ahead of privacy awareness week, which starts on Monday. (3.56) 
7. If users are displeased with this, we will hear from them, Chris Kelly, the company’s chief 
privacy officer, said. Privacy concerns aside, many Facebook members may be reluctant 
to endorse an advertiser for fear of alienating friends who had bad experiences with the 
same company, said Chris Winfield, who runs 10e20, an online marketing specialist. 
(1.34) 
8. Greg Taylor, a privacy spokesman from Electronic Frontiers Australia, says such 
information is extremely valuable to advertisers. (1.42) 
9. Frontiers Australia boss David Cake last night said the lines surrounding privacy were 
becoming increasingly blurred. 
10. Clarke, a barrister who spoke recently about managing online identities at a privacy 
conference at MIT. (3.62) 
Figure 5.14 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
5.3.3.2 Summary of News Value Eliteness and the FNC Keyword Privacy 
When eliteness is construed around privacy in news discourse about Facebook, the 
newsworthiness is created through references to elite people connected to elite entities, 
usually representing a strong operation or effort to regulate Facebook due to privacy  
concerns. 
5.3.4 News Value—Positivity 
As discussed in Chapter 2, positivity is recognised by some researchers as a news value. In 
Figure 5.15, concordance lines from the FNC containing the keyword privacy demonstrate 
instances of functionality lexis (i.e., control, features and settings) and the lemma TOOL 
(N) combined with positivity. Interestingly, the lines that include positive language are 
mostly quotes or internal messages from Facebook itself. Positive lexis includes language 
that suggests choice (i.e., option [1], opt-in [3], offered [4] and available [7]), positive 
sentiment (hope [2], better [6], share [7], best [7], sure [7], plenty [7] and enhancing [140]) 
and terms of empathy (help [15], encourage [4] and protected [8]). 
1. On Facebook’s privacy and security tab, users can click on the option to delete their 
profile. (1.54) 
2. On behalf of everyone working at Facebook, I want to thank you for your feedback on 
Beacon over the past several weeks and hope that this new privacy control addresses 
any remaining issues we’ve heard about from you. (1.41) 
3. Last week we changed Beacon to be an opt-in system, and today we’re releasing a 
privacy control to turn off Beacon completely. (1.41) 
4. I strongly encourage people to investigate and make use of the privacy features 
offered by Facebook, including the audience selector and tag removal tools. (3.10) 
5. Facebook has defended the move by saying it would help more people connect and has 
stressed its same privacy settings would apply. (1.26) 
6. A Facebook spokeswoman contacted by SBS noted the company is listening to user 
concerns and has updated its privacy tools so that users can better manage their 
content. (3.21) 
7. We think it will take time for our users to understand the full potential of Graph Search, 
and we are going to be working hard to make sure that there is plenty of information 
available from new user education, in product education, and tools such as our recently 
announced privacy tools to help users control what they share and find the best way to 
use the (3.21) 
8. Facebook will be protected by privacy tools, so any content a Facebook user does 
not want other users to access will come up in Graph Search. (3.2) 
Figure 5.15 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Privacy 
5.3.4.1 Summary of News Value Positivity and the FNC Keyword Privacy 
These findings demonstrate that, in the FNC news discourse, a positive message is always 
attached to privacy issues around Facebook when the language comes from within the 
company or as a response by the company to an issue or claim about privacy. 
5.3.5 Summary of Concordance Analysis of Keyword Privacy in FNC 
Concordance analysis has provided a comprehensive lexical profile of the keyword 
privacy in the FNC by examining its every occurrence and evaluating how co-text 
constructs newsworthiness. Several discursive trends show that the most prominent 
news value is negativity. News discourse around the issue of privacy with regard to 
Facebook includes negative lexis about various topics ranging from the relinquishing of 
privacy to the hypothetical absence of privacy and warnings about privacy. 
Other news values are evident in the FNC with regard to privacy; however, they are 
quantifiably less significant. They include novelty, specifically topics that touch on 
changes to privacy, such as temporal shifts around privacy and the newness of 
functionality concerning privacy; eliteness, construed through high-status role labels 
being assigned to individuals and groups; and positivity through language generated from 
within Facebook itself. The analysis showed occurrences in which the discourse is either 
neutral or items do not fit in within existing news values categories.2 
These findings confirm that one of the most significant discursive trends of 
newsworthiness about Facebook concerns the issue of privacy and, further, that news 
discourse constructs topic-dependent news values, predominantly negativity, to create 
this newsworthiness. 
                                                          
2 As stated, some concordance lines containing the keyword privacy do not fit within the existing sections. To provide 
an example, in a commentary about Mark Zuckerberg, Zuckerberg is quoted as saying that he does not believe in 
privacy. Such a statement does not intrinsically construct news values; rather, it is a statement about Zuckerberg’s own 
ideology. 
5.4 Analysis of the FNC Keyword Friends 
This section provides a concordance analysis of the FNC keyword friends. As with the 
method used for the keyword privacy, frequency results are first checked against 
distribution to make sure that friends appears across an acceptable number of files. The 
raw frequency of friends is 206, ranked 24 in the keywords list. The concordancing plot 
shows that friends appears in 74 out of a total 183 files, which is about 40 per cent and 
significantly higher than the previous keyword (privacy at 25 per cent). Concordancing 
also shows that the number of occurrences in files is quite evenly dispersed, with 62 files 
containing between one and four occurrences, and the remaining files containing less 
than nine, apart from two anomalies at 11 and 18 occurrences. These results suggest that 
the distribution of friends in these files is unproblematic; that is, friends is not a keyword 
because it occurs frequently in a few instances of news discourse, but because it is topical 
in news discourse around Facebook.  
To evaluate how friends is used in news discourse around Facebook, analysis draws on the 
relationship between news values and semantics by sorting all instances into news values 
categories and semantic categories. A total of 140 concordance lines are analysed to 
explore whether and how news language construes news values around the FNC keyword 
friends. Although concordancing analysis of every occurrence of the keyword was 
conducted, if multiple instances demonstrate the same finding, only a representative 
subset of concordance lines will be provided. As with the previous keyword, analysis will 
focus on the single-sentence structure and avoid double classification. 
5.4.1 News Value—Personalisation 
In the FNC, there are 44 instances in which the news value personalisation is construed 
through discourse around Facebook and the keyword friends. These fall into several 
semantic categories, namely ordinary individuals or familiar personal relationships; 
emotion, emotional processes and emotional states; and personal reference. 
5.4.1.1 Ordinary Individuals or Familiar Personal Relations 
In Figure 5.16, co-text of the keyword friends constructs personalisation with words that 
refer to ordinary individuals and relationships between ordinary individuals: family man 
(1), mates (1), family members (2), wife (4) and kids (4). The phrase circle of friends (3) 
establishes personalisation through the idea of an individual’s selective and personal 
relationship with others. Line 1 also demonstrates positivity co-construed with 
personalisation through positive lexis (i.e., better). 
There are three occurrences of language that constructs personalisation by connecting 
the concept of friends to emotional attachment and needs—real friends (5 and 6) and you 
feel less alone (7). These show how Facebook has prompted discourse about the 
definition of friend/s. 
1. Brisbane family man Chris Adams is about to be even better friends with 30 of his 
mates from Facebook as they prepare to become multimillionaires, even billionaires. 
(2.6) 
2. The new features will enable users to choose to see streams of content that may feature 
nothing but photos or posts from their closest friends, family members or favourite 
businesses. (3.29) 
3. People put that information up there unwittingly thinking that they are only sharing it 
with their close circle of friends when they could be sharing it with the whole internet, 
he said. (1.14) 
4. But all the regular conversations I have on MySpace are with people I know, school friends 
and a couple of people who went to my primary school I now talk to. The wife, the kids, 
the job, the friends. (3.19) 
5. If there’s one thing social networking can be blamed for, it’s substituting online friends 
for real friends. (1.48) 
6. Facebook is used to develop networks not only with real friends but with new people, 
who can come from different countries and cultures. (1.54) 
7. And, as one Facebook friend explains, just the act of making commentary about yourself 
in a public place makes you feel less alone and connected to the world around you. How 
you define friends on Facebook is up to you. (1.24) 
Figure 4.16 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Friends 
5.4.1.2 Emotion, Emotional Processes or Emotional States 
There are several cases that demonstrate how personalisation is constructed around 
Facebook through language that describes emotional processes and states in connection 
with the concept of friends, building a connection between Facebook and personal needs. 
As demonstrated in Figure 5.17, in most cases, personalisation is strengthened by linking 
emotional terms to first person pronouns, such as I and my, as shown with scared (1), 
worried (1), seething (2), laughing (2), not happy (3), sad (4), happy (4), miserable (4), 
mood (4), love (5), thrill (6), bored (6), enjoyable (7) and amusing (7).  
1. Scared of sharing personal details, scared of stalkers and worried I wouldn’t have enough 
friends in my list.(1.22) 
2. While I’m still seething that I found out my friend was single the same way her other 
34 Facebook friends did, there’s a few people out there laughing all the way to the 
bank about it. (1.19) 
3. Lately, I’ve been wasting lots of happy time on Facebook and this is not happy news for 
my friends (1.24) 
4. I’m currently feeling sad, happy, miserable. It’s kind of a way of milking your friends to 
respond to whatever mood you’re in, she said. (1.26) 
5. Seven of your friends love Crocs, buy some Crocs. (1.33) 
6. I get more of a thrill when my friends post messages saying they’re bored at work. (1.19) 
7. Doesn’t it [facebook] rather disconnect us, since instead of doing something enjoyable 
such as talking and eating and dancing and drinking with my friends, I am merely sending 
them little ungrammatical notes and amusing photos in cyberspace, while chained to my 
desk. (1.54) 
Figure 5.17 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Friends 
5.4.1.3 Personal Reference Associated with Friends 
The concordance lines in Figure 5.18 demonstrate how language around friends in the 
FNC constructs personalisation.3 Several lines refer to or quote the experiences of 
‘ordinary’ people, establishing a strong connection between ordinary people and 
Facebook by using first and third person personal pronouns (my, her, she, he and his). 
There are four cases that demonstrate a similar construction of personalisation around 
friends in the collective sense through the immediate co-text of the third person pronoun 
their. 
1. What it turned out was going on was that Facebook was looking at which links I clicked 
on, and it was noticing that, actually, I was clicking more on my liberal friends links than 
on my conservative friends links, he said. (3.46) 
2. I used to use the old style email for my parents and grandparents [not directly linked to 
friends when I was overseas, but all my communication with friends is through 
Facebook, Sutton says.(1.12) 
3. She studies at the University of Sydney and talks to her friends including Zoe, also 18, 
through her MySpace website. (1.12) 
4. Sametz reckons he and his friends are savvy about revealing too much on their sites. 
(1.12) 
5. Users can find people based on things they’ve shared, including their interests and profile 
information find photos they and their friends have posted or been tagged in and discover 
things like restaurants and music through their friends and connections. (3.5) 
6. The purpose is to talk to their friends and increase their network. (1.12) 
7. They carefully craft their presentation on these sites, in terms of their music likes and 
dislikes, taste in film and literature, and their intended audience is their friends.
 (1.12) 
8. Facebook users typically used the site to conduct checks on the activities of their 
friends, following internal and external links to content. (1.49) 
Figure 5.18 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Friends 
A significant number of lines demonstrate a subgroup that specifically links the concept 
of friends with personal references such as their, you and personalised. These describe 
                                                          
3 These examples were checked to ensure that the personal references were not about well-known identities. 
ordinary people connecting through social media activity, using terms such as join, invite, 
post, search, view, post, send, email, join, click, connect, browse, poke and link. Although 
20 instances demonstrate the same finding, only a representative subset of concordance 
lines are provided in Figure 5.19. 
In one case, this personal activity between Facebook users (or ‘friends’) is also attached 
to Facebook’s new product launch, as shown in a quotation from Mark Zuckerberg that 
constructs a positive message (construing positivity) about the new feature (also 
construing novelty) that he reinforces with the word help (17). 
9. Users create a profile and invite friends to join their network so they can share 
messages, photos and games.(1.38) 
10. Once accepted friends can view each other’s profiles as well as view their friends lists. 
(1.38) 
11. The Wall is a space on your profile that allows friends to post messages for you and your 
other friends to see. (1.22) 
12. Staff members in the video explain the personalised nature of Graph Search, where 
users can search for bands or doctors recommended by friends and family. (3.12) 
13. Launched by then 19-year-old Harvard University student Mark Zuckerberg in 2004, 
the site allows people to poke each other, send virtual gifts, email, join networks, 
post photos and videos, and graffiti friends walls. (1.27) 
14. People browse friends’ sites looking for photos of other friends they like the look of. 
(1.12) 
15. The Wall is a space on your profile that allows friends to post messages for you and your 
other 
friends to see. You can poke friends on Facebook. (1.22) 
16. Those connections with friends, who in turn link to friends of their own, give an 
interconnectivity to the sites that is behind much of the marketing attraction. (1.17) 
17. About a month ago, we [Zuckerberg writes] released a new feature called Beacon to try to 
help people share information with their friends about things they do on the web. (1.41) 
Figure 5.19 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Friends 
In summary, this set of examples from the FNC demonstrates personalisation construed 
around the keyword friends in some way. In addition, there are cases in which positivity is 
co-construed with personalisation. These results indicate that newsworthy connections 
are made between Facebook and the concept of personal interactions conducted 
between ordinary people and associated emotional states. 
5.4.2 News Value—Eliteness 
In the FNC, there are 19 instances in which eliteness is construed in news discourse 
around the keyword friends. These fall into several newsworthy semantic categories 
including  politicians, competing companies, experts, wealth-related titles and activities, 
elite titles, legal references and academic institutions. 
5.4.2.1 Politicians 
There are three cases (see Figure 5.20) in which language construes eliteness around 
Facebook and the concept of friends with reference to recognised political names and 
entities, namely leader (1), federal election (1), politicians (3), frontbenchers (3) and pollies 
(3). These include phraseology that draws a parallel between political success (e.g., 
maximum reached, going to win, lagged behind, outstripping and important element) and 
the number of Facebook friends accrued by well-known political figures such as Kevin 
Rudd (1 and 2) and John Howard (2 and 3). Conjoining friends with elite news actors in 
this way constructseby creating the impression that the number of friends represents a 
measure of political success. This suggests that the definition of friends is changing as a 
result of Facebook. 
Other examples in Figure 5.18 construct eliteness around the concept of friends by 
suggesting that Facebook be used to connect with notable celebrities, such as Bill Cosby 
(5), Snoop Dogg (5) and Justin Bieber (5). In lines 4 and 6, two examples post-modify 
friends, referring to those who like the same famous entertainment brands (i.e., Star 
Wars and Harry Potter). 
1. They include the federal opposition leader Kevin Rudd, who recently reached the 
maximum number of allowed friends on Facebook 5000. (1.25) 
2. In Australia, it became clear early on in the federal election game to Facebook users 
who was going to win when Kevin Rudd had so many Facebook friends he had to open 
another account. John Howard’s numbers lagged way behind.(1.54) 
3. Parents, grandparents and even politicians are catching on. With Labor frontbenchers 
making friends on MySpace and John Howard video sharing on YouTube, we are seeing 
the rise of the e- ME hopefully standing for Electable rather than Electronic in the minds 
of the pollies. (1.9) 
4. For example, Facebook suggests typing in text such as friends who like Star Wars and 
Harry Potter for planning a film night. (3.4) 
5. As on Twitter, you can follow friends and or celebrities. Notable Vidders Viddyites 
include Bill Cosby, Snoop Dogg and Justin Bieber. (2.52) 
6. Graph Search users can search people, photos, places and other Facebook content. If you 
type in friends who like Star Wars and Harry Potter it will come up with a list of people who 
like both film franchises. (3.2) 
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5.4.2.2 Competing Companies 
There are two examples in Figure 5.21 of eliteness being construed around friends to 
create newsworthiness. These include the evaluation of Facebook’s importance as an 
equal or preferred site in comparison to its well-known competitors. The first aligns 
Facebook with another elite company Myspace (1) to enable friends to keep up to speed 
with your life. The second shows the advantages of Facebook over elite company Google 
(2) in connecting its users with friends and controlling the release of information between 
users. 
1. The other day, during a quick check of my Facebook account, I discovered it was now 
possible to add a link that connects your MySpace and Facebook. That way your friends 
can keep up to speed with your life on two different sites. (1.19) 
2. Initially focusing on people, photos, places and interests, unlike Google, Graph Search 
can answer questions such as restaurants liked by my friends in Sydney or TV shows my 
friends like. According to Facebook, searches will only reveal public information or 
information that other users have made available to you. (3.10) 
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5.4.2.3 Experts 
Three cases (see Figure 5.22) demonstrate eliteness construed around the keyword 
friends by combining an expert’s opinion on Facebook with status markers: technical guru 
Chris Struhar (1), US social researcher Danah Boyd (2) and management guru Tom Peters 
(3). These expert opinions about Facebook are made newsworthy through language that 
implies a level of care about Facebook users (e.g., tuned to the interests of individual 
Facebook users [1]), depicts Facebook as the most popular meeting place for young 
people (e.g., primary hangout space [2]) and describes Facebook’s marketing value as 
shockingly powerful stuff (3) and a golden opportunity (3). This set includes adjoining 
sentences to provide context and/or anaphoric references. 
1. Each News Feed will automatically be tuned to the interests of individual Facebook 
users, according to technical guru Chris Struhar. Pictures in the feed will be gleaned 
from posts by friends or from online pages that people have indicated they like. (3.35) 
2. Youth are using sites such as Facebook and MySpace as their primary hangout space. 
Whereas once they would meet friends at the mall, today they stay at home and 
connect using these tools together with text messaging, US social researcher Danah 
Boyd says. (1.12) 
3. Each week, tens of thousands of Australians including our leading politicians’ flunkies 
spend hours updating personal information, posting comments, sharing multimedia 
content, and chatting to friends and strangers. Management guru Tom Peters calls it 
shockingly powerful stuff, and for marketers it is a golden opportunity to reach 
audiences that are being lost to traditional media. (1.25) 
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5.4.2.4 Elite Titles and References 
Three occurrences shown in Figure 5.23 specifically conjoin friends with Mark Zuckerberg 
and his elite titles of chief and founder, establishing a strong connection and construing 
eliteness in relation to Zuckerberg’s own personal friends (1), his being called a friend 
collector (3), his networking tool as enabling intimate communication between friends (2) 
and Zuckerberg’s own tally of friends (3). 
1. Facebook chief Mark Zuckerberg ought to lose friends should the plan go ahead. (2.49) 
2. To use the preferred label of its founder Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook is a utility, its user 
interface is clean and tidy and the whole vibe is about intimate communication between 
friends. (1.50) 
3. Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg laughs off suggestions he is a friend collector with 
more than 1000 friends on the social network system, while speaking at the Web 2.0 
summit in San Francisco. (1.29) 
Figure 5.23 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Friends 
In summary, concordancing analysis shows that Eliteness is construed in several ways in 
news discourse about friends and Facebook. Aspects of newsworthiness include 
connection to recognised names and entities in politics, celebrity, reference to expertise, 
wealth-related titles and activities, and academic institutions. This indicates that these 
aspects about Facebook are made newsworthy in news discourse. 
5.4.3 News Value—Superlativeness 
A significant number of concordance lines demonstrate news discourse that construes 
superlativeness around the keyword friends. These instances fall into three groups: 
quantifiers, comparisons and individual assessment of scope. Although every occurrence 
has been analysed, due to the high number of instances, only a representative subset of 
concordance lines are provided. 
5.4.3.1 Large Numbers of Facebook Users and Facebook Friends 
In Figure 5.24, four concordance lines represent a total of 16 FNC lines that demonstrate 
superlativeness construed through quantifiers in the co-text of friends. This is evident in 
two ways: quantifiers that describe the large scale of Facebook user numbers (1 and 2) 
and quantifiers that describe the number of friends (3 and 4), such as hundreds, million 
and billion. In addition, the surrounding lexis emphasises the scale of quantities (e.g., 
more than, value, whopping, entire, dozens, number, average, more and over). 
1. The market is ascribing a value of US70bn to Facebook and its user base of 900 million 
families and friends compared with a value of US10bn for LinkedIn and its 161 million 
professional users. (2.32) 
2. Today there are a whopping 31 million users. The site hosts entire school year lists 
where you can message your old friends and enemies. (1.22) 
3. Mr Anderson is 31 and has 193 million friends, possibly more by the time this goes 
to print. (1.19) 
4. Kevin Rudd, who recently reached the maximum number of allowed friends on 
Facebook 5000. (1.25) 
Figure 5.24 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Friends 
5.4.3.2 Large Scale Aspects Related to Friends 
The four concordance lines in Figure 5.25 represent a total of eight instances—most 
important, most powerful, most influential, top, best, biggest, most and world’s biggest—
that construct superlativeness around friends by evaluating and comparing the scale and 
scope of commercial and Facebook user activity. 
1. We’re introducing feeds which give users the choice to skim the front pages of 
Facebook with most important stories or dive deep into topics from all friends or all 
photos or music and get more of the particular content they’re looking for, Facebook 
product manager Greg Marra told The Australian Financial Review. (3.34) 
2. Marketers have always known that positive recommendations between friends, 
colleagues and family are the most powerful form of Marketing. (1.35) 
3. Geographic proximity, check ins people who have logged in remotely with mobile 
devices, photographs and likes from friends are weighed against each other, the latter 
appearing to be the most influential variable. (3.15) 
4. While Zuckerberg was studying at Harvard University, he and some friends built what 
was to become the world’s biggest social network. Facebook has 1.15 billion 
members and a market capitalisation of 101 billion. (3.68) 
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5.4.3.3 Large Scale of Facebook Activity Relating to Friends 
In Figure 5.26, five cases—stream (1), constant flow (2), loads (3), streams (4) and piling 
up (5)—from the FNC demonstrate an intensified lexis constructing superlativeness 
around friends by metaphorically describing a significant scale of activity. 
1. Facebook has started transforming the stream of updates from friends at home 
pages into a personalised newspaper with news ranging from the personal to the 
global. (3.35) 
2. Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg seems a good person to start with, seeing as he 
seems to have discovered a way to get anyone on the planet between the ages of 15 and 
35 interested in his company, which doesn’t do much more than waste their time with a 
constant flow of minutiae about their friends. (1.60) 
3. Melbourne schoolboy Nathaniel Sametz, 14, who has a MySpace site, agrees there is 
competition to have loads of friends online. This has prompted him to let friends of 
friends add him to their list just to be nice. (1.12) 
4. The new features will enable users to choose to see streams of content that may 
feature nothing but photos or posts from their closest friends, family members or 
favourite businesses. (3.29) 
5. They online social networks mimic the playground insecurities of primary school kids, 
piling up friends to find their social niche, Prof Pahl says. (1.54) 
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5.4.3.4 Evaluation of Significant Scale 
Three lines from the FNC (see Figure 5.27) show superlativeness co-construed with both 
positivity and negativity around the keyword friends through an evaluation of scale. Lines 
1 and 2 construct negative assessments of Facebook with too many friends and limited 
use/travelled a lot/around the world and line 3 constructs a positive assessment with a 
wider group of friends. 
1. An online blogger explains the reasons they lost their ardour for Facebook. Too many 
worlds colliding, too many invites to vampire garden pirate fishtank zombie kissing 
applications and, yes, I ended up with kind of too many friends from too many different 
spheres of my existence for it to be non-complicated and fun. (1.54) 
2. But he said it would have a more limited use for people like himself who travelled a lot 
and met friends and colleagues around the world. (1.3)  
3. The sites have many drawcards but the main attraction is an increased ability to not only 
stay in touch with a wider group of friends, but see what they are up to, where they live 
and who they are partners with. (1.14) 
Figure 5.27 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Friends 
5.4.3.5 Summary of News Value Superlativeness and Keyword Friends  
These results indicate that superlativeness is construed in news discourse about 
Facebook and the keyword friends in the FNC. Newsworthy aspects relate to the large 
scale of Facebook users and Facebook friends, and around the evaluation of the scale of 
activities around friends. This suggests that the word friend, in Facebook terms, is a 
quantifiable entity of significant importance and scale. 
5.4.4 News Value—Proximity 
In Figure 5.28, five concordance lines demonstrate examples of language that construct 
the news value proximity around the keyword friends. These instances fall into two main 
semantic categories: geographic proximity and collective communication with friends. 
Proximity is construed through explicit reference to Melbourne (1) and Sydney (2), 
creating geographic proximity and relevance for some readers in news related to friends 
and Facebook. Three instances demonstrate proximity construed around friends through 
the use of the inclusive first person plural pronoun our (3, 4 and 5) in describing the 
collective activity around social media as newsworthy because it is something that 
everyone does. 
1. Friends of friends who are single men in Melbourne. (3.2) 
2. Initially focusing on people, photos, places and interests, unlike Google, Graph Search 
can answer questions such as restaurants liked by my friends in Sydney or TV shows my 
friends like. (3.10) 
3. We wear t-shirts with logos on them, we talk to our friends about things we’ve 
purchased, and directly on Facebook we provide numerous lists of our favorite things 
music, TV shows, movies, books, sports teams we’re acting as marketers for all of those 
things. (1.33) 
4. Prior to Facebook we’d go to our friends and family and complain about whatever 
minor inconvenience in life had befallen us. (3.19) 
5. There is no doubt that social media can be a great tool for business and allows us to 
keep in touch with our friends and families in a very cost effective, if not constant way, 
but I can’t help but feel that there is a significant price to pay. (3.65) 
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In summary, with only two instances of geographical references directly related to friends 
and three lines drawing on collective aspects of Facebook activity around friends, 
proximity is not a significant news value in the FNC. This suggests that news about 
Facebook friends is not made newsworthy this way. 
5.4.5 News Value—Negativity 
A significant number of concordance lines in the FNC demonstrate the news value 
negativity being constructed around the keyword friends. These occurrences are grouped 
into five semantic categories: victimisation and vulnerability, problems and concerns, 
protests and petitions, negative emotions and legal reference. 
 
5.4.5.1 Victimisation and Vulnerability 
As the concordance lines in Figure 5.29 demonstrate, five instances show negativity 
construed when language refers to victimisation and vulnerability around friends. Specific 
examples include negative lexis relating to people (i.e., victim, bully and strangers), 
negative actions (i.e., teasing, concerning and avoid), negative emotions (i.e., insecure, 
hurt and scared) and negative concepts (i.e., demise, idealised and fake). 
1. Also instead of just the victim and the bully knowing about the teasing, all their Facebook  
friends receive the messages. (2.65)  
2. Sutton says her initial foray into the social network sites were on a different network, 
Bebo, but she let too many strangers become friends, something she has learned to 
avoid on Facebook. (1.12) 
3. Early complaints about Facebook centred on the fact that interactions were fake hand 
picked, overglossed, idealised personal statements that were bound to make your 
friends feel insecure, and vice versa. (3.24) 
4. You know they’re writing about one of their friends, and they’re just too scared to put a 
name to it (3.19) 
5. Facebook friends can hurt. (2.49) 
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5.4.5.2 Misuse of Facebook 
In Figure 5.30, nine FNC instances show negative lexis describing the misuse of Facebook 
and related emotions in connection with friends. These include people being careless and 
preoccupied with the number of friends they have (1); people not being selective about 
friends (i.e., low quality, dump, degenerate, reject, unwanted and no longer trust); the pet 
hates of reckless spamming from friends (3); friends generating a macabre pattern of 
behaviour on Facebook (4); problems with negative friends (6) on Facebook; the sharing 
of embarrassing information with friends (7); online friends substituting real friends as sad 
(8); and Facebook users gathering an unwieldy assortment of friends (9). 
1. The company at the time said although Facebook gave users tools to protect 
themselves, many were undoing all of that through carelessness and being preoccupied 
with having more Facebook friends than their peers. (1.26) 
2. Because few people are willing to dump former friends or reject unwanted friend 
requests from casual acquaintances, social graphs degenerate to noise in all cases.(1.35) 
3. Pet hates of users include the reckless spamming forwards from friends that promise 
something amazing will happen if they continue the chain but which result in nothing 
and then there  are the seemingly endless quiz invites to see what colour you are, are 
you a cat person and who you were in your past life. (1.54) 
4. If your friends are anything like mine, you’ll have begun to notice a macabre pattern 
emerging on your Facebook news feed. (2.52) 
5. If I start to think that my friends are advertising to me, I may no longer trust them. 
(1.33) 
6. Facebook is no place for negative friends. (3.19) 
7. Called Beacon, the advertising system reportedly tracked some online purchases of 
Facebook users, and shared that info however embarrassing with their Facebook 
friends. (1.48) 
8. Its all very well when online networks are an addition to real life friends but it’s a bit sad 
if they are used as a substitute. (1.54) 
9. This has come as users social circles have widened from a few dozen people to an 
unwieldy assortment of friends, family, businesses, celebrities, co-workers and fleeting 
acquaintances. (3.29) 
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5.4.5.3 Protests and Petitions 
As occurrences in Figure 5.31 show, negativity is also construed around the keyword 
friends in the FNC through lexis describing protests and petitions. Specific examples 
include the controversial functionality of friend’s news feeds leading to backlash, a 
petition and claims that Facebook violated privacy (1); a petition and uprising (2) about 
Facebook automatically sending information to friends; and a new function of Facebook 
that backfired leading to threatened protests in response to what was described as a 
stalking (3). 
1. Lauded as innovative at its launch three weeks ago, the controversial initiative tracked 
what users were buying on partner sites and shared that information on friends news 
feeds. On Friday it bowed to a user backlash when thousands signed a petition on civic 
site Moveon.org claiming the automated social ads violated people’s privacy. (1.36) 
2. The petition called for Facebook not to spread word of what members buy to their 
friends without their explicit permission. The uprising caused Facebook to change the 
system and members are now asked to click on an OK icon if they want stories about 
their activities at advertisers websites to be sent to friends via automated news feeds. 
(1.38) 
3. A feature allowing users to track changes their friends make to profiles backfired when 
many users denounced it as stalking and threatened protests. (1.34) 
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5.4.5.4 Anti-Facebook 
In Figure 5.32, two FNC concordance lines demonstrate negativity construed around 
friends through negative evaluations of Facebook: criticisms about friend alerts (1) and 
violations of privacy around friends-only information (2). 
1. Criticisms centred on the fact that Beacon alerted users’ friends of their activities on 
external sites without permission and it was impossible to switch the Beacon system off 
entirely. (1.44) 
2. There are those who think the whole idea reeks of privacy violations ads based on the 
personal information about yourself you intended only to share with friends. (1.33) 
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In summary, negativity is construed around the keyword friends in a variety of ways. 
Facebook user victimisation and vulnerability, misuse of Facebook in relation to friends, 
protests, petitions and anti-Facebook sentiment are all topics that are construed as 
newsworthy aspects about Facebook in relation to friends. 
5.4.6 News Value—Novelty 
Across eight occurrences in the FNC, novelty is construed around the keyword friends 
through indications of newness about the functionality of Facebook: now (1), changed, 
different (2), innovation, survey released, new developments (3), new report (4), launch 
(4), discover (4) releasing (4), reveal. A representative sample of four occurrences is 
provided in Figure 5.33. 
1. Users can now switch between feeds for photographs, music, links, and friends activity. 
(3.31) 
2. But it’s the same friends, just a different, more fun way to connect with them. (1.24) 
3. Most people use Facebook to connect with friends and family Facebook allows you to 
keep up with new developments through its news feed. (2.51) 
4. Social media giant Facebook could be on the verge of releasing a smartphone app that 
will track the location of users, according to a new report from Bloomberg. The app would 
allow people to discover which friends are in their vicinity based on real time data and is 
pegged for a launch in mid-March, the report claims. (3.22) 
Figure 5.33 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Friends 
This is an unexpected result due to the relative newness of friend-related activities that 
are associated with Facebook. Concordancing indicates that, although news discourse 
construes novelty around Facebook functionality to enable friend-related activities, it is 
not used to create newsworthiness around this topic to any significant extent. 
5.4.7 News Value—Timeliness 
The FNC contains only two occurrences of timeliness (see Figure 5.34) construed around 
the keyword friends. Both instances fall into the same semantic category—impacting on 
the present. Two cases describe an impact on the present in relation to Facebook and 
friends. Line 1 uses the explicit time references whereas once and today to describe 
change over time, implying that ‘these days’ friends connect online. Line 2 uses the 
explicit time reference last month to describe the functionality change that affected 
Facebook activity around friends. 
1. Whereas once they would meet friends at the mall, today they stay at home and 
connect using these tools together with text US social researcher Danah Boyd says. 
(1.12) 
2. Launched last month, Beacon allowed Facebook to embed advertising into the 
online conversations of its members by revealing their purchases on third-party 
websites to their friends. (1.45) 
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There is not a significant occurrence of timeliness constructed in Facebook around the 
keyword friends.4  
5.4.8 News Value—Consonance 
There is only one case of consonance being construed around friends in the FNC (see 
Figure 5.35). It uses evaluative language that indicates expectedness: have always known 
(1). 
1. Marketers have always known that positive recommendations between friends, 
colleagues and family are the most powerful form of Marketing. (1.35) 
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5.4.9 Summary of Concordance Analysis of Keyword Friends in the FNC 
Concordancing analysis of the FNC keyword friends has provided a thorough lexical profile 
of this content word and related news values. Of the 140 concordance lines generated 
by the keyword search, every case demonstrates language that clearly constructs one or 
more news values categories around the FNC keyword friends. Evidence shows that 
certain news values are predominant and tend to coexist in language around the keyword 
friends and that, in numerous instances, news values are established though co-text.  
Personalisation and superlativeness are the predominant news values in news discourse 
about friends and Facebook. Eliteness and negativity also feature, though not to the same 
extent. Novelty, timeliness, proximity and consonance are evident; however, the number 
of instances is relatively insignificant. Personalisation includes language describing 
                                                          
4 The analysis of timeliness in this thesis does not include tense and aspect. 
ordinary people and personal relationships, emotions and emotional states; a high 
number of personal references about social media activity connecting friends was noted. 
Negativity is construed around friends through reference to negative actions, negative 
emotions, victimisation and vulnerability, misuse of Facebook, anti-Facebook sentiment, 
legal implications and organised resistance to Facebook. Superlativeness is established 
around friends with language that quantifies large numbers of friends.  
Other news values are construed around the keyword friends, though to a lesser extent. 
These include the construction of novelty, which connects friends with discourse about 
new information, possibilities and options; timeliness, which is established through 
language describing events that impact on the present; and consonance, which is evident 
in a single case of language expressing something expected around friends. 
News discourse about Facebook in the FNC indicates a significant shift in the meaning of 
the word friends with the onset of social networking. In relation to Facebook, friends is 
not used in the general sense, but as a significant measure of value—socially, 
commercially and even politically. The Facebook concept of friends is a measure common 
to all users—the ordinary person, the politician and the celebrity. News discourse shows 
that Facebook friends are different to ‘real’ friends because, in many cases, Facebook 
friends are a measure of value. It is possible that news values such as personalisation, 
superlativeness, eliteness and negativity tend to co-occur in news discourse containing 
the keyword friends because it is a value-laden term that connects to complex issues. 
5.5 Analysis of the FNC Keyword Information 
In this third phase of concordance analysis, news values analysis and semantic 
categorisation is applied to evaluate how the FNC keyword information is used in news 
discourse about Facebook. With a raw frequency of 194, information is ranked 48 in the 
keywords list. The concordancing plot shows that it appears in 55 out of a total 184 files—
or 33 per cent of the total corpus. With friends at 40 per cent and privacy at 25 per cent, 
this places information at the centre of the three keywords . The number of occurrences 
is evenly dispersed across the 55 files with 43 files containing four or fewer occurrences, 
including 23 containing one occurrence. Therefore, information is not key because it 
occurs with high frequency in limited samples of news discourse but because it is topical 
across a significant quantity of FNC news discourse in some way.  
For this analysis, a total of 161 concordance lines containing information are sorted into 
news values categories and semantic subcategories. As with friends and privacy, the 
process focuses on the single-sentence structure and avoids double classification. If 
multiple instances that demonstrate the same finding are generated, only a 
representative sample will be provided. If the keyword information does not point to 
news values, yet provides useful additional findings, these will be discussed briefly at the 
end of the section. 
5.5.1 News Value—Eliteness 
Concordancing analysis of the FNC generates 24 instances in which the keyword 
information points to the news value eliteness in news discourse about Facebook. These 
occurrences can be semantically subcategorised into various status markers: companies, 
government institutions and organisations, recognised names of people, elite role labels, 
places and universities. 
5.5.1.1 Companies 
Eliteness is constructed around information in a variety of ways by the use of status 
markers referencing high-profile companies and organisations. In Figure 5.35, the first 
case (1) refers to recognised elite companies that Facebook shares user information with: 
Coco-Cola and Blockbuster. Lines 2 and 3 link Facebook to the elite company Google as 
the preferred site for information. Line 4 connects Facebook with the elite company Apple 
and well-known band U2. 
1. In a nutshell, Facebook agreed with a number of the world’s largest corporations 
including Coca- Cola and Blockbuster to exchange information about Facebook members 
who used partner websites. (1.51) 
2. Because of technology, the best bit of information that I learnt from Google is that I 
don’t need to remember information because I have Google. (3.52) 
3. We know that entering a noun prefaced with what is a fast way to find relevant 
information on Google the same approach won’t work as well on Graph Search. (3.15) 
4. In addition to connecting with friends, Facebook also allows users to like groups these 
can be random groups such as Sydneys Favourite Restaurants or a business like Apple or 
group like U2 can create their own page to post information to fans. (2.51) 
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5.5.1.2 Government and Important Organisations 
The concordance lines in Figure 5.36 show language that constructs eliteness around 
information through nouns as status markers that refer to government (1 and 3), elite 
entities (i.e., companies, federal election, coalition, Queen’s, government intelligence 
operatives and organisations) and evaluations of importance, such as leading politicians 
(5). Context is both positive and negative in this subcategory: Line 1 suggests that 
Facebook equalises the provision of information, line 2 describes information sharing in 
the context of a federal election, and lines 3 and 4 refer to government overseeing the 
way internet entities gather (3) and manage (4) information. Eliteness is further 
reinforced with reference to recognised names (i.e., Paul Ramsay [2], the Queen [3], elite 
nations Britain [3] and Australia [4]), nationalities (Australians [2]—noting that both lines 
7 and 8 co-construe proximity) and the media (i.e., Prime Television [2]). 
1. The internet had traditionally been used to share information from government or 
companies to individuals, but Facebook allowed horizontal communication similar to real 
life, he says. (1.52) 
2. Prime Digital Works a division of Paul Ramsay’s Prime Television has created a social 
networking site in the lead-up to the federal election federalelection.com.au for 
Australians to share information on various candidates and policies. (1.25) 
3. Last week, Britain’s coalition government introduced controversial plans in the Queen’s 
Speech to increase the powers of government intelligence operatives to scrutinise 
information gathered by internet service providers. (2.5) 
4. The Australian Privacy Act has been amended and, from March 2014, organisations 
need to ensure they manage the personal information of individuals in an open and 
transparent way. (3.62) 
5. Each week, tens of thousands of Australians including our leading politicians’ flunkies 
spend hours updating personal information, posting comments, sharing multimedia 
content, and chatting to friends and strangers. (1.25) 
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5.5.1.3 Status Markers: People and Roles 
The first seven lines in Figure 5.37 demonstrate eliteness in relation to information with 
reference to elite actors, elite entities, elite locations and role labels (and, in some cases, 
a combination of these). A representative sample is provided: consultant Bernhard 
Warner (1), expert Leonie Smith (2), Greg Taylor … spokesperson (3), entrepreneurs on 
America’s west coast (4), David Freyer of Semantic (5) and executives (6). Most cases in 
this set have a negative context; they are quotes from elite actors concerned about how 
information is gained, managed and used. 
Lines 7–11 construct eliteness around information in news discourse about Facebook 
through a combination of references to a university, elite actor and role label: University 
of Melbourne + Dr/Lecturer + Martin Gibbs (7); Macquarie University + lecturer + Milton 
Baar (8); Monash University + Dr/associate professor + Manzur Murshed (9); University of 
New South Wales + David Vaile (10); University of Sydney Business School + Dr + Terry 
Beed (11). 
1. Social media consultant Bernhard Warner believes Facebook is causing reporters to 
rethink how they get information about people for their stories. (1.7) 
2. It’s a case of too much information for Cyber Safety expert Leonie Smith. (3.21) 
3. Greg Taylor, a privacy spokesman from Electronic Frontiers Australia, says such 
information is extremely valuable to advertisers. (1.42) 
4. Today’s detailed look in Good Weekend magazine at the emergence of a large, 
interconnected community of Australian information technology entrepreneurs on 
America’s west coast raises the inevitable question is there a way to stop the brain drain. 
(2.10) 
5. We have found people just aren’t too concerned about sharing their information online, 
David Freer of Symantec said. (1.36) 
6. The challenge that faces executives at social networking sites is working out how best 
to take advantage of such information. (1.46) 
7. Dr Martin Gibbs, a lecturer in information systems at the University of Melbourne, said 
little was known about what happened to information posted online. (1.36) 
8. Apps are not designed for your use and pleasure, but to provide aggregation of 
personal information that can be sold off, says Milton Baar, an information-security 
lecturer at Macquarie University. (3.62) 
9. Dr Manzur Murshed of Monash University, an associate professor whose expertise 
includes coding and information theory, said Pariser’s filter bubble fears were valid. 
(3.46) 
10. University of New South Wales, David Vaile, said Australians should be cautious about 
what kind of information they were airing on the site. (1.26) 
11. But, more often, marketers are interested in tracking individuals by age, sex, or 
product preferences to design targeted advertising, says Dr Terry Beed, of the 
University of Sydney Business School. The information you post on social media isn’t 
just for your friends, no matter how strict your privacy settings. (3.62) 
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The combination of status markers in this set make a strong connection between the 
keyword information, Facebook and university research; all five cases are negative in 
context. 
5.5.1.4 Summary of News Value Eliteness and Keyword Information 
As with privacy and friends, eliteness is a dominant news value in the co-text of the 
keyword information in the FNC. Although the use of two elite items for data construction 
may influence these results, findings provide new insights into how eliteness is construed 
. In the case of information, eliteness has both a positive and negative effect depending 
on the context. Eliteness is construed around information and Facebook through status 
markers, evaluations of importance and recognised names. In some cases, it is co-
construed with superlativeness, combining elite markers with quantifiers that describe 
magnitude. Several of the semantic categories presented here reveal a pattern in the 
construction of eliteness in relation to information—a formula that creates 
newsworthiness (i.e., recognised institution + name + elite role). 
5.5.2 News Value—Superlativeness 
There are 17 instances in the FNC that demonstrate the news value superlativeness 
construed around the keyword information. These are grouped into two categories: large 
scale and size, and information as valuable. Due to the high number of similar results, 
only a representative sample is provided.  
5.5.2.1 Large Scale and Size 
In Figure 5.38, superlativeness is constructed through the use of language that describes 
the large scale and size of Facebook’s information capacity, connecting it with value and 
commercialisation. These devices include quantifiers (i.e., million [4] and thousands [3]), 
comparisons (i.e., world’s largest [1], world’s most effective, more information and 
building up [2]), descriptive lexis (i.e., huge, building up, hours [3], around the world [4] 
and phenomenal amount [5]) and evaluations (i.e., worth [2], rose and per cent). 
1. In a nutshell, Facebook agreed with a number of the world’s largest corporations including 
Coca- Cola and Blockbuster to exchange information about Facebook members who used 
partner websites. (1.51) 
2. Clearly there is a huge commercial interest in the sort of detailed information Facebook 
is building up. (1.42) 
3. Each week, tens of thousands of Australians including our leading politicians flunkies 
spend hours updating personal information, posting comments, sharing multimedia 
content, and chatting to friends and strangers. (1.25) 
4. Privacy advocates around the world, however, worry that the millions of people 
entrusting their personal information to social networking sites, of which Facebook is just 
an example, have almost no control over how it is used. (1.51) 
5. In some ways, social networks have become the preferred way to interact and that is 
resulting in a phenomenal amount of information becoming available. 
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Most of these constructs connect the large scale of Facebook’s information data with the 
value of Facebook and commercial gain. 
5.5.2.2 Information as Valuable 
There are 12 cases that demonstrate language being used to construe superlativeness 
around the FNC keyword information. These are represented in the five concordance 
lines in Figure 5.39. Facebook’s databank of user information is described metaphorically 
as journalism gold dust (1) and gold (2). This is combined with intensified lexis power (1) 
to show the large scale of the value of information. The co-text surrounding information 
contains intensified lexis, comparison and metaphor (i.e., greatest explosion that the 
world has ever seen and great wealth [3]). Superlativeness is established through 
intensified lexis that describes the large scale of information as a phenomenal amount 
(4). Line 5 combines intensified lexis to describe Facebook’s user information as extremely 
valuable, and the type of investment activity around capturing this information as lots, 
big and poured. 
1. Social media consultant Bernhard Warner believes Facebook is causing reporters to 
rethink how they get information about people for their stories. He said Facebook was 
journalism gold dust and had the power to change media reporting. (1.7) 
2. This is potential goldmine to advertisers the site contains information including our 
birthdates, interests, events we’re planning to attend, holidays and musical tastes, as well 
as photographs. (1.19) 
3. Understandably, the three also emphasise the positive: they have created the greatest 
explosion of democracy, access to information and ability to connect and communicate 
that the world has ever seen all of which has generated great wealth. (2.56) 
4. In some ways, social networks have become the preferred way to interact and that is 
resulting in a phenomenal amount of information becoming available. (1.36) 
5. Greg Taylor, a privacy spokesman from Electronic Frontiers Australia, says such 
information is extremely valuable to advertisers. Lots of big money is being poured into 
Facebook, Taylor says. (1.42) 
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5.5.2.3 Summary of News Value Superlativeness and Keyword Information 
As with the analysis of the keyword friends, these findings indicate that information takes 
on additional meaning in the context of Facebook; information is a value-laden term. 
5.5.3 News Value—Proximity 
Concordance analysis at the contextual level reveals eight instances in the FNC in which 
language constructs proximity around the keyword information. The representative 
sample provided in Figure 5.40 demonstrates references to place (i.e., Australian [2]) and 
nationality (i.e., Australian [1, 3 and 4]), creating newsworthiness for Australian 
audiences. 
1. Each week, tens of thousands of Australians including our leading politicians’ flunkies 
spend hours updating personal information, posting comments, sharing multimedia 
content, and chatting to friends and strangers. (1.25) 
2. Today’s detailed look in Good Weekend magazine at the emergence of a large, 
interconnected community of Australian information technology entrepreneurs on 
America’s west coast raises the inevitable question is there a way to stop the brain drain. 
(2.10) 
3. University of New South Wales, David Vaile, said Australians should be cautious about 
what kind of information they were airing on the site. (1.26) 
4. Prime Digital Works a division of Paul Ramsay’s Prime Television has created a social 
networking site in the lead-up to the federal election federalelection.com.au for 
Australians to share information on various candidates and policies. (1.25) 
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5.5.4 News Value—Negativity 
Concordancing reveals that negativity is construed around the keyword information more 
than any other news value. A representative sample from 30 instances are grouped 
semantically into five subcategories: negative event information; negative consequences 
and warnings about sharing information; loss and control of personal information; 
aggregation, harvesting and sharing of information; and activism, conflict and legal 
aspects of information. Some cases could belong to more than one of these categories; 
however, grouping serves to demonstrate that negativity is established around 
information in a variety of ways. 
5.5.4.1 Negative Event Information 
Two cases (see Figure 5.41) show information connected to negative evaluative language 
that describes the type of information (i.e., traumatic [1], scandal [2] and ruining [2]). 
1. Facebook has become the accepted repository for information about births, 
deaths and traumatic family events. (3.24) 
2. In the following days, much of the scandal’s information about Chevalier, 27, came 
from his Facebook profile, ruining the Mail’s upcoming scoop, much to the paper’s 
dismay. (1.7) 
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5.5.4.2 Negative Consequences and Warnings about Sharing Information 
The concordance lines in Figure 5.42 are representative of a significant number of 
instances in which language constructs negativity in the FNC around information, 
connecting Facebook with negative consequences and warnings about information 
sharing. These include negative lexis that describes threatening types of people (i.e., 
thieves [4], fraudster [2] and stalker [2]), reference to negative emotions or states about 
sharing information (i.e., exploited [1], risk, worryingly, spying [2], stalk, hoax and fraud 
[4]) and reference to negative opinions about sharing information (i.e., security [1], 
potentially dangerous [3], consequences [5 7 and 8], unwise [6], false [6], caution, 
exposed, protect [8], threats, wary, carefully, cautious [7] and worried [7]). 
Intensified lexis describes the Graph Search situation as a fiasco, fallout and problem (9), 
the responses to which are unforeseen (8) and a burden (8) because the locking down (9) 
of settings is required. 
1. MySpace’s hot rival, Facebook, may have some extra layers of security, but the 
potential remains for very personal information to enter the public domain and to be 
exploited. (1.12) 
2. Vaile warned that putting so much information online could expose users to spying by 
identity fraudsters, teachers, employers, stalker, parents and advertisers looking to 
target their products. (1.26) 
3. Giving out information on social networking sites is not necessarily dangerous 
but it is potentially dangerous, Ducklin says. (1.51) 
4. Already operating in the internet space, identity thieves could mine social networking 
sites such as Facebook for a treasure trove of information about individuals that make 
fraud a cinch. (1.51) 
5. The consequences of this information harvesting might seem trivial such as advertising 
that is more accurately targeted but the fact that the information has been gathered, 
sorted and stored could have unforeseen consequences. (1.51) 
6. Mr McKee said while it was okay for people to display their birthdays, it was unwise to 
show the date with the year as it was one of the pieces on information needed to create 
a false credit card account. (1.14) 
7. Australians should be cautious about what kind of information they were airing on the 
site. He was particularly worried about young people, who might not realise the 
consequences of putting so much personal information online. (1.26) 
8. The only way for a user to know if Facebook has changed this policy is to continually 
monitor the privacy policy for changes, which is an undue burden to place on a user in 
order to protect information that they never agreed to release in the first place. The 
consequences of this information harvesting might seem trivial such as advertising that is 
more accurately targeted but the fact that the information has been gathered, sorted and 
stored could have unforeseen consequences. (1.51) 
9. Graph Search doesn’t make any information public that you haven’t already shared with 
others, but it does make that information a lot easier to find. Locking down your settings 
to the highest privacy settings is the obvious fix to this problem. (3.21) 
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These findings indicate that news discourse about Facebook includes content that 
connects the sharing of information with negative consequences, which suggests that this 
is a newsworthy topic in the FNC. 
5.5.4.3 Loss and Lack of Control of Information 
Figure 5.43 demonstrates negativity construed around information in news discourse 
related to the loss and lack of control of information. Instances include negative lexis that 
describes emotions and emotional states around the topic (i.e., desensitized, disgruntled, 
comforted, distrusts, fear [1] and worry [2]), negative responses and opinions about the 
loss of control of personal information (i.e., blithely [3], dangers, chills up the spines [4], 
wrong, dangerous, judicious) and expressions of negative cause and effect (i.e., 
consequences, lost control [1], no control [2] and uncontrolled). 
1. There is nothing inherently wrong with this but the fear is that people have lost control 
of their personal information. (3.62) 
2. Privacy advocates around the world, however, worry that the millions of people 
entrusting their personal information to social networking sites, of which Facebook is just 
an example, have almost no control over how it is used. (1.51) 
3. So while users blithely hand over information to social networking sites such as 
Facebook, no one can tell in whose hands that information might end up. (1.51) 
4. Just this week, independent digital marketing agency Greenlight released research 
indicating that 30 per cent of Facebooks users strongly distrust its use of personal 
information. (2.14) 
5. Information harvesting sends chills up the spines of privacy experts but many 
internet users have so far been sanguine about the idea that advertising is targeted 
at their particular interests. (1.51) 
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5.5.4.4  Aggregation, Harvesting and Sharing of Information 
Numerous concordance lines demonstrate negativity construed around information in 
the FNC in relation to aggregation, harvesting and sharing of information. As several of 
these belong more distinctly in Sections 5.4.5.3 and 5.4.5.5, only two are provided in 
Figure 5.44 to avoid double classification. In these examples, negative lexis describes 
concerns about information tracking (1) and algorithms being combined with judicious (2) 
information. 
 
 
1. However, it’s enough to raise privacy concerns in Australia as information tracking a 
user’s online movements is being sent from one site to another. (1.42) 
2. So, I believe future algorithms will also look into this and will be random enough so 
that our personal profile can be blended with judicious random information. (3.46) 
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This indicates that, in news discourse about Facebook, negativity is construed around the 
topic of Facebook’s gathering and management of user information. 
5.5.4.5 Activism, Conflict and Legal Aspects about Information 
Eight instances in the FNC show negativity construed around information through 
reference to activism, conflict, protest and legal aspects (see Figure 5.45). Negative lexis 
describes negative states (i.e., uprising, protest [2], invading [2], opposition, rights 
activists [4], advocates [1], rebellion [3] and paranoid conspiracy [1]) and negative legal 
references (i.e., violation [5], breach [6] and legally [8]). 
1. Whether it’s paranoid conspiracy theory or chillingly close to home, the message many 
privacy advocates want to convey is that information on the internet is uncontrolled. 
(1.51) 
2. The virtual protest has highlighted the difficulty facing social networks of turning their 
popularity into profit and capitalising on their huge databases of consumer information 
without invading privacy. (1.36) 
3. Facebook tried to quell the rebellion against Beacon by revising it so the information 
gathered was shared only when users specifically gave permission. (1.37) 
4. But opposition remained among some users and privacy rights activists because 
Beacon continued to gather information about users behaviour even when they 
weren’t logged into Facebook. (1.37) 
5. For example, while it is a violation of Facebook’s terms, a person admitted as a friend 
could take information from a person’s profile and publish it elsewhere, he says. (1.52) 
6. If information is passed on to others without my knowledge, then that’s a breach of my 
privacy. The Privacy Act allows you to access any information about yourself and know 
what is being done with it, he adds. (3.62) 
7. Thompson is keen to point out that Facebook does not give out personal information 
about users to third parties without consent unless required by law or a court order. 
(1.52) 
8. What if all of that happened while you were visiting another country, say the US 
Facebook’s privacy policy makes it clear that it will disclose information if it is legally 
obliged to and users of Facebook acknowledge that the site is subject to US law. (1.51) 
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Results show that news discourse includes language that construes negativity around 
activism, conflict and legal aspects related to information and Facebook. 
 
5.5.4.6 Negative Financial Events 
The concordance lines in Figure 5.46 demonstrate two cases in which language constructs 
negativity around information directly relating to topics of finance and investment: 
negative lexis describes a warning about Facebook’s revenues having dropped … lower 
than expected (1), and a negative response to a financial event is described as fuelled the 
anger … disgruntled investors … suing Facebook as the company had neglected to share 
information (2). 
1. And a company executive issued a warning days before the Initial Public Offering that 
Facebook’s revenues were lower than expected, information that would have likely 
dropped the opening price of the stock. (2.29) 
2. The new figures have fuelled the anger of many disgruntled small investors who are suing 
Facebook over claims that it had told bankers and a select group of investors that its 
growth was slowing before its float but neglected to share the information with them. 
(2.56) 
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5.5.4.7 Summary of News Value Negativity and Keyword Information 
As found with the keywords privacy and friends, negativity is the predominant news value 
construed in news discourse about Facebook and the topic of information (noting that 
only a representative sample is provided throughout Section 5.5.4). The three related 
semantic subcategories provide a profile of negativity construed around the keyword 
information in the FNC. A reference of findings suggests that the predominant 
newsworthy topics around information are negative states, negative responses, and 
negative legal implications of the loss of control of personal information and Facebook’s 
use and management of personal information. 
5.5.5 News Value—Novelty 
Four cases in the FNC (see Figure 5.47) construct the news value novelty around the 
keyword information: an evaluation of unexpectedness about information gathering 
unveiled to describe the launch of Graph Search, reinforced by indications of newness in 
co-text that state it is a whole new way for users to explore (1); lexis indicating newness 
with becoming a virtual information society and ever evolving social networks (2); a 
figurative reference to unusual happenings with glimpse into the future (3); and 
evaluations of unexpectedness with reference to reveal of information (4).  
1. Facebook’s Graph Search tipped to boost online advertisers Graph Search, unveiled by 
Facebook chief executive Mark Zuckerberg at the company’s headquarters, is a search 
engine that will  help users explore Facebook in a whole new way. It gathers data from 
Facebook profiles, pages and information, and presents the results to the user. (3.5) 
2. Such moves are probably a good idea in what is rapidly becoming a virtual information 
society. If the number of users are anything to go by, ever evolving online social networks 
are here to stay. (1.26) 
3. It’s primitive, but Graph Search is a glimpse into the future of search engines the capacity 
to sort results from information submitted by people users know and trust rather than 
invisible algorithms cooked up by Silicon Valley nerds. (3.15) 
4. Robert Beerworth, managing director of web advisory firm Wiliam, said the marketing 
potential of such sites was huge, particularly given the extensive personal information 
that participants reveal about themselves. (1.17) 
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Findings show that novelty is not constructed around the FNC keyword information to 
any significant extent. Further, there is limited discussion of topics of newness associated 
with information in news discourse. This is at odds with the word novelty, which is defined 
as something new and unknown. 
5.5.6 News Value—Timeliness 
There are only two instances (see Figure 5.48) in which timeliness is explicitly construed 
around the keyword information. Language connects changes to Facebook functionality 
with explicit time references to the date of publication of the articles (i.e., recently [1] and 
just three weeks ago [2]). 
1. We think it will take time for our users to understand the full potential of Graph Search, 
and we are going to be working hard to make sure that there is plenty of information 
available from new user education, in product education, and tools such as our recently 
announced privacy tools to help users control what they share and find the best way to 
use the new product. (3.21) 
2. Just three weeks ago, Facebook also inserted a quick link to allow people to delete 
information from their Facebook pages something competitor MySpace also offers. 
(1.52) 
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5.5.6.1 Summary of News Value Timeliness and Keyword Information 
As with novelty, the results indicate that timeliness is not a topic of newsworthiness 
around Facebook and information.5 It is surprising to find such a large body of news 
                                                          
5 The analysis of timeliness in this thesis does not include tense and aspect. 
lacking explicit time references directly connected to news about information, which 
implies something new or not yet known. 
5.5.7 News Value—Impact 
As shown in Figure 5.49, two cases construct impact (as a news value) around information 
in the FNC by describing evaluations of significance resulting in a phenomenal amount (1), 
and consequences … which could include real threats (2). 
1. In some ways, social networks have become the preferred way to interact and that is 
resulting in a phenomenal amount of information becoming available. (1.36) 
2. Goldie argues the site’s philosophy doesn’t take into account the consequences for 
users who make information public, which could include real threats to safety. (3.51) 
Figure 5.49 Concordance Lines of the Keyword Information 
Impact is a minor news value in the FNC news discourse about Facebook around the topic 
of information. 
5.5.8 News Value—Consonance 
As shown in Figure 5.50, only one instance demonstrates consonance construed around 
information through evaluations of expectedness: inevitable (1). 
1. In one way it could be really useful to sift through this data and then come up with much 
more usable information that was distilled out of it, he said [Professor Zomaya, USYD 
Computing]. It’s also inevitable that you will find people who are basically going to use 
this data to sway your opinion. (3.46) 
Figure 5.50. Concordance Lines of the Keyword Information 
5.5.9 Summary of Concordance Analysis of the Keyword Information in the FNC 
Concordancing analysis has provided a comprehensive lexical profile of the keyword 
information in context and revealed several discursive trends in news discourse. As with 
privacy and friends, the most prominent news value around information is negativity: 
newsworthy topics focus on negative states, negative responses and negative legal 
implications of the loss of control of personal information, as well as Facebook’s misuse 
and mismanagement of personal information. Eliteness is another predominant news 
value of the keyword information in the FNC. Emphasis on the value of information is an 
observable trend that takes on additional meaning in the context of Facebook. Eliteness 
is intensified through quantifiers and lexis, making the scale of information and the value 
of information newsworthy in the FNC. Patterns reveal further information pertaining to 
R2 with news values such as eliteness and superlativeness appearing to be co-constructed 
and, more specifically, formulaic constructs that repeatedly create newsworthiness (i.e., 
recognised institution + recognised name + elite role). To a much lesser extent, the news 
values timeliness, novelty, impact and consonance are construed around the keyword 
information through language that describes temporal change; new ways of sharing, 
gathering and management; and consequences and expectedness associated with 
information. These results indicate that information is a significant topic associated with 
Facebook, as language constructs news values around information and related topics as 
newsworthy. 
5.6 Summary 
This chapter analysed several hundred concordance lines of three FNC keywords: privacy, 
friends and information. In doing so, it investigated whether/how news values are 
constructed in the co-text of these keywords. Results indicate that news values are 
embedded in news discourse around all three topics, most convincingly with friends, 
which contains news values in every concordance line. Viewed in context, the three FNC 
keywords are surrounded by co-text that clearly fits within several news values 
categories. With respect to R1, eliteness is not the most dominant news value in this 
chapter. Negativity is the dominant news value of both privacy and information, and 
personalisation and superlativeness are the dominant news values of friends. Yet, 
eliteness still features for both friends and information. Moreover, it regularly co-
construes with negativity around friends, providing further information about R2—that 
specific news values co-construe newsworthiness around certain topics. Timeliness, 
novelty, impact, consonance and proximity feature to a much lesser extent. 
Methodologically, the news values and semantic categorisation conducted in Chapter 4 
provided a meaningful interpretation of the corpus as a whole and revealed several 
potential discursive trends in news discourse. The diachronic analysis of the FNC 
keywords also indicated that, with certain topics, the way newsworthiness is constructed 
through language can shift across time, generating R3—whether and how types of words 
within a news values category can provide additional information about shifts in news 
discourse. In Chapter 5, concordancing analysis provided supporting evidence of Chapter 
4’s findings with a lexical profile of each keyword at the sentence level. A picture of the 
relationship between the three keyword topics also emerged, showing that 
connectedness exists when negativity about privacy is largely related to issues around 
information sharing, and information sharing is directly connected to Facebook friends. 
The analysis shows a significant shift in the meaning of the words friends and information 
as a result of Facebook and social networking. In news discourse about Facebook, the 
term friends is used as a measure of value—socially, commercially and even politically. 
Likewise, information is described as gold in relation to Facebook, because information is 
extremely valuable data to a range of commercial and institutional interests. The FNC 
news discourse also shows that Facebook friends are different to ‘real’ friends because, 
in many cases, Facebook friends are a measure of value. When someone becomes a friend 
on Facebook they become a unit of measure; they become data and, consequently, they 
are of commercial value. Therefore, news values of negativity, superlativeness, eliteness 
and personalisation tend to coexist in news discourse containing the keywords friends 
and information because they are value-laden terms and, as such, raise complex issues 
around privacy. 
As with Chapter 4, there are both strengths and limitations to the methodological 
approach used here. As demonstrated, the strengths include drawing on the relationship 
between news values analysis and semantic categorisation to provide a thorough 
evaluation of news values and the type of news discourse around a given topic. A 
limitation to the approach is that evaluation is only at the immediate co-text and 
sentence level, and that the time-consuming and subjective exercise of concordancing is 
prohibitive for larger scale research. 
  
Chapter 6: Conclusion 
This study investigated Facebook in the Australian news using a corpus linguistic 
approach to learn how existing traditional news outlets presented news about this 
emerging non-traditional news outlet. It commenced by looking at the realm of news 
values, including how they are defined, theorised and applied across media and 
journalism studies and linguistics. It was discovered that these approaches tend to be 
production-based or theory-based, the former focusing on news making and the latter 
on how news is made. Cotter (2010) considered the many potential contributing factors 
across both camps, from societal ideologies and journalist training to the newsroom and 
news language. In agreement with Cotter’s perspective, the literature review conducted 
in this study recommended further research into the ‘life of a story’—from production 
through to reception—and exploration of the transitional area between the two 
perspectives. The literature review also presented a collective visual impression of the 
definitions attached to various news values to show what is formulaic about them and 
what distinguishes them. 
As explained in the literature review, the approach to news values adopted in this study 
aligned with Bednarek and Caple’s (2014) focus on how events are arbitrated through 
language (and image) and how news values embedded in news language make events 
newsworthy. Corpus linguistic techniques were applied to the FNC, resulting in the 
identification of distinct trends in news discourse. The top 100 keywords in the FNC fell 
into a range of semantic themes: the entities of social media and the internet; people and 
places, including those associated with social media companies and descriptions of them; 
physical geographical locations and social media users; activities around social media and 
internet use; and themes relating to the commercial aspect of social media. Analysis 
demonstrated the value of looking at the data in a different light by applying semantic 
categorisation and identifying pointers to news values (Potts et al., 2015).  
The methods applied answered the key research questions: How has news about 
Facebook changed over time? What can a study of the FNC demonstrate about news 
values and how news values behave? Results contribute to answering R1 where, at the 
total FNC corpus level, the dominant news value is eliteness. As acknowledged, the use 
of two elite items for data construction potentially influence these results; however, we 
have gained new insights into the way eliteness is construed in news discourse. The 
analysis highlighted a connection between Facebook and well-known people and places; 
between Facebook and people more broadly, including Facebook users; and between 
Facebook-related entities and financial/commercial enterprises. Diachronically, eliteness 
appeared consistently across all time periods, but in different ways within each subset 
and less significantly in the later time period. An early focus on technology and media 
shifted to finance and leaders in finance around the time of the Nasdaq listing, and later 
shifted to Facebook functionality. A collocate analysis of the keyword and corpus-building 
search term Zuckerberg showed eliteness as the dominant news value associated with 
this topic. Mark Zuckerberg was consistently given elite status in news discourse through 
role labels such as chief, executive, founder and billionaire, and was repeatedly given elite 
status as an elite news actor. Keyword analysis also revealed that the types of words 
within a news values category can provide additional information about shifts in news 
discourse.  
The FNC keywords not only indicated that certain topics were strongly associated with 
Facebook, but also, when examined more closely, they revealed nuanced information 
about the news discourse. The three content keywords—privacy, friends and 
information—exhibited the construction of news values throughout the corpus, 
especially friends, which did so in every concordance line. Evidence of the combination 
of news values contributes to answering R2, in that it was shown that specific news values 
are repeatedly used to co-construe newsworthiness around certain topics. However, it 
was found that not only did certain news values tend to co-occur in the FNC, they also 
did so in a formulaic way that consistently constructed newsworthiness around a given 
topic. Within the context of the FNC, this finding contributes new information with 
respect to Galtung and Ruge’s (1965) ‘additivity hypothesis’ about the newsworthiness 
of events.  Analysis of the FNC suggests that co-occurring or multi-occurring news values 
strengthen a topic's newsworthiness, and appear to be formulaic and repetitive in the 
way they are linguistically co-construed. A linguistic analysis can identify how multiple 
news values are constructed with respect to the same issue/event/topic, rather than 
focussing on the event itself. Most revealing was the unexpected relationship between 
the three keywords. Their connection was especially evident when negativity about 
privacy was related to issues around information sharing, and information sharing was 
directly connected to Facebook friends.  
A significant shift in the meaning of the words friends and information was also observed 
in the FNC. Friends is not used in the general sense of the word in the context of Facebook 
and social networking. Rather than ‘real’ friends, Facebook friends represent a significant 
measure of value—socially, commercially and even politically. When someone becomes 
a friend on Facebook, they become a unit of measure; they become data and, as such, 
they are of commercial value. Likewise, information is described as ‘gold’ in relation to 
Facebook because information is extremely valuable data to a range of commercial and 
institutional interests. Therefore, in the FNC, the news values of negativity, 
superlativeness, eliteness and personalisation tend to coexist in news discourse 
containing the keywords friends and information, as these are value-laden terms that 
reflect complex issues around privacy and Facebook. This example suggests that news 
values behave in nuanced ways and can be described in terms of their connectedness 
and their qualities. In light of these findings, a diachronic analysis of privacy, friends and 
information would be an ideal topic for future research. In addition, issues around 
responsibility and agency with regards to privacy as a right or a commodity is a potentially 
valuable next inquiry.  
There were both strengths and limitations to the methodological approach used in this 
study. Conducting keyword searches, semantic categorisation, news values 
categorisation and diachronic analyses can provide valuable information about news 
discourse on a given topic. A demonstrated methodological strength was in the 
relationship between news values analysis and semantic categorisation, as this can 
provide a meaningful interpretation of the type of news discourse around a given topic. 
In addition, corpus linguistic techniques can generate more specific research questions, 
as seen with R1, R2 and R3. However, there were also several limitations. First, although 
the FNC corpus is strongly representative of what was received as news about Facebook, 
Factiva may not include all news articles and there is no way of telling to what extent the 
news was received by readers. In addition, an Australian reference corpus would be more 
relevant to the investigation of Australian news. Second, owing to the time it takes to 
conduct a comprehensive profile of one keyword, the scope of this study only allowed 
for a selection of topics to be investigated thoroughly. The absence of keyword pointers 
to entire news values categories across the corpus may also count as a limitation (Potts 
et al., 2015); however, more nuanced methods may need to be considered to show 
whether the absence of keyword pointers equates to the absence of news values. 
Another limitation to the approach is the need for extensive concordancing which, as 
demonstrated in the thorough analysis of three FNC keywords, is a time-consuming and 
subjective exercise that could become prohibitive depending on the scope and scale of 
research.  
The purpose of this study was to test corpus linguistic techniques and to examine 
Facebook as an emerging news provider. Immediately after its launch, news language 
presented Facebook as a technical novelty—a new way of communicating with friends 
that had been designed for elite American college students by an elite American college 
student dropout. If the advent of social media is considered an epochal shift in the 
delivery of information, one commensurate with the emergence of the newspaper 
industry in the nineteenth century—a shift that led to a 150-year plus dominance of this 
mode of communication—then the past 10 years of social media’s emergence represents 
a small fraction of what may be a much larger lifespan of this new mode of socialised 
news. Thus, a corpus that analyses the ‘early’ years of this news mode has significance as 
a multifaceted tool. This tool could be used to chart how a media player with 
unprecedented influence and effect may alter language about itself in transparent and 
subtle ways that may suggest the need for eventual regulation, similar to regulatory 
frameworks that were imposed on earlier media modes. 
In terms of news values, this study recommends creating a spectrum—potentially, a 
digital spectrum—that encompasses a network of news value continuums. Each 
continuum could represent measurable qualities that occur both within news values 
categories and when news values work together. This would show the nuances within 
news values categories and the interrelated nature of news values. Such a continuum 
would serve both to further elucidate news values as an area of study and provide a basis 
for using news values in the development of an analytical tool that might measure how 
Facebook and similar entities influence self-referential as well as general news presented 
over time.  
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Appendices 
Table A1 Data Collected to Decide on Corpus Size and Date Ranges 
Number of Australian news articles after and before (2/4/6 months) historical events 
EVENT 2 MONTHS 4 MONTHS 6 MONTHS NOTES 
Launch  in Australia 
Feb 2004 
0 0 0  
Open to Aus students Dec 2004 0 0 0  
(Competitor Murdoch buying 
Myspace) July, 2005 
0 0 0  
(Google signs $900M deal with 
Myspace for advertising) 08.08.06 
7 
 
 
9 11 (Articles appear about Myspace and 
Murdoch 263) 
Filed for public offering B: 82 
A: 121 
B: 175 
A: 337 
B: 231 
A: 393 
Community 
Listed on Nasdaq B: 122 
A: 162 
B: 257 
A: 274 
B: 325 
A: 335 
Profile 
Speculation 
Advertising  B: 47 
A: 72 
B: 87 
A: 93 
B: 177 
A: 93 
Privacy sold 
EVENT 2 MONTHS 4 MONTHS 6 MONTHS NOTES 
Graph Search B: 40 
A: 72 
B: 117 
A: 186 
B: 234 
A: 192 
 
Paper App 
10 year Bday 
    
Table A2 Australian News Sources on Factiva 
Australian News Sources on Factiva 
CORPUS CODE PUBLICATION NAME CIRC READERSHIP  OVERVIEW 
ABC Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation (ABC) 
  
AD The Advertiser 536,000 (M-F)* 
545,000 (SAT) 
Adelaide 
News Ltd 
AG The Age 765,000 (M-F)* 
722,000 (SAT) 
623,000 (SUN) 
518, 024 (Av. online browsers) 
Sydney 
Fairfax Media 
AGN The Australian Government 
News 
  
CORPUS CODE PUBLICATION NAME CIRC READERSHIP  OVERVIEW 
AP Australian Associated Press 
General News 
  
APC APC Magazine   
AU The Australian 524,000 (M-F)* 
730,000(SAT) 
 
BC The Ballarat Courier 85,000 Fairfax 
BR Business Review Weekly 234,000 Fairfax 
BS Business Spectator 1,386,000 (page views)*  
BT AAP Bulletins   
BTW B & T Weekly 5481 
http://www.bandt.com.au/getmedia/d9bb8bd6-08df-42fc-98b7-
ee1df1ae2f94/BT_MEDIAKIT_2012.aspx 
 
CA Coffs Coast Advocate 50,000 (wed/ sat) 
http://apnarm.com.au/print/community/4663/ 
 
CIO CIO 140,000 
http://www.cio.com/about-cio 
 
CM The Courier-Mail 698,000 (M-F)* 
697,000 (SAT) 
Brisbane 
News Ltd 
CP The Cairns Post 80,000 (M-F)*  
CORPUS CODE PUBLICATION NAME CIRC READERSHIP  OVERVIEW 
93,000 (SAT) 
CR Crikey   
CT Canberra Times 106,000 (M-F) 
http://adcentre.com.au/brands/thecanberra-times/ 
Fairfax 
DJ Dow Jones News   
DMU The Daily Mercury 38,000 (M-F) 
35,000 (SAT) 
http://apnarm.com.au/print/daily/4605/ 
 
DT Daily Telegraph 1,141,000 (M-F)* 
903,000 (SAT) 
Sydney 
FR The Australian Financial 
Review 
227,000 
http://ffx.adcentre.com.au/the-australian-financial-review.aspx 
Fairfax 
GA Geelong Advertiser 80,000 (M-F)* 
96,000 (SAT) 
 
GC Gold- Coast Bulletin 144,000 (M-F)* 
144,000 (SAT) 
 
HM Hobart Mercury 114,000 (M-F)* 
126,000 (SAT) 
* called ‘Mercury’ 
 
CORPUS CODE PUBLICATION NAME CIRC READERSHIP  OVERVIEW 
HS Herald Sun 1,439,000 (M-F)* 
1,188,000 (SAT) 
Melbourne 
MB The Morning Bulletin 14,700 (M-F) 
20,000 (SAT) 
http://www.themorningbulletin.com.au/aboutus/ 
 
MX MX Brisbane 634,000 (M-F)* 
(MX paper not just Brisbane) 
 
NH The Newcastle Herald 157,000 (M-F) 
165,000 (SAT) 
http://ffx.adcentre.com.au/the-newcastle-herald.aspx 
Fairfax 
NM The News Mail 28,000 (M-F) 
33,000 (SAT) 
http://apnarm.com.au/print/daily/4616/ 
 
NR The Northern Rivers Echo 31,532* 
* Called Echo 
 
NS The Northern Star 29,000 (M-F) 
45,000 (SAT) 
http://apnarm.com.au/print/daily/4655/ 
 
NT Northern Territory News 66,000 (M-F)*  
CORPUS CODE PUBLICATION NAME CIRC READERSHIP  OVERVIEW 
/Sunday Territorian 64,000 (SAT) 
43,00 (SUN) 
SBS SBS World News Headline 
Stories 
  
SC Smart Company   
SCD Sunshine Coast Daily 43,000 (M-F) 
52,000(SAT) 
http://apnarm.com.au/print/daily/4626/ 
 
SH Sun Herald 922,000 
http://ffx.adcentre.com.au/the-sun-herald.aspx 
Fairfax 
SM Sunday Mail 567,000 (SUN)*  
SMH The Sydney Morning Herald 629,000 (M-F) 
899,000 (SAT) 
Fairfax 
SS Startup Smart   
STP Sydney Times (Perth) 575,000 (SUN)*  
TB Townsville Bulletin 97,000 (M-F)* 
100,000(SAT) 
 
WA WA Business News 
 
10,331 
http://www.businessnews.com.au/Circulation 
 
CORPUS CODE PUBLICATION NAME CIRC READERSHIP  OVERVIEW 
WS The Warnambool Standard 1154 
http://fairfaxregionalmedia.com.au/detail.asp?paper_id=5253 
Fairfax 
* http://www.newscorpaustralia.com/home 
Table A3 Corpus Files 1: Corpus Subset 1: Facebook Launch in Australia  
Date Range 02.07.06–02.05.08 
FNC Subset 1 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE 
1.1ST181206A 18.12.06 AU 776 Facebook founder says $2bn too late 
1.2GC030307A 03.03.07 GC 661 The next zillionaire Website whiz kid lines up 
1.3AG240307A 24.04.07 AG 443 Facebook ‘ the future’ for social networks 
1.5HS230607A 23.06.07 HS 627 Past cannot guide pioneering spirit 
1.6FR260607A 26.06.07 FR 1130 Blos, blooks and more blather 
1.7AU120707A 12.07.07 AU 1020 Facebook craze feeds Fleet Street appetite for details 
1.8HS130707A 13.07.07 HS 447 Web craze sparks school, work ban 
1.9HS210707A 21.07.07 HS 1612 Untangling the web 
1.10MX250707A 25.07.07 MX 264 Book may be closed 
1.11SBS250707A 25.07.07 SBS 508 Rival tries to shut Facebook 
1.12AU270707A 27.07.07 AU 1900 Face to face in cyberspace 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE 
1.13GC270707A 27.07.07 GC 104 Deadline in website row 
1.14AP030807A 03.08.07 AP 516 Fed: IT vendors urge user discretion on social networking pages 
1.15BT040807A 04.08.07 BT 524 Facebook site growing beyond teen market 
1.16HS200807A 20.08.07 HS 376 Facebook net cost $5bn 
1.17WA180807A 18.08.07 WA 970 Corporates put a face on web $US8b social networking site  
1.18HS120807A 12.08.07 HS 235 .COM [dotcom] 
1.19GC270807A 27.08.07 GC 918 Off my face space 
1.20MX190907A 19.09.07 MX 249 Facebook facelift funds up for grabs 
1.21AU250707A 25.09.07 AU 2808 Leading the charge for software as a service 
1.22SM300907A 30.09.07 SM 1189 About Face 
1.23NH021007A 02.10.07 NH 113 Techknow 
1.24AG071007A 07.10.07 AG 836 Mia Freedman 
1.25FR121007A 12.10.07 FR 1684 My workspace 
1.26CT141007A 14.10.07 CT 1104 How not to lose face on Facebook 
1.27SM211007A 21.10.07 SM 403 Bans on net-time wasters $5bn cost to employers 
1.28AU231007A 23.10.07 AU 640 Social networking boom can’t beat the laws of economics 
1.29GC231007A 23.10.07 GC 337 STYLE police 
1.30CR251007A 25.10.07 CR 625 Microsoft values Facebook at a mammoth US$15billion 
1.31SMR261007A 26.10.07 SMH 452 Facebook valued at $15bn after Microsoft nabs a slice 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE 
1.32TB081107A 08.11.07 TB 82 Facebook targets ads 
1.33CR081107A 08.11.07 CR 711 Blogwatch: the Facebook edition 
1.34CT121107A 12.11.07 CT 806 Ads set to change face of social networking 
1.35BR221107A 22.11.07 BR 812 Marketing goes facial 
1.36AG021207A 02.12.07 AG  762 About-face on insidious marketing 
1.37SBS061207A 06.12.07 SBS 838 Facebook SEO ‘sorry for privacy breach’ 
1.38DT071207A 07.12.07 DT 528 Facebook says sorry for invading privacy 
1.40TB071207A 07.12.07 TB 205 Facebook users get back privacy 
1.41CR071207 07.12.07 CR 606 Facebook says sorry 
1.42SMR101207A 10.12.07 SMH 735 Backdown to save face 
1.43AU111207A 11.12.07 AU 356 Facebook apologises for breach 
1.44AG131207A 13.12.07 AG 449 Facebook fiasco: Zuckerberg says sorry 
1.45AU201207A 20.12.07 AU 307 Facebook tries to save its Beacon 
1.46AU080108A 08.01.08 AU 819 Content key in site face off 
1.47FR180108A 18.01.08 FR 578 Social sites must learn to share 
1.48APC010208A 01.02.08 APC 193 Technotes: Get out of my Face (book) 
1.49FR060208A 06.02.08 FR 487 Rivals face off over changing places 
1.50BTW080208A 08.02.08 BTW 1042 When digital giants face off 
1.51SMR250208 25.02.08 SMH 1311 In your Facebook 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE 
1.52FR290208A 29.02.08 FR 963 Privacy concerns keep Facebook adviser on his toes 
1.53MX060308 06.03.08 MX 245 His Face is worth a fortune 
1.54CP080308A 08.03.08 CP 1643 Facing down Facebook 
1.55AG270308A 27.03.08 AG 1096 Facebook confidential 
1.56MX160408A 16.04.08 MX 247 Facing up to a fight 
1.57MX160408 17.04.08 MX  122 Face it it’s not his idea 
1.58AD170408A 17.04.08  AD 134 Facebook court challenge 
1.59AU220408A 22.04.08 AU 518 Micro-blogging collects users 
1.60FR010508A 01.05.08  FR 890 Leading lights 
Additional Notes: Corpus code for the Sunday Age same as The Age (same publication) 
 1.1ST181206A: both Sunday Times and The Australian 
 1.4/1.3: same article, so one deleted from corpus 
 1.55/1.51: same article, so one deleted from corpus 
 1.14/1.15: same article, so one deleted from corpus  
Table A4 Corpus Files 2: FNC Subset 2: Facebook Listing on Nasdaq 
Date Range: 17.05.12–17.07.12 
FNC Subset 2  
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE 
2.1CM180512A 18.05.12 CM 330 Facebook fans ready to ‘like’ public listing. 
2.2HS180512A 18.05.12 HS 623 The Marketeer 
2.3BT180512A 18.05.12 BT 569 Facebook set to price share offer 
2.4MX180512A 18.05.12  MX 256 Facebook pack to hack off 
2.5FR180512A 18.05.12  FR 726 Just a click away from the ‘creepy line’ 
2.6FR180512A 18.05.12 FR 585 Ex- Facebook man: No regrets 
2.7BS180512A 18.05.12 BS 1122 Rich Pickings: Four challenges for Facebook’s 
new millionaires 
2.8HS190512A 19.05.12 HS 1188 Business  
YA- WHO? 
2.9AU190512A 19.05.12  AU 553 Criterion 
The Investors Friend 
2.10AG190512A 19.05.12 AG 958 Talented Aussies follow smart money abroad 
2.11FR190512A 19.05.12 FR 467 Facebook faces its moment of truth 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE 
2.12DT210512A 21.05.12 DT 411 Status update: Married market bell to wedding 
bells for Facebook guru 
2.13WA190512A 19.05.12 WA 299 Millions of Facebook shares trade in opening 
seconds 
2.14BS190512A 19.05.12 BS 1123 Facebook hopes float 
2.15SM200512A 20.05.12 SM 431 Almost everyone who bought stock lost 
money, Frenzy to fizzer 
2.16NT200512A 20.05.12 NT 312 Facebook fizz Mark Zuckerberg 
2.17SM210512A 21.05.12 SM 259 Stocks clicked, but analysts are not fans of 
Facebook 
2.18AG210512A 21.05.12 AG 708 High-flyers sign up for chilly night on outer 
2.19AG210512A 21.05.12 AG 868 A modern lament for the imminent passing’s 
of privacy 
**2.20FR210512A 21.05.12 FR 546 Early investors drop Facebook 
2.22HM210512A 21.05.12 HM 723 Geeks rule the world and now they are cool, 
too 
2.23FR220512A 22.05.12 FR 287 The technology of information 
2.24CP220512A 22.05.12 CP 805 Plenty to ‘like’ for Mark Zuckerberg 
2.25MX220512A 22.05.12 MX 249 Traders de-friend Facebook. Shares fall 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE 
2.26BS2201512 22.05.12 BS 939 Facebook’s flop 
2.27CA230512A 23.05.12 CA 319 Facebook goes public 
2.28NT240512A 24.05.12 NT 150 Probe on Facebook float losses soar Mark 
Zuckerberg 
2.29MX240512A 24.05.12 MX 287 Losing face over plunge 
2.30CM250512A 25.05.12 CM 572 Facebook shows how we can all reinvent 
future 
2.31CM260512A 26.05.12 CM 369 Zuckerberg has time to save face 
2.32AU260512A 26.05.12 AU 432 Facebook ‘an IPO lesson’ 
2.33FR260512A 26.05.12 FR 842 Towards a truly integrated newsroom 
2.34AD260512A 26.05.12 AD 428 Inside the world of Mrs Facebook 
2.35GA260512A 26.05.12 GA 445 Taking hype out of choice 
2.36FR280512A 28.05.12 FR 339 Group’s search for local chief continues 
2.37MX290512 29.05.12 MX 81 Just say it to my Face 
2.38HS300512A 30.05.12 HS 290 Saving face with a phone 
2.39MX300512A 30.05.12 MX 84 Facebook’s double hit 
2.40NR310512A 31.05.12 NR 426 Modern Man 
2.41SM310512A 31.05.12 SM 285 With billionaire etiquette 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE 
2.42SM310512A 31.05.12 SM 934 The public has a loud voice and a habit of 
spotting the fake 
**2.43FR010612A 01.06.12 FR 157 Zuckerberg stumped 
2.44HS020612A 02.06.12 HS 260 Facebook Zucks! 
2.45SM020612A 02.06.12 SM 616 Dramas in pyjamas. The Brightside- my career 
2.46FR020612A 02.06.12 FR 537 Loss of faith may be the final straw 
2.47FR050612A 05.06.12  FR 623 Facebook phone talk offers hope 
2.48NT060612A 06.06.12 NT 57 Insider trading claim 
2.49AG070612A 07.06.12 AG 431 Facebook ‘friends’ can hurt children 
2.50BR070612A 07.06.12 BR 51 FYI 
2.51CR080712A 08.06.12 CR 865 Facebook by stealth putting the fee into feeds 
**2.52MB090612A 09.06.12 MB 552 Video apps are contagious 
2.53FR090612A 09.06.12 FR 261 Media Mayhem 
2.54WA140612A 14.06.12 WA 834 Strategy and focus get numbers on your side 
2.55FR160612A 16.06.12 FR 836 Enter online sites at your own risk 
2.56AU170612A 17.06.12 AU 1704 How Google and the rest turned ‘evil’ 
2.57BS220612A 22.06.12 BS 1118 Wall street self-inflicted IPO woe 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE 
2.59SC260612A 26.06.12 SC 769 Facebook finally appoints a woman to its 
board- Five things you never knew about 
Sheryl Sandberg 
2.60MX28.06.12A 28.06.12 MX 127 Facebook ‘sexist empire’ 
2.61GA300612A 30.06.12 GA 602 Don’t push victims 
2.62HS1306A 13.07.12 HS 602 The Marketeer 
2.63NS170712A 17.07.12 NS 391 Social media keeps customers in touch 
2.64FR170712A 17.07.12 FR 700 Let’s be OK with failure 
2.65NR170712A 17.07.12 NH 495 Face off over the use of Facebook 
**2.66AG170712A 17.07.12 AG 93 Australia Patent: Application for ‘system and 
methods of social mapping’ lapses 
  
Table A5 Corpus Files 3: Corpus Subset 3: Facebook Launches Graph Search  
Date Range: 15.01.13–15.08.13 
FNC Subset 3  
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE  TOPIC 
3.1BT150113A 15.01.13 BT 319 Facebook hints at surprise announcement New FB product 
3.2BT160113A 16.01.13 BT 381 Facebook unveils search, shares plummet Graph Search, 
shares 
3.3TB160113A 16.01.13 TB 120 Facebook teaser promises a big surprise New FB 
product, 
smartphone? 
3.4MX160113A 16.01.13 MX 97 You’ll like Graph Search FACEBOOK 
UPDATE 
Graph Search, 
Google  
3.5SS160113A 16.01.13 SS 425 Facebook’s Graph Search tipped to boost 
online advertisers 
Revenue, 
privacy 
3.6WA170113A 17.01.13 WA 98 High Wire shares 
3.7GA170113A 17.01.13 GA 465 Face it, stalkers now get a search tool Privacy, risks 
3.8CP170113A 17.01.13 CP 98 Face of future Graph Search 
3.9FR180113A 18.01.13 FR 800 Search War battle lines are drawn Google, social 
database 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE  TOPIC 
3.10DT180113A 18.01.13 DT 385 Facebook privacy fear children will be 
exposed to stalkers by new search engine 
Graph Search, 
cyber stalking, 
privacy 
3.11ABC180113A 18.01.13 ABC 309 Zuckerberg almost makes list of worst 
CEO’s 
Ego 
3.12NM210113A 21.01.13 NM 211 Facebook search a challenge to Google Personalised 
search engine 
3.13SS210113A 21.01.13 SS 526 Academic names worst CEO’s of 2012 – 
five lessons for startups 
Ego 
3.14MB230113A 23.01.13 MB 545 Rocky Man targets Facebook bullying Cyber bullying 
3.15CK230113A 23.01.13 CK 1177 Graph Search: Facebook opens new 
chapter to close the internet 
Dominate force 
online 
3.16MB240113A 24.01.13 MB 435 How to stop cyber bullies? What you said 
on our website 
Censorship, 
hacking 
3.17WS260113A 26.01.13 WS 103 Facebook has confirmed that co-founder 
and billionaire 
Politics 
3.18SR270113A 27.01.13 SH 188 Big Arnie muscles in Summit 
3.19SC280113A 28.01.13 SCD 467 Facebook is no place for negative friends Narcissism  
3.20TA010213A 01.02.13 TA 372 Mobile ads drive Facebook growth Shares, revenue 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE  TOPIC 
3.21SBS060213A 06.02.13 SBS 1035 Privacy concerns over Facebook Graph 
Search 
Risks and 
consequences 
3.22SBS070213A 07.02.13 SBS 157 Facebook ‘planning to track users’ Privacy 
concerns 
3.23DMU080213A 08.02.13 DMU 385 Happy anniversary, Facebook Presence of FB, 
positives and 
negatives 
3.24AG110213A 11.02.13 AG 800 Facebook update: It’s become boring so we 
need a break 
Virtual living 
3.25TB220213A 22.02.13 TB 71 Tech tycoons start prize Life science 
awards 
3.26BT270213A 27.02.13 BT 286 Gates, Zuckerberg urges kids to code Skills for jobs 
3.27CIO070313A 07.03.13 CIO 394 Facebook adds another woman to its board Gender 
imbalance 
3.28MX080313A 08.03.13 MX 90 Facelift for Facebook NEWS FEED Upgrades 
3.29AP080313A 08.03.13 AP (??!!) 599 Facebook tries hip makeover Upgrades 
3.30HS060313A 06.03.13 HS 78 Movie duo hits heights Forbes mag 
3.31SS080313A 08.03.13 SS 601 Facebook updates the news feed: 
everything you need to know 
Advertising 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE  TOPIC 
3.32DT090313A 09.03.13 DT 113 You’re front page news Personalizing  
3.33AD090313A 09.03.13 AD 232 Aussie behind Facebook facelift Positive tone 
3.34FR090313A 09.03.13 FR 365 Facebook feeds users a new look Upgrades 
3.35TB0903013A 09.03.13 TB 297 Your ‘Likes’ are making big news on 
Facebook 
Positive tone 
3.36CP120313A 12.03.13 CP  Digital life Brave new face for social giant 
Facebook is hedging its bets on striking 
revamped design 
Upgrades, 
Google 
comparison 
3.37CA130313A 13.03.13 CA 212 Facebook in new era as news feed evolves Positive tone, 
upgrades 
3.38AP130313A 13.03.13  AP 457 FED: Google calls for education reforms Tech skills 
3.39AU260313A 26.03.13 AU 344 Facebook founder pours $US20m into 
political lobby 
Tech skills, 
foreign students 
3.40MX260313A 26.03.3 MX 97 Stuck with the Zuck Winklevoss 
twins, rivalry 
3.41BT270313A 27.03.13 BT 226 Facebook’s Zuckerberg tackling politics Tech skills, 
immigration 
reform 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE  TOPIC 
3.42MX280313A 28.03.13 MX 97 Zuckerberg wants reform Immigration 
reform 
3.43AU310313A 31.03.13 AU 558 Site puts mobile at heart of strategy Mobile 
development, 
revenue 
3.44BT050413A 05.04.13 BT 367 Facebook unveils Android software suite Upgrades, 
Apple, Google  
3.45BR080413A 08.04.13 BR 476 Facebook Phone revealed Dominating 
social 
technology 
3.46AG140413A 14.04.13 AG (Sunday) 1011 Distorted world view: how computers are 
doing our thinking for us 
Filtered info 
3.47FR160413A 16.04.13 FR 588 Companies alerted to social media 
minefield 
Brand 
reputation risks 
3.47SC090513 09.04.13 SC 915 Best of the web: Inside the secret $1billion 
Facebook- Instagram deal 
 
3.48CP160413A 16.04.13 CP 267 Digital life, New App to put social network 
front and centre 
Ubiquitous FB 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE  TOPIC 
3.49SC160413A 16.04.13 SC 198 Facebook in talks with Apple about 
bringing Facebook home to iPhone 
Upgrades 
3.50AP180413A 18.04.13 AP 269 William records Mona Lisa Song in the 
Louvre 
Positive on ZB 
3.51STP210413A 21.04.13 STP 378 Secrecy off limits Risks, privacy, 
negative 
3.52MX230413A 23.04.13 MX 604 For what it’s worth Virtual living, 
smart 
technology 
3.53SC240413A 24.04.13 SC 2105 Social Media disasters: Five lessons from 
the biggest stuff ups of the past two years 
Social media, 
business 
reputation 
3.54HS270413A 27.04.13 HS 330 Zuckerberg sold share to pay tax bill Stocks 
3.56SR280413A 28.04.13 SH 1580 No secret safe in an online world Spying, privacy 
3.57AD290413A 29.04.13 AD 118 Facebook CEO sells shares for tax bills Stocks 
3.58DJ020513A 02.05.13 DJ 1388 Market talk Shares 
3.59HS020513A 02.05.13 HS 535 Facebook profit climbs 58% on mobile ads Revenue 
3.60FR040513A 04.05.13 FR 1766 Mr Smarty P Pants Fashion 
equivalent of ZB 
FILE NAME DATE PUBLICATION WORD COUNT TITLE  TOPIC 
3.61SC090513A 09.05.13 SC 915 Best of the web: inside the secret $1billion 
Facebook- Instagram deal 
Competition, 
merger 
3.62AG300513A 30.05.13 AG 821 Public spin on private matters Personal info, 
database, 
marketing 
3.63BT120613A 12.06.13 BT 359 Facebook shareholders attend first AGM Shares,  
3.64BR130613A 13.06.13 BR 1965 Reinventing Asia online West to East 
3.65SCD290613A 29.06.13 SCD 404 Facebook: the new corporate stalker Privacy, 
3.66AU260713A 26.07.13 AU 220 Facebook surges on mobile ads results Shares 
3.67BT010813A 01.08.13  BT 482 Facebook passes $US38 initial public 
offering 
Shares 
improving 
6.68BR080813A 08.08.13 BR 554 Like that profit post ZB wealth, 
shares 
6.69DT130813A 13.08.13 DT 925 I’m just sayin’ it’s a bit of silly thing to say Irritated, 
behavior, tech 
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